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Abstract 

The aim of this research was to acquire and formalise understanding of the Minimum 

Quantity Lubrication (MQL) technique in the surface grinding operation. The 

investigation aimed to show through experiment and theoretical study the effects of 
MQL on grinding process performance, measured in terms of tangential and normal 
forces, temperature and surface finish. 

A comparison of conventional, dry and MQL fluid delivery methods was performed. 
The experimental study was undertaken on a CNC grinding machine with integrated 

monitoring. A Taguchi methodology was employed to provide qualitative evidence of 
the strength of process parameters on performance indicators. 

The usefulness and promise of MQL was established. The study identified regimes of 
grinding where MQL can be employed successfully. This outcome is supported by 

results showing, in some applications, that MQL is comparable in performance to 

grinding under conventional fluid delivery. It was found that for some conditions MQL 

outperformed conventional fluid delivery. This was particularly so in the case of the 

tests with material EN8, (approximately 32 HRQ, where MQL was found to 

outperform conventional fluid delivery in almost all measures. As expected, not all 

conditions were in favour of MQL delivery and the reasons for this are discussed in 

detail in the thesis. 

A theoretical explanation for the efficient process performance is developed in relation 
to the experimental results obtained. The effects of variables such as DOC, dressing 

conditions, wheel speeds, workpiece speed and workpiece material are considered. 

It is reasoned that the MQL technique achieves efficient performance due to effective 
lubrication and effective contact region penetration by the fluid. Effective lubrication 

conditions were confirmed by highly competitive specific energy and grinding force 

measurements. 
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Nomenclature 

Symbol Meaning Units 

a Applied depth of cut m 

a, Real/actual depth of cut m 

aed Dressing depth m 

a,., Wheel wear depth m 

a* Effective 'contact radius' of a rough surface m 

ao Contact radius for smooth surfaces m 

b, Wheel width m 

b.,, Contact/workpiece width m 

CS Wheel specific heat capacity kJ/(kg. K) 

CW Workpiece specific heat capacity kJ/(kg. K) 

d, Equivalent wheel diameter m 

d, Wheel diameter m 

d,, Workpiece diameter m 

ec Specific energy ild 

ech Energy of chip formation j/M3 

ep Energy of ploughing J/m 3 

e, Energy of sliding J/m, 

E, Wheel Young's modulus MPa 

E,, Workpiece Young's modulus MPa 

E* Elastic properties of two surfaces MPa 

F, Normal grinding force N 

F,, ' Specific normal grinding force N/mm, 

Ft Tangential grinding force N 
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Ft' Specific tangential grinding force N/mrn. 

h Height M 

h, 
q Equivalent chip thickness 111 

hf Fluid convection coefficient W/(m2. K) 

h, Real thickness of removed material M 

k, Wheel thermal conductivity W/(m. K) 

k,, Workpiece thermal conductivity W/(m. K) 

11 Contact length M 

I., Real contact length M 

if Deformation contact length m 

Ift Rough surface deformation contact length in 

19 Geometric contact length M 

Ik Kinematic contact length M 

L, Workpiece length 111 

M Mass kg 

nd Number of dressing passes 

Pa Absolute atmospheric pressure bar 

P Grinding power W 

Pe Peclet number 

qch Heat flux dissipated to grinding chips W 

qf Heat flux dissipated to grinding fluid W 

q, Heat flux dissipated to grinding wheel W 

qt Total heat flux generated in the grinding zone W 

q,, Heat flux dissipated to the workpiece W 

Q, Volumetric removal rate MI/S 

QIW Specific volumetric removal rate M3/m/S 
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R,, Roughness factor 

R,, Partition ratio of workpiece 

R,,, Partition ratio of workpiece-wheel 

ro Effective radius of contact of grains m 

rs Wheel radius m 

ts Dwell time s 

S Feed per cutting edge m 

z Workpiece height m 

Vair Air velocity m/s 

Vfad Dressing feedrate m/min 

Vf Feedrate m/min 

Vsd Dressing wheel speed m/s 

VS Wheel surface speed m/s 

VW Workpiece surface speed m/s 

/is Wheel dynamic viscosity kg/(m. s) 

JU 
Friction coefficient/force ratio 

V Kinematic viscosity m'/s 

P Density k g/M3 

0 Absolute temperature 0C 

Oamb Ambient temperature 0C 

Oav Average surface temperature 0C 

01= Maximum background temperature 0C 

OMP Melting point temperature 0C 
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 

AED Aerodynamic Equivalent Diameter 

AMTReL Advanced Manufacturing Technology Research Laboratory 

CNC Computer Numerically Controlled machine 

DOC Depth of cut 

DRY Dry machining 

EPA Environmental Protection Agency/Authority 

FEM Final Element Method 

GERI General Engineering Research Institute 

HEDG High Efficiency Deep Grinding 

HRC Hardness Rockwell C 

LDA Laser Doppler Anemometry 

MQL Minimum Quantity Lubrication 

NDG Near Dry Grinding 

NDM Near Dry Machining 

PVD Physical Vapour Deposition coating 

WET Conventional flood cooling 
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1.1. Background 

Grinding is used for machining materials with challenging mechanical and chemical 

properties e. g. hardened steels, high-temperature resistant steels, sintered aluminium 

oxide and sintered carbides. Grinding may be used for rough machining replacing 
turning and/or milling. It may also be used as a precision process for achieving smooth 

surfaces, high accuracy and good size holding. More commonly, grinding is a finishing 

operation. 

Currently, it is estimated that 25 per cent of all machined components, at some time in 

their production, require the grinding process. This number is likely to grow due to the 

requirements of more accurate and precise parts, the use of new materials and improved 

machine tool capability (Webster, 2004). A further factor that is adding to the growth in 

abrasive machining is the broader use of new alloys based on hard fusible components, 

sintered metals and sintered ceramics. These newer materials cannot be machined 

economically by any other machining method (Filipowski and Marciniak, 2000). 

Although grinding has traditionally been regarded as a finishing process, more recent 

experience from the automotive and aerospace industries have convinced production 

engineers of the potential of grinding as a primary material removal process. This has 

led to recent process developments including: 'creep feed', 'one cut' or 'one pass' and 

most recently High Efficiency Deep Grinding (HEDG) in which large volumes of 

material are removed at very high wheel speeds of 120-140 m/s (Challis and Stanton, 

1982; Rowe, 2001). 

There are many types of grinding operation - rough and precision, internal, external, 

surface, centreless, using a wheel or a belt, and conventional and super abrasives. 
Nevertheless, all these different operations have in common the fact that there is a 

moving abrasive surface that contacts the workpiece. If the force is high enough, 

material will be removed from the part and the abrasive surface will wear. The force and 

its level determines how fast the mutual removal rates will be, how rough the remaining 

surface will be, and whether the workpiece will be metallurgically damaged or not 
(King and Hahn, 1986). In this context metallurgical damage would typically exhibit 
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itself as either: discoloration, burning, cracking, excessive tensile stress levels, 

tempering, hardening or surface oxidation. 

The grinding process itself is very complex due to the stochastic nature of abrasive tool 

geometry. Adding to this complexity are the high cutting speeds, cutting resistance, 
force ratios, the variable compliance and the structure of the grinding wheel and many 

other varying parameters. There has been series of studies into abrasive machining 

many of which were deterministic, based on experiments and experience, and that is 

why it is often said that grinding is more of an art rather than a science (Marinescu et al, 
2004). 

In abrasive machining, a key objective is to maximise material removal whilst 

minimising wear of the abrasive. Although grinding can take place without lubrication it 

is often preferred to use wet grinding wherever possible to achieve this objective due to 

reduced frictional losses and improved quality of the surface produced. There are two 

main types of fluids used in grinding: emulsions and neat oil (Marinescu et al, 2004). 

Emulsion is a diluted concentrate of oil in water. To protect the machine and parts, other 
constituents are added to the base fluid such as: anti-wear additives, anti-corrosion 

additives, anti-mist additives, antioxidants and emulsifiers. 

Neat oils contain base oils and a mixture of additives to provide enhanced corrosion 

resistance and lubrication. They normally consist of 80-95 per cent basic oil (natural 

fatty oil/mineral oil/synthetic oil). 

However, the use of fluids also represents a significant part of manufacturing costs. 

Furthermore, those fluids may have a detrimental effect on worker health as well as on 

the natural environment. As a result, dry machining would be desirable (Brinksmeier et 

al, 1999). 

Near Dry Machining (NDM) is an alternative to conventional flood delivery. It covers 

areas of lubrication, where a minimised or micro amount of fluid is employed and this is 

commonly termed Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL). MQL in drilling, turning and 

milling has attracted extensive research however there has been only a limited research 

on MQL in grinding. Consequently, the efficiency of this fluid delivery method is 
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unclear. Preliminary studies have been promising and the need for further work has 

been established. 

MQL Benefits and Limitations 

Many innovations have been made in grinding - wheel speed and feed have increased, 

materials have changed, grinding has become more accurate. However, fluid delivery 

remains an important issue requiring further research effort. The rising cost of cutting 
fluid usage and disposal is a key driver for research into alternative fluid delivery 

techniques. As a result, the introduction of dry machining and minimum quantity 
lubrication techniques in machining processes is increasing. 

The principle of MQL is to mix pressurised air and lubricant and deliver it directly to a 

machining zone using as little of fluid as possible. As a comparison fluid quantities in 

wet machining are typically 5000-25000 ml/min, in MQL they may be as little as 
30-50 ml/h (0.5-0.8 ml/min). Relatively extensive research has been undertaken 

concerning MQL applied to milling, turning and drilling, however, MQL in grinding 

remains little understood. The small number of research publications on the subject 

suggest that the MQL system is sufficiently flexible for application in grinding, 
however very little is understand regarding the issue of where MQL would be most 

usefully employed. 

There are number of reasons why attention should be paid to the MQL. These include 

environment and economic factors such as environmental friendliness, initial purchase 
cost, delivery cost to the contact region (high velocity and high pressure systems), and 
subsequent disposal costs. 

The potential key benefits of MQL may be: 

9 reduced environmental impact - no need for waste disposal, no air and water 

pollution, smaller energy consumption, 

9 economical benefits: purchase, waste disposal, production unit price costs are 
reduced, 
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* no thennal shock for workpiece and the grinding wheel, 

* cleaner work place and less hazardous to machine environment, 

* storage space and costs are limited to minimum - on-time deliveries possible. 

1.3. Project Aim and Objectives 

The purpose of this research was to investigate the performance of MQL and to 

compare it to both the dry and wet conditions. The work was to set out to test the 

hypothesis that under some conditions MQL can deliver a process efficiency 

approaching that of conventional wet grinding. A key objective was to identify a 

grinding regime where MQL can demonstrate successful application. Grinding 

performance was established from process parameters that included grinding forces, 

workpiece surface roughness and grinding temperature. 

1.4. The Scope of the Investigation 

The work presented in this thesis describes advances made in the understanding of the 

MQL fluid delivery method in grinding. Fundamental interactions between the fluid 

system and the grinding system were investigated. The effects of workpiece material, 

wheel and workpiece speed and cooling/lubricating system provide the basis for the 

fundamental studies. 

The research was focussed on plane surface grinding in the fine grinding and shallow 

cut regime. For this study, fine grinding refers to depth of cut (DOC) in the range: 
0.5 pm < DOC <I gm and shallow cut grinding up to 15 pm. 

Wheel speeds were varied in the range 20-45 m/s and a general purpose aluminium 

oxide grinding wheel was used throughout. A range of materials widely used in 

manufacturing industry: M2 steel hardened to approximately 51±2 
Hardness Rockwell-C (HRC), EN31 approximately of 62±2 HRC and steel EN8 of 
32±2 HRC, were selected for the study. 
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Preliminary experiments were undertaken on a manual grinding machine. Experiments 

for the full parametric study were undertaken on an advanced high precision CNC 

grinding machine. 

Importantly, the real DOC is identified as a critical parameter in the assessment of MQL 

performance, and methods to determine this value in plane surface grinding are 

proposed. The work also presents new insight into temperature effects in MQL and the 

validity of accepted thermal models for MQL analysis has been established. A brief 

study on process economics provides further confirmation of the potential benefit of the 
MQL delivery method. 
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Process Fluids 

2.1.1. The Function of Fluids in the Grinding Process 

The family of process fluids includes dry fluids, liquids and some gases - used either as 

a cooling medium or as a carriage medium for oils. However, in most instances, water 
based or oil, liquid process fluids are preferred to gaseous fluid. In some cases, dry 

grinding may be considered where the workpiece material does not allow for use of a 
fluid containing even a trace amount of water (e. g. magnesium alloys) or it is desirable 

to contain the debris such as that from cast iron, brass, and similar materials, to avoid 

contamination of the machine (Dmochowski, 1983; Marinescu et al, 2004). 

The chip formation process in the contact zone is influenced by the use of coolant. The 

coolant develops a thin film at the interface, thus lowering the friction forces, cooling 
the material and tool surfaces. According to Brinksmeier et al, (1999) as the lubrication 

effect increases, there is a corresponding increase in elastic-plastic deformation under 
the cutting edge of the abrasive grain, leading to a decrease in workpiece roughness. By 

reducing friction forces, friction heat is reduced and therefore also the total process heat. 

However, excess fluid delivery can have a negative thermal effect, as the efficiency of 
the cutting process may be reduced and relatively more energy is used in the shearing 

and deformation processes. The reason for this may be an effect of air boundary layer. 

When excessive fluid delivery takes place, a larger normal force is required to overcome 
the effect of the boundary layer between the wheel and the workpiece. Although this is 

not a common occurrence (Brinksmeier et al, 1999). 

The different functions of the cutting fluid can be summarised as follows (King and 
Hahn, 1986; Malkin, 1989; Marinescu et al, 2004; Oczos and Porzycki, 1986; 

Dmochowski, 1983; Milton, 1996): 

1. Cooling function - increases heat transfer from machining area. The cooling 

efficiency is higher when properties: thermal conductivity, specific heat and latent 
heat and are higher. Cooling occurs within and outside the contact area. 

2. Lubricating function of the abrasive contact - decreases friction between grain and 

part, and between flank and chip. Efficiency of lubrication depends mainly on fluid 
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type and how effectivelY the fluid penetrates the faces. This is important for the case 

of Near Dry Machining. 

3. Flushing function - is an important function as it removes detached/fractured grains 

and chips from machining area. Cutting fluids have very good flushing properties 

and particles are carried with the fluid flow. This property also beneficially 

influences the machined surface and wear of the wheel. However, it is generally not 

possible to achieve bulk cooling, swarf removal, wheel cleaning, contact zone 
lubrication and process cooling by using only one nozzle. Many processes use 

multiple nozzles and each nozzle is set up for a particular purpose. 

4. Entrapment and cleaning function - is a function wherein the abrasive dust and 

metal process vapour are collected and entrapped in fluids. The cleaning function 

also aids wheel cleaning and helps prevent wheel glazing thus extending wheel life 

and time periods between wheel dressing operations. 

2.1.2. Fluid Types in Grinding 

Every grinding application operates under different conditions, thus the cooling and 
lubrication requirements differ. Coolants should, ideally, be composed to suit each 

specific case. Every coolant consists of a basic fluid, to which are added other products 

such as anti-wear, anti-corrosion or emulsifying agents. Fluids used during abrasive 

process can be categorised as: gases, mixture of gas and fluids, liquid fluids, liquid 

fluids mixture with solid lubricants and pastes. Liquid fluids are most common and they 

can be further divided into cutting oils and soluble oils (Silva et al, 2005; Rahman et al, 
2001). 

There is a general tendency to use cutting oils where lubrication is critical for form and 
finish. However, special precautions and equipment may be necessary for grinding with 

cutting-oils (Silva et al, 2005) as they produce a mist and fumes in the atmosphere, and 

may also present a fire hazard. Their use may also be restricted due to pollution and 

safety considerations, (October 2009) e. g. http: //www. hse. gov. uk/index. htm, 
http: //osha. europa. eu/, http: //www. iso. org/. 
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It is shown in Figure 2-1, how a general purpose wheel, wheelspeed and different 

cooling/lubricating medium can influence the process temperature. Lowest temperatures 

are achieved with oil. It should be mentioned, that depending on workpiece material, its 

hardness, process parameters, grinding wheel, etc., grinding temperature may behave 

differently from this general chart. 

1200 

800 

j 
00 

0 

>1-00 

Jo 60 9 
vs. MA 

Figure 2-1. Temperature of a workpiece as a function of wheel speed (Oczos and 
Porzycki, 1986). 

It should be mentioned, that according to the state-of-art in fluid delivery in grinding, 

there can be no entirely uniform statements made as to the comparison of oils, 

emulsions and solutions concerning roughness and residual stresses. The results show 
that in almost every case, oil is characterised by lower grinding forces, lower wear and 
higher values of the G-ratio. There are no such clear statements for the roughness. Thus, 

it can be only stated that a reduction of tool wear by the use of oil due to increased 

lubrication effect is clear. The merit of water-based fluids is their ability to aid control 

of workpiece bulk temperature such that part-to-part size variation is reduced 
(Brinksmeier et al, 1999). 

Due to process complexity and qualities expected from fluid, it is not possible to create 

one universal fluid highly effective for both cooling and lubricating - thus there is a 

need for fluids, with different properties that are able to perform specific requirements. 
Different wheel and workpiece combination create various grinding conditions and for 

instance, when grinding titanium alloy with aluminium oxide wheels, wheel wear rate 

and surface roughness are outside tolerable levels with common grinding fluids, due to 

chemical reactivity between workpiece and wheel. (Nee, 1979; Tawakoli et al, 2007). 
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In Figure 2-2 the influence of using either oil or emulsion on specific normal force and 

surface roughness is presented in terms of specific material removal rate. 
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-Fi--ure 
2-2. Influence offluid properties on (a) specific normalforce and (b) roughness, 

with specific material removal (Oczos and Porzycki, 1986). 

Oil-based Coolants 

A few researchers found that grinding wheel wear and surface roughness are often 

reduced with the use of oil compared with that achieved using an emulsion. In general, 
higher compressive residual stresses are found after use of oils in comparison to 

emulsion. This is due to the more favourable cutting conditions resulting from oil usage. 

It is also advised to use oil as a coolant for high-speed grinding, as it reduces tangential 

forces as well as a large portion of friction heat. However, it has been reported that oil 
does not always reduce surface roughness in comparison to emulsion in the case of 
high-speed grinding (Brinksmeier et al, 1999). 

Oil-based fluids owe their excellent lubrication properties to a high kinematic viscosity 

that is over 50 times greater than water. The viscosity is in the range of v= 20-60 mm 2A 

depending on fluid specification. However the heat capacity for oil based fluids is 

typically 1.95 kJ/(kg. K) and heat conductivity approximately 0.13 W/(m. K) and 
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therefore oil-based fluids have poor cooling properties compared to water based fluids 

(Brinksmeier et al, 1999; Oczos and Porzycki, 1986). 

2.1.4. Water-based Coolants 

Water-based fluids are widely used in abrasive machining, and are produced in form of 

concentrate and water is used to dilute the different substances. Emulsion i. e., oil plus 

water, combine some of the advantages of both water and oil. However, this symbiosis 
is never completely successful. The main disadvantage of water based fluids are micro 

organisms making high maintenance costs unavoidable. Furthermore, the water and oil 

phases must be separated before disposal (Marinescu et al, 2004; Brinksmeier et al, 
1999). 

When using water-based fluids, there is a need to ensure that the fluid film boiling 

temperature is not exceeded as this leads to a drastic reduction of heat transfer 

coefficient between workpiece and coolant. Film boiling occurs at approximately 
120 'C, and leads to evaporation of the coolant solution. Film boiling also occurs with 

mineral oils, although at higher temperatures and above a certain temperature range, 
because oil exhibits an evaporation range. Due to the rise of the evaporation range, 

increasing coolant pressure in the contact zone leads to a delay of the film boiling effect. 
This effect is especially important because film boiling has a direct effect on the thermal 

damage of the workpiece subsurface layer (Shaji and Radhakrishnan, 2002; Shaji and 

Radhakrishnan, 2003; Alves and Gomes de Oliveira, 2006). 

Properties Water Emulsion Oil Air 

Kinematic Viscosity 
0.66 -o. 66 20-80 16.97 

[cSt at 40"C] 
Density 
[kglm3l 

I 
1000 930-1000 850-1100 1.20 

Heat Conductivity 

[ WI(m K)l 0.60 
I 

0.63 
I 

0.15 
I 

0.02 

Heat Capacity 
I 

[kJl(kg K)] 4.22 
I 

4.18 
I 

1.95 1.00 

Table 2-1. Comparison of differentfluids properties. 
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Water-based coolants are common for metal grinding operations. Their physical 

properties are similar to water. Heat capacity is 4.18kJ/(kg K) and is twice that of oil. 
Heat conductivity is 0.63 W/(m K). Their principal use is in cooling and flushing. 

Lubrication is a less important issue. 

2.1.5. Alternative Lubrication Techniques 

Alternative techniques of lubrication in abrasive machining tend to be neglected, 
however, some examples of techniques are given below: (Shaji and Radhakrishnan, 

2002; Shaji and Radhakrishnan, 2003): 

Spray (i. e.: gases like argon, air, helium, nitrogen or carbon dioxide), mist or active 

chemical vapour lubrication. Due to requirements of decreasing conventional cutting 
fluids, gases seem to play a more important role nowadays. However they have some 
limitations due to their poor cooling and/or lubrication properties and they require 

special tools (Le.: CBN wheels for grinding) to achieve lower temperatures and keep 

the machining process efficient. One of the most important spray techniques is MQL 

and this is shown in some cases to provide good lubrication. However, the usefulness 

of this method within grinding still needs to be determined and is investigated in this 

research. 
Surface layers with self-lubricating properties are being used with some success in 

milling and turning though operations they do provide sufficient cooling for 

grinding. This solution also requires special preparation (deposition or conversion on 

a half-finished product before grinding), thus increasing costs of the production 

process. 
Introduction of solid lubricants into the bond of the abrasive tool and/or into the 

composition of the workpiece material. This method requires the lubricant to be 

incorporated in the tool or workpiece at the time of initial fabrication. Self- 

lubricating materials may be introduced to enhance the effects of a process fluid or as 

an alternative to a process fluid. The effective role of graphite as a lubricant was 

proven in some studies, however, the method still needs many improvements as 

wheel clogging is a major problem. 
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Dry abrasive machining where the process takes place exclusively in air, though, it is 

not usually possible to satisfy all the technical and economic requirements of a 

modem industrial process. Due to the lack of cooling, this process is very demanding 

and there is high risk of thermal damage. This machining method also demands state- 

of-the-art tools as dry machining with conventional grinding wheels causes high 

wear and clogging, leading to poor surface properties. However due to key 

developments in tool technologies dry machining is commonly used with materials 

(e. g. copper) that cannot be used in the presence of cutting fluids. 

2.2. Fluid Influence on the Working and Natural 
Environment 

The impact of machining and process fluids on the working environment is a matter of 

increasing legislation. These concerns range from potentially carcinogenic effects of 

ingesting workpiece material particles or ingesting process fluid, and extend through to 

the irritant effects of metals, oils, and bacteria through inhalation or direct contact with 

the skin. Machine operator's health can be affected by contact with various substances 

within the cutting fluid. Their health can be impaired by skin contact or by swallowing 

the substance but also by breathing oil mist and vapours. Increasingly, the answer to 

these problems is seen as total machine enclosure with fume extraction systems. The 

debate also ranges over the benefits of oil versus water-based fluids and desirability of 

minimum fluid application (Sokovic, 2001; Marinescu et al, 2004). 

The impact on the natural environment is mainly caused by the disposal of waste 

coolant, as well as cutting fluid losses during the machining process, contamination of 

water for cleaning the workpiece and other related activities. The waste disposal of 

coolant, contaminated with abrasive particles and machining debris causes ecological 

problems and is also linked with rising costs. That is why nowadays, specialist disposal 

of waste oil and emulsion is becoming increasingly more important and there are 

several ways of dealing with this problem. 
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Figure 2-3 summarises how Cutting fluids may be disposed. Stricter envii-onnicntal 4: 1 

regulations and guidelines support this devclopment. Various options are now available 
to companies interested in conditioning these materials, regardless of' whether this is 

conducted within the company or externally (Sokovic, 200 1; Brinksincicr et al, 1994). 

Figure 2-3. Disposal ql'cittling. fluids in cutting technology (Sokovic, 2001). 

There are different approaches to avoid sonic of the above issues, SLIch as dry grinding Ir- C', 
minimal quantity lUbrication and use of biodegradable fluids as a part of green 

manufactUring. However, a complete reunification of' cutting flulds is Unlikely in the 

foreseeable future dUe to dependency on nianUfactUring for inachined materials 

(Sokovic, 2001). 

A very important issue is the safe disposal of grinding swarf. The swarf contains C- 
abrasive grains, bond materials, machining debris and lubricant. Diirino the separation L- 
ot' the cooling lubricant from the Pollutants, there invariably rcmain sorne traces of the 

pollutants in the I'lUid discharged. This discharge can aInOLIIII Lip to 40 per cent of the LI -- 

disposal weight. In Germany the metal-working industry produces a V011.11fle of grinding LI I-- t, 
swarfofarOLInd 130,000 tons per year. Therefore, the separation ofthe oil-contaminated 

grinding swarf into its main raw Inaterials (i. e. oil, metal chips) and the recyclino of 

these contents is economically as well as ecologically sensible and required. ]-he whole 
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process after extraction leads to simple products: oil and metal powder (Brinksmeier, 

1994). An example of oil and grinding swarf separation is presented in Figure 24. 

Grinding 
Swarf Processing Fluld-ý ON- oil 

Suspension ý(SolidA-iquid 
ýSeparatlon 

147 
- 

+P, 

n, ,Ib,, 
Metal Processing Fluid ---- Lýr-y-22J 

P' Powder 

-Figure 
24. De-oiling scheme (Brinksmeier, 1994). U 

2.3. Fluid Delivery 

Fluid Delivery into Grinding Zone 

A process fluid by itself does not assure high workpiece quality and grinding process 

efficiency, thus its importance should not be overstated. It is known however that cutting 
fluids lower temperatures in grinding mainly by reducing friction. Lubrication depends on 
fluid entering the contact region between the grinding wheel and the workpiece. It does 

not necessarily mean a large volume of fluid has to be used, however lubrication may 
be ineffective if no fluid enters the grinding zone at all (Marinescu et al, 2004). 

Previous research on fluid supply to the grinding zone has identified the basic methods 

of fluid delivery and their possible combinations. Methods of delivery include flood 

supply, pressurised fluid supply, fluid supply through porous grinding wheel, 

submerged grinding, fluid supply with ultrasound vibration (megasonic) and contact 
fluid supply (Oczos and Porzycki, 1986). 

To achieve the highest possible cooling and lubricating qualities a correct nozzle 

arrangement is required. Specialised nozzles have been developed for different grinding 
applications and broadly they may be classified into the following groups as illustrated 
in Figure 2-5. Most common nozzles are free jet and shoe nozzles. (Brinksmeier et al, 
1999). 
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Figure 2-5. Examples jor coolant suppýv stralegie. v, where Qcl, coolant quantitY 
(Brinksmeier et al, 1999). 

Fi-ce jet nozzles are widely Lised, especially with universal grinding machines with C- 
coolant pl-CSSUre around 0.1 MPa. Low prCSSUrc is rcqUired, when bulk cooling and 

, "warf removal from the bed of the machine only is expected. However, IOW PrCSSLII-e 

nozzles are ineffective for high speed grinding. To achieve high velocity Lit the nozzle Cl L- 

exit, it is necessary to Use a PLIIIIP of adeqUate flow rate and power. Ott ( 199 1, from 

Brinksi-neier et al, 1999) suggested Using coolant Jet velocities in the range of' 0.6- 1.0 LI 
times of cutting speed to achieve good jet adhesion to the grinding wheel (Oczos and 
Porzycki, 1986; Webster et al, 1995). 

Another common flooding nozzle is the shoe nozzle. This type of' nozzle characterises, C) 
that it fits to the wheel and encloses the grinding whccl on three side,,,. In comparison to Cý 
the free jet nozzle, shoe nozzle leads to lower tool wear and less bLII-IIiII0, with generally L- 

lower pressures and coolant flow rates (MarineSCU ei al, 2007). 

In some grinding conditions (high wheel-specds for instance) a single flood nozzIc may Z, 1-1 

not he sufficient to satisfy the various functions expected from the process I'luid. 

Therefore, it is worth considering whether the varlous functions ot'hulk cooling, swai-t* 

removal, wheel cleaning, contact zone lubrication, and cooling may best be served with tý -- 
1111.11tiple nozzles. A medn. 1111 t1oW I-Lite nozzle with a medium pressure head, for example, 
0.4 MRI, 11MY be Used to supply the fluid in the prinding arc. In addition, an 8.0 MPa hioh- 

t- cl C 
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pressure nozzle may be used as a cleaning jet to force fluid at high velocity into the pores 

of the wheel. Each nozzle can then be designed to achieve a particular purpose in the 

most cost-effective way (Marinescu et al, 2004). 

Finally, there are the spray nozzles, which provide reduced coolant flow rates. One 

spray cooling method is MQL, with coolant flow rates as much as 20,000 times lower, 

compared with flooding coolant supply methods. It has been proposed that MQL may 
possibly only be used for fine grinding due to the reduced cooling potential (Marinescu 

et al, 2004; Brinksmeier, 1999). However, this hypothesis requires further research and 
it is the subject of this investigation. 

A further factor that plays a very decisive role with respect to efficiency of a coolant 

system is the position of the nozzle. It has a significant influence on the useful flow rate 

and according to Webster (1995) determines if the flow in the entry region is laminar or 

turbulent. Studies examining the optimal nozzle position have shown that the nozzle 

should be positioned as close to the contact zone as possible, to ensure optimum use of 
jet coherence. In addition to the distance, the orientation of the jet in relation to the 

grinding wheel should be considered. However, in free jet grinding, it was proposed that 

the flow should not hit the grinding wheel tangentially, but approximately at an angle of 
10' to 25" in front of the grinding arc (Brinksmeier et al, 1999). 

Other studies have proposed tangential flows (Ebbrell et al, 2000; Jackson, 2008). 

However, there is at present no hard and fast rule for angle of inclination despite it 

being the subject of many studies and the conclusion given by Baines-Jones (2005) is 

that each operation needs to be assessed independently to identify optimal angle. 

In their work, Brinksmeier et al (1999) mentions that different researchers have found 

that increasing coolant pressure with an optimal nozzle geometry reduces the 

workpiece surface roughness. This happens because higher jet velocity provides better 

coolant penetration into the grinding wheel pores and more coolant can be carried into 

the grinding arc. This therefore reduces friction and temperature which in turn reduces 

wheel wear. It was also shown that tensile residual stresses at the workpiece surface 

were dramatically reduced. An example of how coolant flow rate and nozzle cross can 

affect tensile residual stresses is presented in Figure 2-6. 
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2-6. Effect of coolant flow rate and nozzle cross-section on tensile residual U 

stresses, (Brinksmeier et al, 1999) 

For the current investigation wet grinding was carried out with a conventional flood 

delivery nozzle. The nozzle produced a velocity of approximately 26 m/s and a flow of 

approximately 12 I/min. It was directed tangentially to the wheel according to 

suggestions made by Jackson (2008). In the case of MQL, a special purpose nozzle 
design, partially based on Silva's (2005) design, was used. More details about the 

delivery system for wet and MQL grinding can be found in Chapter 6, section 6.3.4. 

2.3.2. Boundary Effect 

A boundary layer of air develops around a rotating grinding wheel and occurs 

particularly due to the high surface speed of the wheel. This boundary layer effect is 

generally formed with wheel speeds at v, > 20 m/s (Oczos and Porzycki, 1996). The 

thickness of the boundary effect strongly depends upon wheel speed, wheel surface 

topography (roughness) and wheel guarding (Trmal and Kaliszer, 1976). 

In some situations the turbulent motion of the air above the wheel/work interface allows 

only a fraction of the coolant delivered to be drawn into the grinding arc. The strong 
fluid deflecting effect of the boundary layer is pictured in the work of Ebbrell and Rowe 

(Figure 2-7) (Ebbrell et al, 1999). In this figure it is seen that the boundary layer (red 

circle), is so strong (vf - zero, gravity fed system) that no fluid is carried directly into 

grinding zone between the grinding wheel and workpiece. 
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Figure 2-7. Lffiect ov laver, a) influence (#'air barrier on coolatil supph, b) ýf boundar 

magnýfication, where boundary layer is visible in a red circle. 

A large number of patents and papers regarding elimination or reduction of' the all, 

barrier are available. A common recommendation is to match the speed of' tile coolant 

jet to the peripheral speed of the grinding wheel. This should ensure good penctration of' 

the air barrier and a decrease of the power loss due to fluid dragg. The nature ofthe I'lows 

in the region immediately prior to the contact engagement was investigated by WLI, 

(2009), using Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) techniques and a representative result 

is shown in Figure 2-8. 
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Figure 2-8. Fluid. flow vectors around an anti-clockwise rotating wheel in a spark- mit 
position (Wit, 2009). 

Another relatively simple method to reduce the negative effects ofthe houndary layer is 

by the use of a scraper. The scraper is designed and located to divert the air barrier 

before the fluid approaches the grinding zone. A disadvantage with the scrapcr, 

particularly in high removal rate operations with conventional abrasives is that it 11cccls 

continual adjustment to compensate for wheel wear, thus use of' this method in 

industrial conditions is questionable (Ebbrell et al, 1999; Trinal and Kaliszcr, 1976). 
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In this study the MQL aerosol was delivered at a constant speed that (i) matched that of 

the wheel i. e. at v, = 45 nVs or (H) in the case of lower speed tests i. e. at v., = 25 m/s 

exceeding wheel speed, to ensure MQL boundary layer penetration. 

A series of tests using the Laser Doppler Anernometry method were also completed to 

confirm an efficient workpiece wetting and air boundary layer penetration. The test 

procedure and results are reported in Chapter 6, section 6.4.4. 

2.4. Grinding Wheels 

2.4.1. Abrasive Materials 

There are five main types of natural abrasive materials commonly used in machining: 
diamond, corundum, emery, quartz and garnet. All apart from the diamond have low 

strength, are problematic in quality control and reproduction, thus when compared to 

artificial materials their role is rather minor. What differentiates artificial abrasive 

materials from natural ones is that they are easily controlled, have predictable physical 

properties and therefore provide a more repeatable abrasive performance. For instance, 

material homogeneity, a property very sensitive to abrasive purity and crucial to retain 

wheel hardness and shape, is much better with artificial abrasives. Therefore, almost all 

abrasive tool production is based on artificial abrasives (King and Hahn, 1986). 

There are four main artificial abrasives: corundum - aluminium oxide (A1203). silicon 

carbide (SiC), and the superabrasives: cubic boron nitride (CBN) and diamond. 

Virtually all conventional abrasives used currently for grinding wheels are synthetic 

materials based on either aluminium oxide or silicon carbide (Malkin, 1989). 

Aluminiurn oxide (alumina) abrasive consisting of crystalline aluminiurn oxide is made 
from bauxite. Depending on source it contains 85-90 per cent of alumina, 2-5 per cent 

of Ti02 and up to 10 per cent iron oxide, silica and basic oxides. The bauxite is fused in 

electric-arc furnace at 2600 `C. Advantages of aluminium oxide are: heat resistance 
(melt point at about 1900-2000 'C depending on purity), chemical and acid resistance. 
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A further important property, used to determine grain quality, is its cleavage ability 
(Bumat, 1962). 

Silicon carbide (SiQ is another commonly used abrasive. It has a hardness of 9.5 Mohs 

scale. It has better heat resistance compared to aluminium oxide and a higher melting 

point at approximately 2500 'C. However, SiC did not feature in this study and further 

information can be found literature. 

Similarly superabrasives did not feature in this study and a detailed explanation of their 

properties and use is outside the scope of this work. The reader is referred to Rowe 

(2009) if they require more information on superabrasives. 

2.4.2. Bond Materials 

The role of the bond in the grinding wheel is to provide a matrix to support the grains so 

that they can remove material and are able to withstand grinding forces and 

temperatures. The bond-grain matrix should include porosity to provide for the transport 

of fluid, chips and debris. The bond needs to be resistant to usage of various cooling and 
lubricating fluids and should not be overly sensitive to large temperature gradients. The 

two most common bond materials for conventional abrasive wheels are: vitrified and 

resinoid. 

Vitreous bonds are basically a glass bond formed from mixtures of clay, a feldspar and 

a frit. Approximately half of all conventional abrasive wheels are of this bond type. 

Vitrified wheels act hard and are relatively fragile with grains being held rigidly in 

place. They are largely resistant to heat and the influence of coolants at conventional 

grinding temperatures, typically 100 OC to 325 OC. However, they are sensitive to any 

mechanical impact and side load. Currently, it is possible to use this bond type at 

peripheral speeds up to 80-90 m/s (Bumat, 1962; Malkin, 1989). Resinoid bonded 

wheels are generally used for heavy stock removal processes and cut-off applications 
due to their durability. 

The wheel employed for this study was a vitrified bonded alumina. The wheel selected 

was a general purpose wheel with the following specification: WA 100 JV. The general 
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purpose wheel was selected to provide a reasonable performance over the chosen range 

of work materials and hence provide a basis for comparison. 

2.4.3. Wheel Composition and Parameters 

Grinding wheels are made from many types of grain in a wide range of sizes, in 

conjunction with many bond materials and compositions, therefore a grinding wheel 

company may produce dozens of thousands of nominally different products to customer 

satisfaction (for example, Saint-Gobain have a range approaching 250,000 wheels). It is 

thus convenient to refer to the standard marking system for specifying conventional and 

superabrasives grinding wheels. The wheel specification defines the following 

parameters: the type of abrasive in the wheel, the bond type, the abrasive grain size, the 

wheel hardness, the wheel structure, any other marker's identification codes. 

Superabrasives use somewhat different wheel specification, where the wheel structure is 

replaced by abrasive concentration and addition of the superabrasive layer depth to the 

end of marking symbol (Malkin, 1989). 

The conventional wheel marking system is explained in Appendix 1. Key wheel 

parameters denoted are: 

1. Abrasive size - physical properties and amount of abrasive in a unit volume have 

a large influence on grinding wheel cutting quality. Cutting efficiency, 

smoothness of the workpiece, together with wheel durability and shape holding 

depend strongly on the abrasive. These are the main properties that can be 

controlled by changing volume percentage and size of the grain (Burnat, 1962). 

2. Wheel hardness - describes the force needed to pull out the grain from the 

grinding wheel. The stronger the grain is held in the place the harder it is to pull it 

out and hence the harder the wheel. However, wheel hardness is influenced by 

many factors, and two grinding wheels with the same hardness, for instance 

vitrified and resinoid may produce different cutting abilities. 
The difference between a 'hard' acting wheel and a 'soft' acting wheel is that the 

Gsoft' acting wheel cannot endure the same bluntness as the 'hard' acting wheel 
The softer wheel therefore wears more quickly. However, very hard wheels have 
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some disadvantages. Hard wheels are more susceptible to wheel 'vitrification' 

(glazing) which is detrimental to performance and workpiece quality (Malkin, 

1989). 

3. Wheel structure - determines the grain, bond and porosity matrix and volumetric 

percentage of each. The higher the volumetric percentage of abrasive in the 

matrix, the higher the cutting edge density. Simplified illustrations of grinding 

wheel structure are shown in Figure 2-9. An open structured wheel provides 

clearances for removal of chips and debris, and for transport of fluid and as a 

consequence the risk of smearing and elevated temperatures is reduced. This leads 

to the conclusion that an open structure may provide better grinding, however this 

must be considered with the reduction in cutting edge density (Burnat, 1962; 

Malkin, 1989). 

b) grain 

pore 

bond 

Fivure 2-9. Keel structure: a) soft, b) hard, c) open, d) compact (Burnat, 1962). 
- -0 

2.4.4. Wheel Wear and Dressing 

There have been many studies performed regarding monitoring of abrasive wear and 

some key outcomes have been reported for instance in papers by: Rowe (1997,2004), 

Brinksmeier and Werner (1992), Gotou and Touge (1996) and Liao et al (2007). The 

wheel wear rate has been shown to depend on many factors such as: abrasive type, grain 

cleavage, grain dissolution in ground material or due to chemical reactions, grinding 

conditions and process type, fluid type, grinding machine stiffness, operator experience 

and other variables including dressing conditions. Reasons for rapid wheel wear may 
include: too soft wheel, improperly balanced wheel, machine vibration, excessive DOC, 
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excessive workpiece speed, insufficient fluid delivery (Burnat, 1962). Wheel durability 

is defined by the dressing interval and varies due to its dependence on the operating 
factors influencing workpiece finish, geometry and quality. 

The hardness of the wheel also has a great influence on wheel wear rate. A soft wheel 

generally wears more quickly than a hard one however due to better self sharpening 
qualities, dressing periods are often longer for a softer wheel. The main disadvantage 

with soft wheels is they do not retain their shape as well as hard wheels. Therefore, 

when shape-holding is not critical, a soft wheel may be more economical than a hard 

wheel owing to longer re-dress periods. Also, in general wheels with large grains wear 
more quickly than wheels with smaller grains (King and Hahn, 1986). 

Wheel wear rate also changes with wheel speed. In general, increasing the wheel speed 

at a constant removal rate, reduces forces on the grains and therefore reduces the self- 

sharpening ability of the wheel. Self-sharpening however is an attribute that is important 

to maintain a free cutting surface and cutting edge density and to maintain grinding 

temperatures. However, the influence of wheel speed on wear rate decreases at very 
high speeds i. e. v, > 100 m/s as cutting edges cannot be replenished at sufficient speed. 

The topography of the grinding wheel is important in an analysis of the grinding process 

as the wear of a grinding wheel in grinding has a direct effect on workpiece quality and 

process efficiency as a result of a loss of cutting ability of the wheel. Geometric and 
functional characteristics of the grinding wheel are restored periodically by the process 
known as dressing. There are three goals to be obtained by dressing: equalisation of 

wheel shape, to shape it and to change cutting efficiency. The surface profile of the 

wheel formed by dressing is determined by the relative motion between the diamond 

and the wheel, the characteristics of the wheel and the shape of the diamond. Because of 

the random nature of the dressing process the interrelation between dressing and other 

grinding parameters are difficult to establish. It can be argued that dressing is the least 

understood yet one of the most influential aspects of the grinding process. Wheel wear 
due to dressing is often much higher than due to grinding, therefore dressing should 

remove only small layer of abrasive to avoid needless wheel and dresser usage (Buttery 

et al, 1978; Chen and Rowe, 1995; Chen et al, 1997). 
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2.5. Summary 

In this chapter the functions of fluids and the types used in grinding were discussed. The 

following functions of fluids were described: cooling, lubricating, flushing and 

cleaning. Fluid types discussed were: oil based, water based and alternative 
lubrication/cooling. Fluid application techniques described were: spray, surface layers, 

solid lubricants in the bond, surface layers with self-lubricating properties and dry 

machining. 

Also different delivery of fluids and potential issues with fluid delivery, such as air 
boundary layer were presented. 

Finally a basic discussion about grinding wheels was provided. Grinding wheel abrasive 

and bond materials were discussed and how wheel composition influenced 

performance. Wheel wear and dressing were also discussed. 

In the following chapter, the MQL delivery system is described in detailed together 

with the results for machining and grinding currently available. 
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Introduction 

It is widely recognised that cooling lubricants are very important in metal machining. 

However due to economical and ecological reasons, efforts are being made to reduce 

use of coolants. In the UK, the purchase, management and disposal of metal working 

fluids (including processes other than grinding) contribute approximately 15 per cent of 

overall manufacturing costs. Moreover, 10 per cent of the UK total oil sales for 1999 

(1,000,000 tonnes a year) can be attributed to metalworking. A5 per cent reduction a 

year would bring 7000 tonnes reduction which would have a significant environmental 

impact (Mortimer, 2005). 

Laboratory Cleaning Electricity 
equipment 4% 3% 

5% 

others- 
9% 

0, 

Tools 
8% 

Machine tool 
0110- 39% 

Figure 3-1. Manufacturing costsfor crankshaft at a German car builder (Brinksineier et 
al, 1999). 

For illustration, the costs of the production of camshafts in a German automotive 

manufacturer are shown above. It can be seen that the costs of process fluid are close to 

one fifth (17 per cent) of all costs of camshaft production and are very similar to cost in 

the UK. When considering this, it seems incomprehensible that all innovation and 

activity directed towards cost improvement in the last few years have focused on tools 

and not really on decreasing or minimising fluids usage (Brinksmeler et (11,1997; 

Brinksmeier et al 1999). 

What is alarming, is that the cost of machining fluid use continues to rise. It includes the 

costs associated with procurement, filtration, separation, disposal and record keeping for 

the EPA. Used cutting fluids are not safe for the environment as they always contain a 
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certain amount of additives that may be dangerous when they contact with water. 
Moreover, used fluids contain a large amount of fine particles of processed materials 
(swarfs) and facilitate the culture of bacteria. Furthermore, coolants may have unhealthy 

effects on workers as well as on the environment. Great effort is made to retrieve solid 

contamination and to allow for a safe disposal of used cutting fluids as already the costs 

for disposal of coolant are higher than the initial cost of the coolant, and they are still 

rising (Brinksmeier, 1999; Quaile, 2005). 

Thus, considering the above issues, an interest in dry machining and the minimum 

quantity lubrication method, which provide a reduction or a complete avoidance of 

coolants, is increasing as these are interesting alternatives and quite competitive to 

conventional flood cooling methods. However when narrow tolerances and a high 

dimensional and shape accuracy are demanded, or if critical hard to cut materials are to 

be ground, MQL represents a compromise between dry machining and conventional 

flood cooling lubrication. In MQL the small amounts of lubricant used can only 

conditionally fulfil the cooling task, and care must be taken to provide optimal 
lubrication (Brinksmeier et al, 1997; Brinksmeier et al, 1999; Heisel et al, 1994). 

3.2. Minimum Quantity Lubrication Background 

Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL) is a near dry lubrication method. It aims to use a 

minimum amount of cutting fluid to satisfy the requirements of the process. It is 

generally accepted that MQL is achieved within the range of flow rates from 10-500 

ml/hour (Brinksmeier et al, 1999; Autret et al, 2003; Braga and Diniz, 2002; Silva et al, 
2005). 

The basic principle of MQL is simple -a minute amount of lubricant is mixed with 

compressed air and delivered to the grinding zone by a nozzle as a fine spray. Due to 

better lubrication properties, oil is the principal lubricant used in industrial practice. The 

air pressure supplied to an MQL system typically has a pressure in the range of 0.4-1.0 

MPa. As the quantities of oil and air are very small (typically 10-100 MI/h of oil), MQL 

systems are very compact. 
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The mixture of oil and air supplied to the grinding zone provides lubrication. This 

potentially reduces frictional heat generated between the wheel grains and the 

workpiece. The heat energy consumed by evaporation of lubricant can also contribute to 

the cooling of the workpiece and the wheel. Additionally, the decompressing air is able 

to carry away some heat (Silva et al, 2005). However, cooling by convection itself is 

rather low (Brinksmeier et al 1997). 

In oil spray generation tests it has been found that almost all oil particles are in the size 

range 0.4 to 0.9 pm AED. According to Heisel (1994) the work diameter of droplets 

considered for oil mist generation process varies between 0.5 and 5.0 gm. These two 

results demonstrate the efficiency of the atomisation process for MQL method. 

According to Shamin work (1995) as the viscosity of the lubricating oil increases the 

amount of oil in the larger particle size ranges increases and the amount of oil in the 
lower particle size ranges decreases. Moreover, generally an increase in oil viscosity 

reduces the mass concentration of oil in the mist. The type of oil and the presence of the 

stray mist reducing oil additives have significant influence on the droplet mass-size 
distribution and the mass concentration of oil in the generated mist. The larger particles 

are more desirable than the smaller particles because they do not contribute significantly 
to stray mist (Anand and McFarland, 1989). 

3.3. Economics of Minimum Quantity 
Lubrication 

In terms of process economics, the application of MQL to grinding must be thoroughly 
investigated to establish basic gains in surface quality compared to wet grinding, tool 

life and mist supply to the cutting zone. 

Tadashi Makiyama (2000) in his work produced a bar chart (Figure 3-2) showing a cost 

comparison for drilling, when considering fluid consumption, staffing expenses, cost of 
waste liquid treatment, energy consumption for compressed air and coolant pump, and 
depreciation of equipment. Comparison is made for processes that require medium to 
high coolant pressures. The chart shows that MQL provides a drastic cost reduction, 
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reaching up to 65 per cent. Components such as depreciation of equipment, power 

consumption, disposal and cleaning constitute a major part of costs. MQL provides 

saving due to its cheapness, low cost of equipment maintenance and low power 

consumption. 
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Figure 3-2. Lubricating methods cost comparisonfior a coolant and MQL (Maki. vallia, 
2000). 

In a different research Dorr and Sahm (from Silva, 2005) compare costs of' wet and 

MQL machining, based on investments and annual fixed and proportional costs at the 

BMW company. The comparison of the total investment costs in the transfer line, 

including chip cleaning equipment, confirmed 22 per cent financial advantages of 

machining with MQL technology. 4: 1 

3.4. Classification and Design of Minimum 
Quantity Lubrication Systems 

There are three types of MQL system available for end users: excess pressure Sprayin, 0 

system (mixing inside nozzle), lubrication through spraying (mixing Outside nozzle in 

the reservoir), and low-pressure spraying system (based on the Venturi nozzle 

principle). However, only the first two types are most common in indUstry, and most 

users employ the first one. These systems are based upon the principle of' total loss 
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lubrication with dry chips and dry workpiece following the machining process 

(Brinksmeier, 1999). 
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(a) Mixing device Lubricant Air 

Mixing device Air 

(b) Lubricant 

Figure 3-3. Mixing methods: (a) inside and (b) outside nol-zle (A Itanasio ef al, 2005). 

The main difference between these two MQL systems is a mixing device (Figure 3-3). 

The working principle of a pressure spraying systern is shown in Figure 3-3 (a) and 
Figure 3-4. 
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Figure 3-4. Working principle of excess pressure spra , ving MQL system -1 air valve, 
2- impulse generator, 3- oil punip, 4- reservoir, 5- nozzle. 

In this situation, the air is supplied from air connection and through a valve M the 

amount may be adjusted. Passing the valve, the air is divided into two lines - one goes 

straight to the nozzle (5), and the other one powers up a Impulse generator (2) that 

generates delays in air delivery, that is supplied for an oil Pump (3). The Oil Under 

gravitational force goes down from the reservoir (4) to the pump, where It is pUniped to 

the nozzle by air impulses from the generator. The amount of Oil used is controlled by 
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changing the piston stroke in the pump, as well as by the frequency of air SLIpplicd. 

Both, oil and air go separately to the nozzle where they meet at the end of' the nozzle. 

Here the mixing device is located that mixes the two media. 

For an MQL system using lubrication through spraying - see Figure 3-3(b) and Z71 
Figure 3-5, the principle of operation is different. The air supplied from the line goes tý 

through the valve (1), that controls the amount and pressure of' the flow at the end of 

nozzle. However in the first place it is carried inside of reservoir (2) that is filled with 

oil. The oil and air are mixed inside of this reservoir and then, as the mixture is carried 

to the choke (3), that is used to adjust the oil amount. The mixture goes to the nozzle via 

a hose, that may be supplied with another mixing device. The main work ol'inixing oil 

and air is done during the "reservoir" phase. 

Figure 3-5. Principle of operation of MQL sYstem using lubrication through spraying. I 

- main air valve, 2- oil reservoir, 3- choke, 4- nozzle (MicroJef). 

All systems mentioned can be found in many variations, with larger reservoirs, fully- or 

semi automated air and oil valves and chokes, combinations and different nozzles 

shapes (Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7). However, in its simplest forni, the MQL system 

does not require electrical connection and can operate based only on the air supplied 

from an airline - this makes it very flexible and easy to operate. 

Figure 3-6. Examples ql'nozzles used with MQL sYstems (MicroJet). 
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It is not possible to state which one of those systems is better or achieves the best 

results, as there is no evidence of any comparative work carried Out in the past. 

However, it should be mentioned that excess pressure spraying systems appear to be 

more common in industry. Also in the opinion of the author of this work, this system 

provides greater flexibility and assures better working conditions. For instance with 

lubrication through spraying MQL systems, the mixing reservoir has to be close to the Z-- 

machine, as when the oil mist is carried to various points of lubrication by hoses and 

pipes, the droplet size and oil concentration change. With excess pressure Spraying 

MQL systems, there may be one large oil reservoir Supplying oil to all MQL devices via 

a pump, as the mixing occurs in the nozzle. 

Figure 3-7. Single segment and a rail build. ftoni segments used with MQL systems (by 
Microjet). 

It is highly desirable, to obtain a very good atomisation in order to achieve good wcttilig 

of the grinding zone. However, it involves high risks to the health of' workers, due to Cl 

exposure to aerosols. It should not be Such a large problem with the new generation of' 

grinding machines fully enclosed and ventilated, though it is a concern when niachillin(y In 
is carried out without efficient ventilation with open grinding machines. 

3.5. Results for MQL in Machining 

MQL systems are very flexible and can be broadly used in machining Such as milling, 

turning, drilling, sawing and grinding. Their flexibility is based on a simple construction 

and thus simple adaptation to different machining methods. However, there are 
differences in the mechanics of various machining methods, so there is a need for 

different delivery systems. 
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The tribology of MQL in machining is not well understood and has been investigated by 

only a few researchers, however MQL has found its place within many industrial 

applications. For instance John Mortimer (2005) in his article "Less coolant can be 

more" explains how MQL is being adopted in machining throughout the world. In the 

chase for environment protection and cost savings, dry machining was initially 

considered and implemented. Since then MQL has been identified as not only an 

alternative to dry machining, but as an alternative to conventional flood cooling. At 

GTF's (Getrag Ford Transmissions) Halewood plant in the UK, there has been a 

production of six-speed transmissions for Transit vans, involving 14 machines tools and 

modest dry machining of gears in small batches. In 2005, Ford considered MQL for a 

new transmission line. Ford was interested not only in implementation of MQL for 

machining transmissions, but also for engine cylinder blocks and heads, with both cast 
iron and aluminium components. MQL systems are installed in GFT in Cologne as well 

as at Volkswagen in Germany and are also being installed at three major autornotives in 

the USA - DaimlerChrysler, Ford and General Motors. Other American automotive 

suppliers such as American Axle & Manufacturing (AAM) recently purchased an MQL 

machining line to produce aluminium transfer casings (Mortimer, 2005). 

In Japan, Horcos claims to have installed over 250 MQL machines, including transfer 
lines that use MQL. Horcos use MQL technology for deep hole drilling of oil ways in 

crankshafts. In 2005 at the International Manufacturing Technology Show in Chicago, 

the company unveiled its RM80H near-dry horizontal machining centre, that uses 55 ml 

of cutting fluid per hour, mixing air with the fluid in the spindle. The company claims a 
15 per cent reduction of machining cost and cutting feed rates of over I m/min 
(Mortimer, 2005). 

3.5.1. MQL in Milling 

Some sources (e. g. Mortimer, 2005) claim, that many milling operations are not well 

suited to MQL due to the difficulties of getting the aerosol directly into the cutting edge 

and that the ideal machining process for MQL is boring. However Rahman et al (2001, 

2002) in his work examined MQL in end milling. As a conclusions MQL may be 

regarded as an attractive alternative to flood cooling. The too] wear obtained in MQL 
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was comparable to that for flood cooling at low feed rates and low speeds and depths of 

cut. In almost all cases, the surface roughness generated by MQL was almost equivalent 

to that obtained by flood cooling. No significant difference in cutting force was 

observed between that of flood cooling and MQL. However, at higher depths of cut, the 

cutting force increased for MQL. Fewer burrs were formed during machining with 

MQL which is a distinct advantage compared to dry cutting and flood cooling method. 

A study by Liao and Lin (2007) considered the mechanism of MQL in high speed 

milling. It was found that the tool life was increased with MQL compared to dry 

machining and for some conditions tool life was over twice long. It was also found that 

for extremely high-speed cutting there was no protective layer of oxide that occurred for 

lower speeds. That resulted in thermal cracks, and hence MQL application was not 

suggested by the authors for this range of speeds, despite it still resulting in an increase 

of tool life. This was confirmed by the work of Rahman (2001,2002). 

3.5.2. MQL in Turning 

A UNIST manufacturer of MQL systems performed a study (CS20070802S) for a 

company that was using a CNC lathe with no coolant due to nature of the machining 

application. The installation of an MQL system resulted in savings of 41 per cent of tool 

inserts and the annual insert cost was reduced by $3,800 to $5,555 on one machine. 

Tool life was extended from 600 cuts to an average of 900 cuts a day. 

Another investigation by Sreejith (2007) was concerned with the effect of the coolant on 

tool wear. It was shown that the application of coolant did not necessarily reduce tool 

wear since in MQL conditions the tool wear was found to be lower. The cutting forces 

were found to be dependent on the coolant system and if an improved quality of the 

workpiece surface was expected, coolant was necessary. It was found that MQL was 

able to produce results comparable with that of flood cooling. 
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3.5.3. MQL in Sawing 

According to industry experts, MQL technology has equal applicability comparcd with 

the machining-centre applications widely used. MQL plays an important role in sawing 

and Neuwirth for instance implements this technology further. It is estimated that 

around 75 per cent of its structural -fabrication cutting is done with MQL. The main 

advantage of this is no cleanup time and disposal issue with near dry lubrication 

systems as there is no need to clean out a sump in the saw or dispose the coolant. 
However, there are some limitations for MQL use. One of them is the distance of the 

nozzle from the saw blade that needs to be reduced. The other concern is how the saw is 
lubricated and direction of lubrication as in some operations (vertical band-saw), MQL 

nozzle cannot be used in the same way as conventional cooling due to technical 

limitations. Finally the material is a limitation for the MQL - it is hard to obtain 

adequate cooling when sawing with solid, thick and hard materials (such as titanium) 

(Heston, 2007). 

3.5.4. MQL in Drilling 

In drilling there may be used two types of MQL systems: internal and external - 
Figure 3-8. The difference between these systems is, that with the internal system air 

and oil mixture is transported directly to the machining zone and with external there are 

nozzles that supply oil mist to the tool (Figure 3-8 (2)). Internal MQL systems are found 4: 1 

to be more efficient. The internal delivery is generally considered as most efficient III 
MQL machining systems. 

Figure 3-8. MQL Svstems solutions. for 1) internal, 2) external drilling. 
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Trials on crankshafts at Ford in the US with Sumitomo drills achieved feed rates of 650 

mm/min for oil holes, Guhring and Ex-Cell-O have pushed this figure up to between 

1,200 mm/min and 1,400 mm/min with associated good tool life. It was claimed by 

Guhring, that they have optimised flute profiles to generate chips and good chip flow. 

With feed rates of 1,098 mm/min, Guhring reported a 0.18 mm wear rate after 100 m- 

some 20 per cent better than a leading competitor (Mortimer, 2005). 

Ford engineers focused on the productivity potential of near dry machining centre with 

high-speed linear motor driven slides, dual-channel MQL delivery systems and dry 

filtration. The baseline for assessing the gains was a Horcos NDM centre that processed 

4,200 cast aluminium housings for a Ford 4x4 transmission. Such a system produced 

139 parts per shift at a machining cost of $3.40 per part, but the optimised MQL system 

could produce 460 parts per shift at a machining cost of $2.00 per part. Thus, the new 

system could double production at a 41 per cent lower unit cost. In addition, the number 

of tools used fell from twelve to eight or six. An important factor was, that the air 

quality, measured by oil content, improved from 0.23 Mg/rn 3 to 0.20 Mg/M3 (Mortimer, 

2005). 

Another case from the industry is described in Modem Application News, April 2005 

(Unist, 2005). One of national shops in USA, Central Florida, that concentrated on 

cutting and holemaking used annually 330 gallons of coolant that cost $6,600. Further 

costs were incurred due to disposal of the coolant, plus the costs associated with 

cleaning. The twist-drills used were lasting for only 100 holes, before re-sharpening. 
After MQL system provided by Unist, Inc., together with a new type of drills, a 

significant advantage of a change to MQL was avoidance of a disposal or environmental 

compliance cost to be paid. Further, cost reduction was realised by eliminating $6,430 

annual cost for new coolant, as new coolant acquisition cost was $170 a year. Finally 

this technology change was claimed to allow 22,000 holes before a drill has to be 

replaced compared to 100 with old technology. 
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3.5.5. MQL in Grinding 

From both an ecological and economical point of view MQL is highly desirable. 

However, due to the large amount of heat produced during chip removal there is a high 

risk of thermal damage and a solution providing both effective cooling and lubrication 

is required. As MQL cannot provide good cooling properties it must provide extremely 

efficient anti-frictional properties to help reduce heat generation. However, MQL 

remains a relatively new concept in processes with undefined cutting edges and there is 

a lack of information regarding the effectiveness of MQL in grinding. It is not yet 

possible to answer questions such as: Which wheel is the most suitable for MQL? What 

oils perform best with MQL? What are MQL limitations for machining various 

materials? Therefore, it is hard to say if MQL provides the desired anti-frictional 

effects. In spite of the lack of knowledge concerning MQL there are some publications 

that demonstrate that MQL may perform well in grinding and some tentative 

explanations are presented. 

Klocke (2000) in his publication considers MQL as a flexible system for grinding and 

other applications. He explains MQL's good performance as a factor of low coolant 
flow rate that is able to get exactly to the grinding area and provide very good 
lubrication reducing friction conditions. It is due to the lack of pressure build up in the 

grinding gap and hence the lubricant can be transported through the grinding zone in the 

pores. 

Silva et al (2005,2007) in their work do not focus on MQL mechanics but provide very 

promising practical results. Their study, based on the evaluation of the technical 

performance of MQL in grinding using aluminiurn oxide and superabrasive CBN 

grinding wheels, consisted of an experimental analysis of the behaviour of the tangential 

cutting force, G ratio, roughness and residual stresses. 

In Silva et al comparison of the two cutting fluid application systems it was revealed 

that the CBN grinding wheel and the aluminium. oxide grinding wheel produced similar 

tangential cutting force. However, in the initial cycles, the CBN wheel presented higher 

tangential cutting force under all lubrication and cooling conditions tested. 
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There was a microeffect of MQL system causing the cutting edges of the CBN grinding 1- 11 
wheel to be renewed continually during the grinding process, therefore maintaining the C) Z1- 

grinding wheel sharpness and leading to a gradual decrease in the tangential cutting 1-1 
force during the tests. Nevertheless, this condition led to Substantial wear. 

Figure 3-9 illustrates grinding wheel wear and reveals the substantial CBN wheel wear. 

It can be also noticed that the application of MQL produced a superior result when 

compared with the use of conventional cutting fluid, possibly due to the excellent 

lubricating capacity in the region of contact between the grinding wheel Lind the work 

piece 
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Figure 3-9. Diametral wear after 90 c* vcles using AI)O.? and CBNgrinding wheels (vIjI- 

= variable nds, vl,, b = variable nillh, v, = 30m/s, Inunlinin, a= 100 pIn and tv 
10s) (Silva, 2005). 

Figure 3-10 presents the results of comparison of mean roughness values R, with Al-103 

grinding wheel using the conventional flood cooling against the results obtained Linder 

MQL technique. In general the NIQL technique produced lower Surface roughneSS Linder t-- 
most lubrication and cooling conditions using the Al-, 03 grinding wheel, most likely 

because of the effective lubrication in the cutting region. With MQL, the lowest Surface 

roughness R, was 0.41 ýtm, using the Al"03 grinding wheel, compared with 0.60 pm in C, - 
the flood cooled condition. In these experimental conditions using conventional cooling 

with the CBN grinding wheel led to a better finish than with MQL in two of' three cases. 

A possible reason is that the extremely high tool hardness, causes it to exhibit macro- 

wear that leads to greater surface roughness. However, in faVOUr to the wheel C) 

manufacturer, the CBN abrasive has been designed to perform under aggressive L11 1: 1 
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machining conditions with flood cooling of oil and the tests do not fully cxaInIne MQL 

under such conditions. 
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Figure 3- 10. Roughness R, qfter 90 cYcles using AIO.? and CBN grinding wheels 
variable m1s, VIub-= variable mIM, v., =30 m/s, v/=1 InInInjil, allel a= /00 11,11) (Silva, 
2005). 

Later in their work Silva et al focused on measurement of' residual stresses. This is 

important from reliability point of view. Residual compressive stresses are considered 
beneficial for the mechanical properties of materials, increasing thcir resistance to 
fatigue and exerting a strong impact on the service life of components, while tensile 

stresses compromise the mechanical strength, corrosion and wcar resistance. They may 
be caused by factors: influence of thermal expansion and Influence of inicrostructural 

transformations in the part. 
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Figure 3-11. Comparative results of'residualsiress at a depth (? 1'aprox. 10pln below the 
surface after 90 c, ycles using Al-, O_ý and CBN grinding wheels (v,, i,. = variable /n/y, 
variable mllh, v,, = 30m/s, Yj= I "'Inlinin and a= /00 pn)(Silva, 2005). 
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The results of residual stresses are shown in Figure 3-11. The use of the MQL technique 

was found to give rise to higher negative values of residual compressive stresses under 

all the lubrication/cooling conditions. The lowest residual compressive stress obtained 

with the aluminium. oxide grinding wheel using MQL was -376 MPa against -160 MPa 

provided by the conventional flood cooling condition, representing a 135 per cent 
increase in residual compressive stress. 

The superior performance achieved through the application of MQL was due to the 

lubrication qualities of the fluid used which resulted in the reduction of the part/wheel 
friction coefficient and preserving the grinding wheel sharpness. 

In a further study Silva et al (2007) analysed the workpiece microstructure and 

microhardness. They concluded that the MQL technique efficiency was also verified in 

the microstructure, reinforcing the hypothesis that MQL has substantial effects on both 

cooling and lubrication, and that it provides a positive effect on workpiece surface 
integrity. The microhardness measurements for the two lubricating and cooling 

conditions did not indicate important subsurface modifications. 

However, it remains unclear whether or not the studies reviewed have considered the 

real DOC. The DOC is recognised as a critical parameter in grinding studies as it has a 

strong effect on tangential force and chip properties. This is because the DOC is largely 

responsible for the contact length, which increases with larger DOC. However to 

produce higher DOC, higher forces are required which requires higher power and leads 

to increased heat energy and a consequently hotter process. The real DOC will vary 

strongly from the DOC set on machine and has been found to be influenced by ground 

material, process parameters, grinding wheel used, fluid delivery and machine stiffness. 

Weinert in his publication produces further interesting results. In Figure 3-12 normal 
forces as a function of the DOC and specific material removal rate for different cooling 

conditions are presented. Maximum normal forces of more than F', = 900 N can be seen 

at a specific material removal rate of Q, = 14 mm3/(mm s), which corresponds to a 

DOC of a, = 140 [tm. When MQL is applied under the same grinding conditions 

thermal damage occurs at lower specific removal rates for 

Q'W <I mm3/(mm s). In comparison to the flood coolant supply, the normal force 

increases more quickly when using MQL and chip shapes changed significantly and_ 
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were characterized by great quantities of fragmented chips, indicative of a deterioration 

of the chip removal because of wheel loading (Weinert et al, 2004). This Would lead to 

a conclusion that MQL is applicable only at low DOC. 
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Figure 3-13. Influence of coolant suppýv method on relation (ff normalfim-e to the 
workpiece speed (Weinert et al, 2004). 

In Figure 3-13 the normal force in relation to the work speed is presented. It is evident 

when the flood coolant emulsions are applied to the contact zone, the normal force 

remains nearly constant and no thermal damage is observed. However, the use of' MQL 

leads to a continuous increase in the normal forces with a great deviation in the results, 

maybe due to reduced process stability with this coolant supply. At the same time, 
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thermal damage occurs at a low removal rate of Q'W < 0.5 mm3/(mm. s). Thus it is 

concluded in pendulum grinding with MQL a maximum removal rate of 
Q',, = 0.5 mm3/(mm. s) or Q,, = 0.25 mm3/(mm. s) is achievable without thermal 

damage to the workpiece surface layer (Weinert et al, 2004). 

Another study presented by Wojcik and Kruszynski (2003), consisted of grinding with 

two different grinding wheels using conventional and MQL lubrication systems. A 

variation in tangential force was measured under MQL and conventional cooling, 
Figure 3-14. They point out that the differences in forces between conventional and 
MQL grinding are not very high (around 15 per cent) and the higher forces observed in 

conventional cooling is caused by the poorer lubrication properties of the emulsion. 
Their work brings into attention potential profits of using microcrystalline sintered 

corundum grinding wheels in MQL as they produced much lower forces and provided 
better surface quality. 
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3-14. Variation of tangential force for a) conventional flood cooling and b) 

U 
MQL, where v,, = 0.5 m/s, a= 50, um, v, = 25.5 m1s, when using aluminium oxide (25A 
80G) and microcrystalline sintered corundum (1TGP46G) wheels (W6jcik and 
Kruszyfiski, 2003). 

Later in their work Wojcik and Kruszynski (2003) also checked differences in internal 

stresses for conventional and MQL cooling method. They reported that there were no 

major differences in compressive stresses if grinding was undertaken with a 
conventional aluminium oxide grinding wheel. However grinding with microcrystalline 
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sintered corundum grinding wheels produced compressive stresses that were lower 

(higher negative values) for MQL than compared to conventional flood cooling. 

This result, when alumina wheel is taken into account, presents a different outcome 

when compared with the results of Silva et al (2005). However it is difficult to comment 

on this and make a direct comparison as different alumina wheels were used (Silva 

38A60KV - medium grain size and harder grade, Wojcik and Kruszynski 25A80G - 
fine grain size and softer grade). Also different materials and types of grinding were 

employed - Silva et al cylindrical grinding, Wojcik and Kruszynski plane surface 

grinding. However, it may be summarised that when using a specific grinding wheel 

and material and process conditions, MQL can induce more favourable compressive 

stresses compared to conventional fluid delivery. 

3.6. Advantages and Disadvantages of MQL 
Systems in Grinding 

As recent legislation put more pressure on industry for more environmental friendly 

cooling/] ubricating process, the MQL technique which is in fact approximately 50 years 

old, is now more considered. But what does this technique offer over dry or 

conventional flood cooling methods? There are a number of advantages of MQL 

systems. All of them are based on the opinions of users and manufacturers of MQL 

systems (e. g. Vogel's FAQ, Unist, MicroJet, Steidle) as well as on conclusions resulting 
from research. 

First, and probably most economical and attractive, is the very small quantity of 
lubricant that is used during the machining process. As mentioned earlier amounts range 
in the order of. 10-500 ml per hour. However amounts like 10-100 ml/h are most 

common. When this amount is compared to conventional flood cooling, typically in the 

range of 60-1200 litres per hour (1-20 I/min) it becomes obvious that usage of MQL oil 

is reduced by orders of magnitude. It leads directly to the conclusion, of disproportion 

in costs of money. As an example given earlier, a small workshop saves $6,430 on 
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purchase cost alone. For large companies it may mean enormous expenses just on 

coolant. 

Disposal costs are the next consideration. Very often contaminated fluid is treated as 

toxic, with potential dangerous implications for the natural environment. As a result 

they often have to be stored in specially prepared places. All this generates costs, that 

are comparable or sometimes higher than the cost of fluid purchase. With MQL these 

problems are almost reduced to nil as the process is generally considered to be one of 

totalloss. 

Another important issue connected with environment damage is energy consumption. 
With conventional flood cooling electrical energy can make up to 25 per cent of the 

total cost of workpiece production, whereas MQL uses only a comparatively small 

amount of energy for the delivery and control apparatus. 

Another cost, arising from using conventional flood cooling systems is that associated 

with the monitoring of condition of the fluid, as fluid properties change with time due to 

evaporation and chemical changes. When emulsion is used there is the possibility of 
bacteria growth. All this requires laboratory equipment/services and continuous 

monitoring, and results in further costs. There is also a requirement to prepare a coolant 
(an emulsion), and this may lead to frequent contact with the fluid. There can be also a 

contact with fluid during machining that can cause a health issues for staff, such as an 
irritation of skin or respiration system. With the MQL system there is little need for 

coolant preparation and monitoring. 

Another very costly factor with conventional delivery is coolant cleaning and 

enrichment, at times accounting for up to one third of total machine cost. When costs of 
filters and other moving parts, and maintenance are taken into account, it is evident that 

conventional delivery systems are expensive. There may be further costs resulting from 

loss of coolants due to excess of coolant that often goes to floor and parts, and leakages. 

With MQL there is no excess of fluid and possibly more importantly, there are no 

expensive fluid cleaning systems and hence total machine footprint is reduced. They 

also require lower maintenance, as MQL systems require only periodic cleaning and 

minimum maintenance of pressurised elements. 
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Perhaps importantly for additional savings there is no requirement for storage of new 

and/or used fluids. 

The total purchase cost of a MQL system and its components, is only a fraction of that 

of a conventional flood system. A basic MQL systems price starts from around fl, 000 

(October 2009). The price depends on the complexity of the system, and the more 

advanced systems tend to use less oil and perform with higher efficiency. 

Depending on the machining process, MQL can be more or less efficient than 

conventional delivery methods, however it is very common, that the productivity is 

higher. 

Though the role of coolant is to keep the workpiece and tool temperature low, it 

sometimes can lead to a negative effect such as thermal shock during bulk cooling. 
Thermal shock for material and tool is significantly reduced when MQL is used. 

A definite advantage of MQL systems, is that systems can be readily adapted for 

grinding machines not built for usage with MQL in mind. However, it may be more 

challenging to adapt older machines, and the economics of such integration may need to 

be assessed. 

Though there appear to be many benefits associated with MQL there are some 

economics of MQL that have to be established. These relate to productivity and quality. 

There is a limited information concerning surface quality produced by MQL in 

grinding. However there is no strong evidence to indicate that the surface produced by 

MQL is inadequate for purpose. On the other hand, one of the biggest bearing 

manufacturers SKF, use a VOGEL's MQL system in production of their bearing balls, 

to the highest levels of accuracy, surface quality and roughness so it can be assumed 
that MQL is capable of producing highly specified surfaces. 

Another limitation of MQL system is the material range appropriate for its application. 
MQL is not suited to machine materials with low thermal conductivity. For instance 

grinding of copper is a problem for MQL due to insufficient heat dissipation. There may 
be also problems with abrasive process of titanium alloys and magnesium. 
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Finally, there is a potential issue with removal of chips and debris from the working 

area, the contact area and the wheel surface. Such issues are readily resolved in drilling, 

either using vacuum or gravitational solutions, however it is considerably more 

complicated in grinding, especially with complex forms. 

Removal of chips and partially fractured grains from the wheel surface presents a 

challenge. Wheel clogging may be ruled out up to some degree by using high porosity 

wheels but as it is not always possible, other solutions are necessary. 

It was found during the preliminary tests presented in this thesis that chips and debris 

may be removed from the working area by using systems of brushes or brushing of the 

work area by the operator during workpiece interchange. However, this is not a 

permanent solution and may be impracticable in production conditions. The wheel 

loading was found to be the most important issue requiring further work, however this 

was considered outside the scope of this work. There are solutions using high pressure 

air and/or water systems and their use in MQL requires full investigation. Another 

sophisticated method is use of a high frequency base vibrating for the workpiece that 

has been found very beneficial in some conditions for workpiece surface quality - so 

not only wheel loading could be avoided but surface quality of the workpieces can be 

improved. Such a solution is in its early design and development stage at Liverpool 

John Moores University. Other innovative wheel cleaning solutions such as microwave 

plasma or laser devices may also be found useful. However, these are only futuristic 

solutions that need research and development before they can be successfully employed 
in MQL systems. 

Wheel loading may be removed by the process of dressing, however, this solution leads 

to another issue - near dry wheel dressing. It was found in the experimental tests that 

dressing with MQL did not provide the same surface as was obtained with flood coolant 
dressing. It was found that debris was not entirely removed from the surface pores and 
hence wheel performance was affected deleteriously. It was necessary therefore to 

employ flood coolant delivery to achieve required surface topography. 
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3.7. Aspects of Health and Environment Hazards 

It has been recognised that MQL system produces oil spray containing fine particles 
(0.4-5.0 ýtm (Heisel et al, 1994; Shamim, 1995)). These particles are dangerous for the 
human respiratory system. According to Uwe Heisel et al injuries to human organs can 

only be caused by particles that are able to get into and remain in the lungs. The 

diameter of such a particles is considered to be between 0.5-5.0 lim. Particles with 
diameters greater than 5 gm are pre-filtered by the human nose and particles with a 
diameter smaller than 0.5 gm are mostly exhaled during breathing. The smallest 
particles are considered harmless due to no evidence of injuries of the respiratory track. 
It is also recommended that a single concentration of oil mist should not exceed 
5 Mg/M3 (Heisel et al, 1994) whereas MQL systems are based on generation of exactly 
this kind of oil mist. To decrease this hazard it is advised efficient ventilation systems 
should be available both, in the working area and the machine enclosure. 

The chips and debris can be directly taken for recycling without the need of additional 

processing. There is also no waste of water that would be used in large volumes for 

flood cooling. It is also claimed by MQL fluids manufacturers (such as VOGEL), that 

there is no environmental damage due to additives in the oil and that those fluids are of 
Water Hazard Class I which means it is not hazardous for waters. 

In general the MQL technique may be considered as a harmless and safe technique for 

both the natural environment and human beings. However, it is important for the safety 
and health of the operator and those in the environment local to the machine tool that 

precautionary measures are in place to ensure that inhalation of droplets is avoided 
wherever possible. This may be achieved through the Health and Safety Personal 
Protection Equipment, monitoring and additional exhaust equipment. 

3.8. Lubricants for MQL 

As the main tasks for conventional fluids is to reduce and dissipate generated heat from 

the tool-work contact together with transporting chips, MQL lubricants are unable to 
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transport chips and are capable only of reducing heat by reducing friction. There are 
different expectations (apart from very good lubricating qualities providing effective 

cutting) from cutting fluids used with MQL (Weinert et al, 2004). 

Oils used for MQL differ depending on the application. For instance different types of 
fluids are required for aluminium. and copper, as due to deoxidation process stains can 
be formed. Their composition is based on amino alcohol of fatty acids (esters), fatty 

acids, emulsions that neither contain mineral oils nor compounds such as chlorine, 
sulphur or heavy metals; hydrocarbons and modified vegetable oils. Vegetable-based 

oils have a better biodegradable characteristics. Synthetic esters provide a wide range of 
biodegradability depending on their combined molecular structures of acids and 

alcohols. If one compares the degrees of biodegradability of various synthetic esters, 
then monoester, diester and polyol ester can be regarded as biodegradable. Since polyol 

esters may probably have suitable viscosities for MQL machining, several polyol esters 
have been examined as lubricants. Based on the reported test results synthetic 
biodegradable polyol esters were found to be superior to vegetable oils. In terms of 
secondary characteristics, biodegradable polyol esters were identified as the preferred 
lubricant for MQL machining (Klocke et al, 2000; Weinert et al, 2004). 

An important quality of vegetable oil, unlike petroleum products, is that it is a polar 
fluid. When the vegetable oil contacts a metallic surface, its molecules align themselves 

according to their polarity. This is what gives it the superior lubricity characteristics. 

However, there is a lack of information regarding specification of oils for MQL 

systems. It is not clear why some oils are suggested for some machining processes. At 

this stage this area needs further research as it is clear that properly chosen oil may 

change things and either improve or worsen machining. conditions. 

3.9. Summary 

A broad review of Minimum Quantity Lubrication delivery was presented in this 

chapter. MQL background and economics were discussed, together with potential 
savings. MQL systems classification was provided with explanations about differences 
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between excessive pressure lubrication and lubrication through spraying systems. 
Literature review results for MQL delivery in machining, particularly in milling, 

turning, sawing and drilling were presented, leading to the conclusion that MQL may 

extend tool life and provide substantial savings on tools and fluid costs. 

Importantly results for MQL delivery in grinding were also presented and discussed. 

Advantages and disadvantages of MQL delivery were discussed, together with 

consideration of MQL aspects on hazards to health and the environment. 

Finally, lubricant selection in MQL delivery systems is briefly discussed. 

The following chapter will discuss abrasive material removal process theory and key 

relationships in terms of grinding mechanics, thermal models and temperatures in 

grinding. 
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Grinding 
Kinematics 

Mechanics, Geometry and 

The grinding process is stochastic in nature and the number of active grains and their 

geometry is unknown. The grains present rake angles which are, in general, more 

negative than those normally used in milling or turning (Figure 4-1). 

Turning (a) Grinding (b) 
Cutting speed 0.25-15 nzIs 5-90 nVs 
Rake angle 0 0 11 

y 
+20 to -10 0 to -600 

Cleara e angle nc --- 1 I 
60 to 10" 

I 
00 to 6011 I 

-1 b) 

-Fieure 
4-1. Comparison of cutting speeds and angles for (a) turning and (b) grinding U (Filipowski and Marciniak, 2000). 

To perform efficient cutting, a large negative rake angle of the grain requires a normal 
force that can be 2-3 times higher than in turning. This results in high power 

consumption and leads to the generation of high temperatures. However, negative rake 

angle ensures good surface roughness. During the grinding process as the grain wears, 

clearance angles decrease to 0' causing higher friction and therefore higher 

temperatures (Rubinstein, 1972; King and Hahn, 1986). 

A schematic presentation of a single grain working is shown in Figure 4-2. 

Chip Grain 

YS 

........... ... 
............ 

-. 
- 

eCe 
a Fn 

Figure 4-2. Schematic presentation of single grain working (left figure)(Filipowski and a Marciniak, 2000), where: v. - wheel speed, vw - workpiece speed, a- depth of cut, Ft - 
tangentialforce, Fn - nor7nalforce, (rightfigure). 
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The following analysis considers the interaction of a single grain with the workpiece. 
The stages of chip formation recognised by Hahn (1966) and now generally accepted 

are shown in Figure 4-3. 

Figure 4-3. Stages of chip formation, where: A- rubbing, B- ploughing, U C- cutting; I- grain, 2- chip, 3- burr (Oczos and Porzycki, 1986). 

First stage (A), rubbing or sliding phase, consists of elastic deformation and friction 

between the grain and workpiece material. During stage (B), ploughing, plastic 
deformation occurs with an internal friction in the workpiece material. The deformed 

material is moved to the sides. The third stage (C), cutting or chip formation begins with 

material being cut and removed from the workpiece. 

4.2. Contact Length 

Geometric Contact Length 

The geometric contact length Ig is determined from the analysis of the contact geometry 
between a grinding wheel and workpiece. In the surface grinding process, the wheel has 

a diameter d, and rotates with a wheel speed v,, whereas the workpiece moves with a 

speed v.,,. A layer of material of a thickness equivalent to the DOC, a is removed. For 

the purpose of calculation a,, the real DOC, should be used instead of the 

applied DOC a. 
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Figure 4-4. Illustration qfsuýfiice grinding ivith visib/e /,, (Marinescu et al, 2007). 

The geometric length of contact between the grinding wheel and workpiece is defined 

fro m: 

19 = ý-a, 
- (4.1) 

This simplified expression for the geometrical contact len-th is almost identical to the L- 
length of the chord AB (Figure 4-4). The geometric contact length neglects the motion 

and any deformation or deflections caused by the applied grinding forces (Rowe, 2009). 

4.2.2. Kinematic Contact Length 

The kinematic contact length, Ik is the len-th of' the arc of' the contact between grindinc, 

wheel and workpiece, which includes influence of' wheel speed and workplece speed. 

The feed per cutting edge, t, depends only on the work speed ratio and the orain spacing 

L. The feed per cutting edge, t, can be derived with: 

ts = 

VW 

v 
(4.2) 

The larger the value for t, the larger the maXiIIILIIII chip thickness. As the speed ratio 
decreases, the chip thickness decreases also (Kasprowicz, 2007). 

The kinematic contact length is given by: Z-- 
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vw ts 

,) 
1-g +, (4.3) 

The cutting path is longer for up-grinding (plus sign) than for down-grinding (minus 

sign), although the difference is extremely small for most practical workpiece/wheel 

speed ratios. Also the contribution of t, /2 to the total path length may be negligible. 

Therefore, it is assumed that Ik ; tý Ig (Marinescu et al, 2004). 

4.2.3. Real Contact Length 

The penetration of the grinding wheel into the workpiece results in an apparent area of 

contact where the cutting action occurs. The length of the grinding contact zone is the 

length over which a grain enters in contact with the workpiece. Real contact length 

varies from geometric contact length due to deformations. The contact length is 

governed by a number of factors including: the thickness of uncut chips, the kinematic 

roughness of the workpiece, the time of contact of abrasive with the workpiece material, 

the number of active grains, temperature and the wear of the grains. The heat energy 
distribution into the workpiece is a function of the real contact length. Errors in contact 
length computation may result in severe errors in predicted temperature and it is 

therefore a key parameter in grinding analyses (Rowe et al, 1993). 

Rowe et al (1993) in their work considered the effect of deformations of the contact 

area in grinding and produced a new approach to understanding contact length. It is 

based on Hertz theory for the grinding contact, where it is assumed, both, grinding 

wheel and workpiece surfaces are smooth. An analysis of such deflection is shown in 

Figure 4-5. The contact curve due to a load has a diameter d3, and the undeformed 
diameter of contact curve of the workpiece is d2 and the undeformed diameter of the 

wheel body is d,. Thus, when under load, the contact length 1, is the length of the arc 
ABC. However, when grinding force is zero the workpiece returns to its undeformed 

shape. 
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Figure 4-5. Analysis of the elastic deflection that occurs between the wheel and the 
workpiece (Rowe et al, 1993). 

According to Hertz theory, the contact length for cylindrical contact is represented by 

equations: 

Lp d3 (4.4) 

c3 
(K, + K,, ) 27 

FrPE 
2NF2 p -d 

I 1-V2 1-v 2 1-V2 1-v W2 
where: -= -t-" +ý vw Ks = vs; Kw = -; -E- and E* Es Ew 7r Es w d3 ds d2 

Thus, as d3 = 1,2 dV(1,2 - a, dj contact length between is: 

lc = V8 p (K, + K,, ) d, + ae ds (4.5) 

As the average pressure p can be assumed to be equal to the specific grinding force 

F,, ' = F,, Ib (where b is width of grinding contact), equation (4.5) can be written as: 

1, = V8 F,, ' (K, +K,, ) d, + ae d, (4.6) 

And finally: 

12 = 12 + 12 
cfg (4.7) 

Where If is the contact length due to deformation as a result of applied force. Ig 

(geometric length of cut) equation (4.8) is related to the contact length due to the 

geometry of the DOC. 
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Figure 4-6. Twofeatures of wheel-workpiece body contact (Rowe et al, 1993). 
- -0 

When 
-the 

DOC is very small, DOC a approaches zero and 1, = Ij 

- see Figure 4-6 (a). However when the normal force is very small (Figure 4-6 (b)), the 

contact condition is likely to reduce to: 

lc = la = Va, d, (4.8) 

However, in normal grinding conditions both, wheel body and workpiece are not 

smooth and have some roughness. Therefore: 

I, =I, +11 (4.9) 
c fr g 

And the contact length for rough surfaces is hence: 

F2 12 + jg2 
(4.10) 

rfg 
VR28 Fn' (Ks+Kw) ds + ae ds lc Rr jf r 

Where R,, =a *la,, is known as Roughness Factor (a* - the effective 'contact radius' of a 

rough surface defined by Greenwood and Tripp (1967) and a,, - the contact radius for 

smooth surfaces given by Hertz theory). 

The increase of the contact length can be observed with high workpiece speed and small 
DOC. This depends mainly on the workpiece material properties. There is no influence 

on the contact length due to the grain size, whereas wheel hardness has only minor 

meaning. Different mathematical models attempt to describe how the non-uniform 
wheel surface interacts with workpiece using either statistical models or computer 

simulations. (Malkin, 1989; Oczos and Porzycki, 1986; Rowe et A 1993). 
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In this study, the measured temperature from actual grinding test was compared with a 

mathematical model, therefore the knowledge of the most critical factors for the model 

is required. It is essential to understand how to obtain accurate geometrical contact 

length, and therefore real contact length. An example of calculations for the temperature 

model is given in Chapter 8, section 8.2. 

4.3. Thermal Models in Grinding 

4.3.1. Power and Specific Energy 

As grinding proceeds, forces between the grinding wheel and the workpiece are 
developed. Figure 4-7 illustrates a plane surface grinding action. The resultant force 

vector exerted by the workpiece against the wheel can be divided into a tangential force 

component F, and a normal force component F,, (Kaczmarek, 197 1; Shaw, 1996). 

Fn 

Figure 4-Z Illustration of cutting force components, for surface face grinding (Oczos 
and Porzycki, 1986). 

The grinding power is a direct function of the tangential cutting force and therefore the 

power is expressed as: 

P= Ft (v,. ± v,, ) (4.11) 
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The '+' sign is for up-grinding whereas '-' sign is for down-grinding. However, as v,, is 

usually much smaller, the workspeed is neglected and the grinding power is simplified 

to equation (4.12), that is sufficient for most grinding situations (Oczos and Porzycki, 

1986): 

(4.12) P=Ft -v 

A very important factor of the power and machining condition is the specific energy. 
This is defined as the energy per unit volume of material removal. It is the energy 

needed to remove (convert to chips) a unit volume of cut material (Kaczmarek, 1971; 

Callis and Stanton, 1982; Shaw, 1996): 

p 

QW 

The volumetric removal rate parameter is defined by: 

Qw = v,, a, 

where a, is the real DOC and b is grinding width. 

The values of the specific energy for grinding of steels typically range from 

20 to 60 J/mm 3, however higher values are not uncommon - especially in fine grinding 
(Rowe, 2009). 

In their work Kannapan and Malkin (1972) proposed that the specific energy could be 

split into three components: chip formation eh, ploughing ep, and sliding or rubbing e, 
The three components correspond to the three mechanisms proposed by Hahn (1966). 

ec ý ech + ep + es (4.15) 

A further detailed explanation of these energy components is provided in Malkin 

(1989). 
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4.3.2. Equivalent Chip Thickness 

The equivalent chip thickness may be defined as the thickness of a continuous layer of 

material removed at a volumetric rate per unit width. Its graphic presentation is shown 
in Figure 4-8 (Dmochowski, 1983; Marinescu et al, 2004; Malkin, 1989; OczoA and 

PorzYcki, 1986; Shaw, 1996). Its value may be calculated by: 

Qwv,,, ae heq =-=- 
VS VS 

(4.16) 

Grinding results are often expressed in terms of equivalent chip thickness as it can 

readily be related to other grinding parameters. The relationship between h,. q and forces, 

surface quality and wheel life can also be stated. However, it can be seen that two 

identical values of h, q may be obtained for very different grinding conditions and 

therefore care is needed in its use and interpretation of results. As a consequence, use of 

specific energy is now more commonplace. 

Figure 4-8. Graphical representation of equivalent chip thickness in surface grinding U (OczosandPorzycki, 1986). 

4.4. Heat Transfer in Grinding 

The total heat flux generated in the grinding contact zone is partitioned between the 

workpiece, grinding wheel, grinding fluid and grinding chips: 

qt = q,,, + qh + qf + q, (4.17) 
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where q,, is the heat flux which enters the workpiece within the contact zone, qh is the 

heat flux which is carried away by the chips, qf is the heat flux which is carried away by 

the fluid within the contact zone and q, is the heat flux which enters the grinding wheel 

or abrasive tool (Marinescu et al, 2004; Oczog and Porzycki, 1986; An and Stephenson, 

2006). 

It is considered that when the length of cut is short as in shallow grinding (around 1 

mm) just 5 per cent of energy input is taken away with the chips or fluid and the 

remaining heat is distributed between the grinding wheel and the workpiece (Chang and 
Szeri, 1998; Babic et al, 2005; Jin and Stephenson, 2006). Under deep-cut grinding, 

such as creep-feed conditions, over 90 per cent of the total heat can be taken away by 

the fluid and therefore the heat partition to the chips is negligible. 

However, there are different views on how much of the heat goes into the workpiece, 

wheel, chips and/or fluid. This is evidenced by results surnmarised in Table 4-1. 

Heat Flux Distribution percentage 
A h ut or 

workpiece 
I 

wheel chips 
I 

coolant 

Rowe 
andMorgan 

55-90 
I 

45-10 
I 

Outwater 
and Shaw 35 65 

Malkin 60-80 40-20 

Sauer 30-70 70-30 

Shafto, 
and others <5 rest 

Table 4-1. Heatflux distribution according to various researchers. 

4.4.1. Heat Flux Into the Workpiece 

The heat flux conducted into the workpiece is a proportion of the total heat flux, 

where this proportion is defined as partition ratio R, The actual distribution of q,, can 
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be identified from the measured grinding temperature. This approach has been proven 
by Rowe (1995). 

The heat flux conducted into the workpiece, is: 

qw = Rw qt (4.18) 

The partition ratio R,, depends on factors such as type of abrasive, the workpiece 

material, the grinding efficiency, grinding fluid and contact length I, Thus in dry 

shallow-cut conditions the partition ratio may be as high as 90 per cent whereas in well 
lubricated shallow-cut processes R,, may be less than 5 per cent (Rowe, 1995; Chang 

and Szeri, 1998). 

4.4.2. Heat Flux Into the ChiPs 

The heat flux to the chips can be defined as a function of the density of the workpiece 

material p, the specific heat capacity c, the melting temperature Op (there is an 

assumption the chips reach a temperature close to the melting point), the real depth a,, 

the workpiece speed v,,, and the contact length Ic (Marinescu et al, 2004): 

qch --"' PC emp (ae vw 
k IC, 

(4.19) 

This is the relationship assumed in the temperature analysis presented later in the thesis. 

The thermal properties used for the different materials were obtained from materials 
data literature (Appendix 11). 

4.4.3. Heat Flux Into the Process Fluid 

Heat flux to the process fluid depends on whether the contact zone temperature remains 
below the boiling temperature or whether it is substantially exceeded. Where the fluid 

boiling is avoided, the heat convected by the fluid is proportional to the average surface 

temperature T,,,, the contact area b-1, and the convection coefficient, hf (Marinescu et A 

2004, Jin and Stephenson, 2006): 
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qf = hf Tav (4.20) 

The relationship of maximum contact temperature at the workpiece surface to the heat 

flux into different thermal elements is called the coolant convection coefficient hf. 

In the thermal analysis of the dry and MQL situations fluid convection is assumed to be 

zero. In the case of wet grinding convection to the fluid is calculated using convection 

coefficients reported by Morgan et al (1998). 

4.4.4. Heat Flux Into the Wheel 

The heat flux to the wheel q, can be related to the maximum background temperature at 

the contact surface 0,,., that can be derived from thermal model presented by Rowe 
(1995) and Jin (2006): 

q, = h, (0m. - 
Oamb ) (4.21) 

Where 0,, ý is the ambient temperature and h, is the conduction coefficient for the 

abrasive grains. This calculation is based on the wheel bulk properties reported by 

Morgan (1995). 

4. S. Temperatures in Grinding 

Surface temperatures in grinding play a very important role in the efficiency of the 

process and in the quality of the output. In general there are two main temperature 

measurement techniques: non-contact - optical and fibre optic; direct contact - coating 
techniques and thermocouple techniques (Shaw, 1994). 

Optical techniques include the thermo-camera (radiation thermometer) or pyrometý-ý---- 
that captures the temperature field distribution on the side of the workpiece or via - 
hole. In the fibre Bragg technique, distortion in the sensor grating due to the heat causcs 
variation of the wavelength of the reflected light (Batako et al, 2005). 
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One of direct contact measurement method is the PVD coating technique, which is 

based on covering the workpiece with a thin film layer (-200 nm). Low melting point 

materials and heat sensitive paints have been used to estimate temperatures in grinding 
(Walton et al, 2006). 

Thermocouples may be placed either in the workpiece or within the surface of the 

grinding wheel, used as either single or double-pole based sensors (Batako et al, 2005). 

The single-pole thermocouple technique has been proven to be the most reliable method 
for surface measurement (Rowe et al, 1998) and this is the method selected for this 

study. 

The use of FEM analysis is often used as a tool to predict temperatures in grinding 
however, there is only limited benefit in such simulations as grinding temperatures need 
to be validated with measured temperatures and the visualizations are necessarily based 

on parameters derived from analytical models. FEM simulation therefore is only as 

good as the model adopted (Klocke et al, 2002; Shaw, 1996; Skuratow et al, 2007). 

However, such an analysis can provide interesting insights into temperature and stress 
fields. 

4.6. Summary 

In this chapter, more detailed grinding mechanics, geometry and kinematics of the 

abrasive material removal process were presented. An emphasis was put on the real 

contact length due to its importance to the thermal model. 

The thermal model employed for this study was introduced. 

Finally temperature measurement methods, such as: optical, contact - thermocouple and 

FEM analysis in grinding were briefly discussed. The single-pole thermocouple 

technique was chosen as the most appropriate for this study. 

In the following chapter, preliminary experimental studies will be presented. 
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5.1. Aims and Objectives 

The purpose of this research was to study the effects of MQL in comparison to the wet 

and dry grinding situations. This would provide understanding of the needs of an MQL 

delivery system for further research and to acquire essential knowledge for the design 

and planning of optimal MQL systems. 

As part of this work the MQL system described was fully calibrated to ensure that all 

processes were repeatable. 

A further aim of this study was to gain and compare initial results with results from 

other researchers. The effects of MQL are rather broadly known and understood for 

sawing, milling and drilling as it is successfully employed in some companies. 

However, in grinding it is still rather unknown and only a few researchers have 

established work in this area. Preliminary results from literature indicate that MQL 

grinding systems do show promise (Silva et al, 2005; Silva et al, 2007), hence this early 

work was completed to gain insight as to the reasons for this conclusion. 

5.2. Scope 

Using a data acquisition system and other available instrumentation, the following 

parameters were measured: power, real DOC, surface roughness. The preliminary tests 

delivered results that allowed some initial conclusions to be drawn. 

The experimental variables during preliminary tests were: 

1) v, - wheel speed - 21 m/s, 
2) v,, - worktable speed -9 m/min, 

3) a- DOC - range of cuts adjusted on the grinding machine 10-30 ýtm, 

4) material type - workpieces were made of. EN9, EN3 1, M2, 

5) wheel type - aluminiurn oxide 73A 4611 7V, 

6) dressing - with single point diamond, 

7) cut type - down-grinding, 
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8) fluid delivery state - using conventional fluid delivery, dry machining and MQL. 

5.3. Experimental Set-up and Equipment 

The aim was to prepare and use equipment and collect data in such a way, that very 

little would require change for undertaking the full tests. Initial tests were undertaken on 

a manual grinding machine and the setting of the MQL and acquisition systems were 

designed to be transferable to full tests that were scheduled on a CNC machine. 

5.3.1. Grinding Machine 

Grinding machine used for initial test, was ELLIOT Model 618 -a toolroom grinding 

machine - with 1.5 kW spindle power, 3 phase and a maximurn wheel speed of'2950 

rpm. 

Figure 5-1. Elliot toolroom grinding machine, where: I- grinding machine, 2 -fluid 
supply andfiltration system, 3- power analyser. 
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The machine allowed for different depths of cut to be applied and three depths Of Cut 

were used - 10 urn, 20 pm and 30 gm - for each material and lubrication/cooling 

method. 

5.3.2. MQL System 

The MQL system used for the study was originally fabricated by a German company 

Steidle that specialises in manufacturing lubricating systems for machining. Though the 

range of lubricating systems from Steidle is very wide, the Lubrimat L50 (Figure 5-2, 

more information can be found in Appendix 2) model was used, because it adequately 

suited the test requirement and the purpose of this work programme. 

_$ 

) 

Figure 5-2. General schema of Steidle Lubrimat L50 MQLqstem. 

The system consists of a piston pump that delivers metered quantities of liquid - 
0-150 ml/h per nozzle. An impulse generator is used to fine-tune the amount of' liquid 

carried at a given time. The generator operates in the frequency range of 0.1 to 4 Hz. It 

is also possible to adjust the flowrate of air that carries the oil particles and its Pressure. 

The pressure range is 0.4-0.8 MPa. A relatively large reservoir provides sufficient oil 

for a constant working of the system for up to 8 hours, when one nozzle is used, 

however this kind of MQL system is easy to upgrade with a larger reservoir. It also 

enables work with up to four nozzles. 
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Figure 5-3. Principle of operation of Steidle Lubrimat L50. 

The principle of operation (Figure 5-3) is based on mixing oil Supplied by a Pump and 

air supplied by air line in the nozzle. Air is Supplied to an air filter 1, that filters any 

remaining water and contamination carried within the air line. The main switch 2, cuts 

off air access to pump 6 and impulse generator 5. If the switch is in the *'on" position, 

the air flows in two branches. The first branch supplies air to the island 8. The pressure 

from this branch is adjusted with the valve 3. Readings of air pressure can bc made 

using an analogue gauge 4 placed on the door of the MQL housing L- r_- L, I 

The island is equipped with two valves 9, that can independently change the preSSUre OF 

the nozzles. However only two nozzles can be adjusted and there is no option for 

adjusting four different pressures. There are no gauges for those valves, however tile Cý 
system can readily be upgraded with such facilities. 

The other branch of air, is supplied to the impulse generator, that may generate an alr 
delay from 0.25 s to 10.00 s. The air coming from the impulse generator goes to the Lý 
pump and allows it to pump oil from reservoir 7. The oil gets to the Pump hy 

gravitation, and the exact amount of delivery can be adjusted oil the pump. The pulill) 
has a special feature that allows changing of the piston initial position, and thus tile 

volume of oil pumped. The oil is transported by a plastic hose to the nozzle 10. 
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This MQL system may be equipped with up to 4 pumps, supplying independently 4 

different amounts of oil, and they are all supplied with oil from the same reservoir. 

The island is also used to attach hoses for air and oil, however the hose for air has a 

larger inside diameter di =8 mm compared to the hose for oil with an inside diameter 

di = 1.5 mm whereas the outside diameter is d, =3 mm and this goes inside the larger 

hose. Both are flexible, however the air hose is a high pressure hose and is strengthened 

with wiring, that also safeguards it from wear and tear. 

Finally, the air and oil meet in the nozzle, where atornisation occurs. The nozzle 

geometry (Figure 5-4) used for the tests was a standard MQL nozzle provided with most 

systems as it is flexible and easy to adapt to many jobs. However, during tests it 

emerged that its spot characteristic may be adequate for small workpieces, but is 

insufficient for larger ones, and may cause a lack of oil distributed to the grinding zone. 

Therefore, a larger nozzle would be required for full tests. 

Figure 5-4. Nozzle usedfor initial investigation - general view and section. 

The entire MQL system was supplied with air from a local line and did not require any 

electrical connection, however more advanced systems are equipped with electric valves 

and impulse generators that may lead to improved system control and automation of the 

process. 

Preliminary tests were carried out with only one standard nozzle, that was situated on 

the machine as shown in Figure 5-5. 
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Figure 5-5. Elliot Grinding Machine with MQL and conventional pl(Iceel ol, it. 

5.3.3. Data Collection System 

The data logging system used for tests was built using three main components: [)()we'- C) Z: ) 
analyser, data acquisition system and personal computer. Schematic ofthe workplace is 

shown in Figure 5-6. 

Figure 5-6. Picture of'the workplace, where: I MoLsystem, 2 grillding 11111chille, 
3- DAQ. Ustem, 4- power analYser. 
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For the power the data logging system was based on LEM Norma GmbH D 4000 power 

analyser, with ability to measure and compute current (up to 100 A), voltage (0.3 V- 

1000 V), power and energy simultaneously. Frequency measurement is in the range of 
0.1 Hz to 300 kHz. 

The data acquisition system used for initial tests was a bipolar Pico Logger ADC-42 

that is a medium speed, single channel analogue to digital converter. A PC based on 
Intel P4 3.2GHz CPU and 2GB RAM, was used to collect all data. Communication with 

the data logger was based on Centronics printer input, with a PC working on Windows 

XP operating system. 

The power analyser connection is shown in Figure 5-6. Power analyser I was connected 

to one of three current phases and analysed power consumed by the grinding machine 3. 

The Power analyser was also connected to the data acquisition system 2 via the 

PicoLog. 

5.3.4. Grinding Wheel 

The grinding wheel used for initial tests was aluminiurn oxide, original diameter 

0= 250 mm, width = 10 mm, 73A 461 1 7V Universal Solos G wheel. Due to machine 
limitations, the working range of wheel speed was approximately v, = 21 m/s, however 

it was capable of speeds around v, = 40 m/s. 

5.3.5. Grinding Fluids 

No fluid was used in the dry grinding tests. Two different oils were used in the 

preliminary tests: one for conventional delivery and one for MQL delivery. 

In the conventional delivery tests, a common emulsion of 5 per cent by volume of 
Castrol Hysol XF was used. 

For grinding with MQL, pure synthetic oil Castrol Carecut ES I was used. A full 

specification of this fluid is given in Appendix 3. 
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5.3.6. Workpiece Materia 

The materials used for the tests were - M2, EN9 and EN3 1. '['he selection of these 

materials was motivated by their comm0II use III ClIVII]CCI-ing Industry. M2 is a typical 

high carbon tool steel, EN9 is medium carbon steel and EN31 is a hearing steel. The M2 

steel had a hardness of approximately 61±2 HRC, EN9 32±2 HRC and EN31 63±2 

HRC respectively. The workpieces were identical in diniciisions: 125x 16 min as 

illustrated in Figure 5-7. One workpiece was Used fOr each test, and CaCh Was marked 

with a unique code to ensure correct identification. Throughout all tile tests, 

workpieces were fixed to the grinding table using a niaonctic chuck. L- 

To measure the real DOC, the following procedure was performed flic workpiccc was 

ground flat across its whole width with several spark-out passes. The wheel was then 

moved across the workpiece width, Such that a sniall strip of' inaterial was lel't not 

ground and that section thereafter could he used as a datum for DOC InCiISHIVII)CIIIS. 

. 
10re test, b) t(fier test with a dwilm sirip Figure 5-7. a) work-piece be ' it, i 

5.4. Experimental Work 

1)) 

Initial tests were undertaken in two stages. The first stage was based on machinint,,,, and 

, second on measurements. All components of' the experimental set-Lip were calibrated. 

The components requirim, calibration were: MQL system, pOWCI_ IIIalySCr Mid LkILI 

acquisition system. Calibration of MQL system consisted of' a series of' nicasuremcnts, 

with different adjustments of the main air valve, pump piston and impulse generator. 

The results obtained allowed the production of' performance Charts shmviiii, system 

response characteristics. Three uneaSUrements were used to charactcrise the performance 
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of the MQL system, i. e. the dependence of MQL system, efficiency on 1) air pressure, 
2) frequency, 3) pump piston opening. The use of these charts allows to define the flow 

rate of MQL system as a function of the frequency and the pump piston position 

(opening). 

MOL System Flow Rate 

60 
50 

40 

b Ed 30 

M 20 

lo 
0 

LL. 0 

Impulse Frequency Adjustment on Generator 

Figure 5-8. Calibration chart - dependence offrequency on MQL Systemflow rate -for 
air pressure 0.45MPa, pump piston opening = 20 revolutions. 

To measure oil consumption, a transparent plastic pipe with a known inside diameter 

was used. The level of the oil in the pipe at the beginning and the end of each test was 

marked and the volume consumed was calculated. The error was estimated to be a 

maximum of 5 per cent, though typically would be expected to be within approximately 

2 per cent. 

Calibration of the data acquisition system and the power analyser was based on 

manufacturer information, and the set-up was performed in accordance with those data. 

5.4.1. Experiment Procedure 

Initially the grinding wheel was first dressed before use, and the call for redress was 

triggered by high forces. This was found later (second part of preliminary studies) to be 

unreliable. Therefore, the wheel was dressed after every three workpiece and then 

sparked out for 30-45 seconds. It provided reasonably repeatable conditions, as well as a 

consistently sharp wheel, producing lower tangential forces. Due to the mechanical 

limitations of the grinding machine, it was difficult to keep repeatable conditions for 
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feed rate and it was approximately 9 m/min, however this value was affected by the 

machine operating time and changes during studies. A further limitation was the 

achievable DOC, which was a maximum of 30 ýtm for the easier to machine material 

EN9. Beyond this DOC the power of the machine was not sufficient for the width of 

workpiece used. It was also found, that grinding with different feed rate was not 

practicable. This was a result of the machine behaviour. When the machine warnied up, 

the response to the machine controller became erratic when speeds were changed. To 

avoid this irregularity a single feed rate, three depths of cut, three fluid delivery methods 

and down grinding were adopted. 

A single pass down-grind procedure was employed with the dry grinding first, MQL 

grinding second and wet grinding thirdly. 

When all grinding was completed workpieces were taken for measurements of surface 

roughness (R,, ) and real DOC. 

low 

Figure 5-9. General view oj* workplace where measurements oj' suijace roughness 
parameters R, and Rz with Taylor Hobson were taken (I - workpiece, 2 -- st. vlus). 
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Measurements of roughness were taken on a Rank Taylor Hobson surface prol'iloilletcr 
Form Talysurf Series 120 (Figure 5-9). The parameter measured was R, in three places. Zý 
Prior to measurement workpieces were dc-magnetised, washed with solvent and the 

instruments warmed up for I hour. 

Measurements for real DOC were taken on a Mitutoyo high precision digital hci"llt L- 
gauge (Figure 5-10). Workpieces were laid down flat on a high precision inetrology 

support and then measured. Measurements were taken in three places oil the , round area LI 
and on the reference datum strip of the workpiece. For consistency, the nieaSU re file [it S 

were taken at the same location for all workpieces. 

Figure 5-10.1)OC where: (1) with flit, 11,01kplecc and h) 111,1011 
gauge (I - measuring head, 2 work-piece 3 --support). 

5.5. Results 

The reSLIlts are presented in two types of charts: (I) tangential I'Orcc F, is shown its a 
function of real DOC a, and (2) surface roughness R, is shown as a function of'1)0(' a. 

Visual Inspection of ground workpieces showed no burn marks or any other visihle 

thermal damage. The results In FIOUre 5-11 - Figure 5-13 are shown for orindino with L- L, L- L- 
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minimum quantity lubrication (MQL), dry machining (DRY) and conventional I'lood 

cooling (WET). Results are shown separately for each material. 

Tangential Force Results: EN31 

For a given DOC, forces in MQL were very similar to those measured for tile case of" 
dry grinding and only little benefit can be identified. It is difficult withOLIt further tests, 

to establish the reasons for this, however, the wheel used was a gencral purpose wheel 

and was not entirely appropriate for the diffICUlt-to-machine EN3 1. 

Material: EN31 

z 
LLý 

35 

30 

25 41 

20 

15 

10 

5 

o 

20 

[pm] 

DFIY 

WET 

MQL 

DRY 

wl I 

MQL 

Figure 5-11. Tangential force F, as a . 
11inctiol, q/' real 1)()(, a', . 

/Or EN3 
parameters: wheel speed: vs =2/ m/s, i,,,. = 150 minlin in. 

Further, the dressing conditions were not optimized for each case. The IMPI-OVC(I CLItfing 

efficiency reportedly offered by MQL would be difficult to dISCCI-11 LIMICI- SUCII 

circumstances. 

5.5.2. Tangential Force Results: EN9 

For EN9 (Figure 5-12) very little difference is observed in the cutting efficicncy uj, (lcj- L- 

dry or wet grinding conditions. MQL is shown to be the least efficient of' the three, 

though the difference is hardly significant. This set Of I-eSLIltS Could be treated as 

erroneous. This is likely to have been a prodLICt of the probicnis CIICOLIntcrcd in trying to 

establish a workpiece datum in the wet condition whercin hcatin- and cooling altered LI L- 
the height of the workpiece surface relative to the wheel and also clue to effccts resulting 
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from wheel wear as no dressing operation was undertaken for this test. It is worthwhile 

mentioning that the ratio of achieved DOC to applied DOC was different in cach case. 

35 
30 

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 

0 

Material: EN9 

[pm] 

DRY 

WET 

A MOL 

- DRY 

-WET 

MOL 

20 

Figurt, 5-12. Ttiiigentitil. Ii)i-(-e F, in tliefunction ql'real DOC a, for niaierial AN9, with 
paranieters: wlieel speed: v, = 21 nils, v, = 150 nunlini . ii. 

5.5.3. Tangential Force Results: M2 

For the M2 material (Figure 5-13), the cutting efficiency for MQL is bctter than in the Z: ' 
case of wet grinding. This has been reported in othcr works and a SPCCLIIItIVC 

explanation is the effect of reduced hydrodynamic Iorces. However I'Lirther tests are 

required, as this provides some promise for the further work. 
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Figure 5-13. Tangential. force F, as afillICtioll Qfreal DOC (1, jor malerial M2, with 
parameters: wheel speed: v, =2/ m/s, v, =/ 50 minlinin. 

Material: M2 
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5.5.4. Surface Roughness Results: EN31 

A further performance indicator often used in industry is the workpicce SUrface qUality, 

and the principal parameter used is surface rOLiohness. The results 01' Surface I-OLIOIIIICSS :n 
measurements are presented in the graphs in Figure 5-14 - Figure 5- 10. 

1.8 

1.6 

1.4 

1.2 

1.0 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

Material: EN31 

Depth of Cut 

0 DRY 

0 WET 

a MQL 

Figure 5-14. Surface roligliness R� as (1.11,1i(-tioll Of DOUjor malerial lý, N.? 1, wifli 
paraniefers: aluminium oxide wheel, v, =27 iiilv, v� = 150 nimInun. 

For material EN31 (Figure 5-14) the lowest surface roughness was InCiISUrcd for IIIC 

range of DOC was approximately R, = 0.6 [Lm. The surface I-OU, (, 111ness ohtaincd from 

MQL was higher than the WET case, however f'0r values ofDOC a= 10 pill the surf, cc 

roughness was very similar to WET (difference of I per cent). I lowever, MQL did not 

perform well at DOC of 20 pm and 30 prn producing R, values ahout 25-30 per cent 

higher than in the case of conventional flood cooling. The worst perl'ormaricc was found 

with dry machining, producing highest values of surface roughness, reaching Values 01' 

R, = 1.2 ýtm. 

5.5.5. Surface Roughness Results: EN9 

For i-natcrial EN9 (Figure 5-15) the situation looks a little different. The hcst results in 

terms Of Surface roughness are achieved by MQL for depths 01' Cut 10pin and 20 tun. 

DRY machining produced similar forces, but worse surface roughness R, = 0.9 and LI 
1.0 ýtm. For some reasons WET machining performed badly and achieved R, = 1.1 pin - 

1.0 ýtm. However the situation stabilised for a DOC a= 30 [tin and the SUI'faCC 
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roughness was similar to that achieved with EN31 material, where WET machining 

provided lowest surface roughness. The roughness achieved by MQL was similar and 

was around R, = 0.8 ýtm similar to that from EN31 material. DRY machining prOdUCCLI L- 
higher surface roughness. 

Material: EN9 
1.8 
1.6 
1.4 
1.2 m DRY 

1.0 m WET 
0.8 
0.6 m MQL 

0.4 
0.2 

di 
a &a 

lopm 20pm 30pm 

Depth of Cut Values 

Figure 5-15. Suýface roughness R, as a . 
111"Clio" (#' DOC. for malerial EN9, with 

parameters: aluminium oxide wheel, v, = 21 nVv, v, = 150 mitilmin. 

5.5.6. Surface Roughness Results: M2 

For material M2 (FigUFe 5-16) the lowest surface roughness is again achic", cd in Wl, -y 

machining. WET machining generated surface roughness below R, = 0.6 pin and 

reached R, = 0.4 ýtm for DOC a= 30 pin. When WET is compared with MQI, it is 

found, that MQL kept surface roughness below R, = 0.8 pin. DRY niachinin, " PrOdUcCd 

the highest surface roughness reaching a value of& = 1.8 ýun for DOC a= 30 pin. t: l tý tý 

Material: M2 
1.8 -- I 
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Figure 5-16. Suýface roughness R, as a junction q* 1)()C. 1o'r material M2, V1,11/1 
parameters: aluminium oxide wheel, v, =2/ m/y, i,,,. = 150 ninihnin. 
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It can be concluded that MQL performed very well compared with dry machining, and 

reasonably well compared with conventional flood cooling. For the whole test, MQL 

maintained the value of surface roughness at approximately R,, = 0.6-0.8 ýLrn whereas 

the value for WET machining was generally in the rage R,, = 0.4-0.6 gm. 

The promise of MQL in conventional shallow cut grinding was firmly established from 

this initial study. 

5.6. Discussion 

The aim of this preliminary research was to study the grinding performance of the three 

grinding methods MQL, dry and wet machining and to acquire and evaluate the 

understanding needed to apply MQL correctly in grinding. A further important aim was 
to establish system requirements for the planned full tests. Both aims were achieved. 

Results achieved are of a good value and showed that MQL is efficient in lubricating 

the contact region and frictional forces can be maintained at a level that avoids thermal 

damage. Consequently, MQL shows its ability to compete successfully with wet 

grinding in a specified regime. MQL generally produces lower tangential forces and a 
better surface quality than that obtained in dry grinding. 

Due to limited tests in this preliminary works it was not possible to investigate how 

MQL would perform under depths of cut higher than those employed. The effect of 

convection and lubrication need to be explored and explained further. 

The range of wheel speeds reaching 21 m/s was relatively low and higher speeds should 

be investigated. Heat transfer theory suggests that speeds in the range of 40-60 nVs 

should produce lower temperatures in the grinding arc. 

The spot nozzle used for the preliminary investigation was sufficient only for narrow 

workpieces (up to 10 mm) and wider nozzles need to be used with wider workpieces. It 

was planned to use the wider workpieces as higher forces and temperatures will be 

generated, resulting in tougher conditions for the full MQL studies. 
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5.7. Summary 

In this chapter preliminary experimental studies were presented. The aims, objectives 

and scope were presented followed by discussion on experimental set up and 

equipment. A description of every piece of equipment employed for this part of the 

research is provided. Experimental procedure is explained and discussed. 

Presentation of results and discussion of tangential forces and surface roughness for 

EN3 1, M2 and EN9 materials is given. Reasonably good results for MQL performance 

in terms of forces and surface roughness were noted, confirming possible regimes for 

MQL. The promise of MQL in conventional shallow cut grinding was firmly 

established from this initial study. 

In the following chapter the experimental work and procedures will be presented. 
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6.1. Aims and Objectives 

The aim of this work was to fully evaluate MQL under a range of operating conditions 

identified in the preliminary study. The necessarily large matrix of tests was minimised 

employing the fractional factorial approach (Taguchi). This approach provides a 

qualitative indication of the effective strength of a parameter on the performance and 

identifies key interactions. 

6.2. Scope 

Using the data acquisition system and other available measuring tools, a measurement 

of the following parameters was undertaken: forces - normal and tangential, 

instantaneous power usage, temperature and surface roughness. The real DOC was 

obtained with a separate procedure, using workpieces ground under the same 

experimental conditions. 

The following is the list of process variables employed in the experiments with their 

ranges: 

1) v, - wheel speed - 25 and 45 m/s, 

2) v,, - worktable speed - 6.5 and 15 m/min, 

3) a- applied DOC -5 and 15 gm, 

4) material type - workpieces were made of three various materials: EN8 (mild steel), 

EN31 and M2, both hardened, 

5) wheel type - aluminiurn oxide WA 100 JV universal grinding wheel, 

6) dressing - with multi-cluster diamond, 

7) cut type - down grinding, 

8) fluid delivery - conventional fluid delivery, dry machining and MQL. 
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6.3. Equipment 

6.3.1. Grinding Machine 

The grinding machine used for the experiment, was a full CNC surface grinding 

machine Dominator 624 Easy (Figure 6-1) manufactured by Jones and Shipman Renold 

Precision. This grinding machine is equipped with 3-phase motor of II kW and is 

capable of wheel speed up to 80 m/s, wheel carrier speed (X-axis) of 0-24 m/min (36 

m/min in override feed rate) and 0-10 m/min (15 m/min in override feed rate) for creep 

feed grinding, whereas elevation speed (Y-axis) was 6 m/min and crossfeed (Z-axis) 

was 6 m/min. This specification makes this machine well equipped for creep and 

conventional grinding, with both conventional flood and near dry cooling machining. 

The general view of the Dominator with mounted equipment can be seen in Figure 6- 1. 

More accurate view of arrangements is shown in Figure 6-2. 

Figure 6-1. CNC Jones&Shipman Dominator 624 Easy with open 
. 
11VIII hosing: 

I- dynamometer, 2- nozzle, 3- MQL system. 
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The tests were performed using two programs: program one - slot cycle grinding when 

flat and sparked out surface was obtained and program two - creep feed grinding, when 

single pass grinding with data collection was performed. The nozzle arrangement is 

shown Figure 6-2. 

Figure 6-2. Nozzle and MQL s- vs1em arrangement, where: Id- wianioniefer in plavic 
cover, 2 -- workpiece, 3- workpiece base, 4- MQL nozzle, 5- MQLsysteni. 

6.3.2. MQL System and Nozzle Arrangements 

The MQL system used for the investigation was the same as that used for tile 

preliminary studies (Chapter 5). The only differences were diameters of pipes supplying 

air to the main toggle and a specially designed nozzle that matched the wheel width and 

range of the wheel speeds. 

As the nozzle was of a different design (Appendix 4) to those original nozzles delivered 

by the manufacturer it was necessary to establish nozzle flow rate. A series oftests were 

completed (Figure 6-3) to characterise velocity distributions at varying distance from 
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the nozzle outlet and air pressure supplied to the nozzle. Measurements ofprcssure were 

taken at 0.40,0.45 MPa with air valves fully open. The pitot Whe was placed at 4 pollik 

of the outlet at 5,10,15 and 20 mm. Distances from the nozzle outlet were in 10 min 

increments from 0 to 90mm. It was established that the nozzle worked well and the 

pressures were the same at all points. 

Figure 6-3. Airflow velocit. v measurement workplace. 

MQL Delivery Flow Rate 
300 

250 

Z' 200 
i- 

150 

100 

50 
LL. 

Impulse Freclency 

Figure 6-4. MQL System characterisation f6r 0.45MPa and impul. ve generator various 
settings. 

It was then possible to prepare the MQL characterisation and to establish cxact MQL 

system setting for required amount of oil - Figure 6-4. All air velocity results were 

confirmed and repeated in presence of LDA system where air and oil mixture III air 
boundary layer behaviour was checked. 
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6.3.3. Data Acquisition System 

The data acquisition system was based on the National Instruments multichannel data 

acquisition N16250. The power, grinding forces: normal and tangential and tcniperaturc 

were captured. The DAQ captured data at a frequency of 2000 Hz mi a PC working on 

Windows XP OS. The DAQ system was controlled by LabView 7.1 with a purpose 

written program (Appendix 5). 

Figure 6-5. A view of DAQ system, where: I- PC with DAQ integrated, 2 Kivler 
Type 5006forces amplifier, 3- temperature amplifier, 4- MQL sYsieni, 5 grinding 
machine. 

Further processing of raw data was completed in the NIS Excel 2007 and/or Matlab 

software environments. The related programs are given in Appendix 5. 

The tangential and normal forces, were measured with the Type 9257A Kistler 3- 

component dynamometer together with Kistler Type 5006 amplifier PriOI- tO Use the 

equipment was calibrated - see Appendix 6. 
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6.3.4. Grinding Wheel and Fluid Delivery 

A general PLIrpose Utility wheel was used in this research: Amnimum oxide, 
WA 100 JV. 

'rhe fluids Used were those described for the preliminary StUdICS, Chapler 5. 

The coolant system Used was an Arhoga Darenth type 2210/3057. Maximum delivery 

conditions available were: 35 bar at it I'lowrate of' 100 I/min. Fillcring wits undcrtaken L- 

via both a cartridge and centrifuge. Delivery conditions were: I har pressure an(l C-- 

approximately 27 m/s I'luid velocity. 

6.3.5. Workpieces and Temperature Measurements 

Materials Lised Were those Uscd in the pi-chininary studies, naincly VA31 ý111(1 NI2 

(hardened steels) and EN8 (mild steel). Measurement of forces an(I tellipci-altil, cs 

required introduction of new workpieces and a purpose designed hasc to acconinio(laic 

the dynamometer. Workpiece dimensions and arrange"'clit are given in Appendix 7. 

Hardness ofEN31 was 62 HRC, M2 52 HRC and EN8 32 IIRC. Dimensions were 20 

min wide, 90 mm long, 20 mm high. The workpiece was sectioned and a slot prepared 

for installation of a thermocouple. The workpiece mOLIntcd is shown in Figurc 6-6. 

Figure 6-6. Thermocouple assemblY and principle (ýfopcration (Balako, 2005). 

An Omega C02-T thermOCOLIple was adapted to a single pole arran"Cillcill 

I idim, wheel passes over tile thermocouple. The J-type junction is t()'-"Ic(i when the Cgrii t. 1 
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exposed single pole and smears it over the workpiece thereby forming a junction at the 

ground surface. Appendix 6 provides the thermocouple calibration details. 

6.4. Experimental Work 

It is important to recognise that the aim of this research was not to find optimal 

conditions for MQL but to compare MQL with dry and conventional machining using 

machine and equipment adapted for conventional flood cooling. 

The experimental design approach was that based on the Taguchi method and yielded a 
high definition L8 (2 7) orthogonal array. 

Level 
Parameter 1 2 

A Wheel speed 25m/s 45mls 
B DOC 5, wn 15pn 

AxC Interaction 
C Workpiece speed 6.5m/min lSnVmin 

BxC Interaction 
D Dressing coarse fine 

_E 
Materials soft 

VS V, Dre Mat 

A C llxc D E 
I I I I I 

_2 
1 1 1 2 2 2 12 

3 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 

4 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 
5 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 

2 1- 2 2 2 1 
7 2 2 1 1 2 
8 2 2 1 2 1 

Table 6-1. Set ofparameters and Taguchi array. 

Experiment Procedure 

The experimental work was performed in three stages - 1) conventional flood grinding, 

2) dry machining and 3) MQL grinding. Each stage consisted on grinding three 

materials with all possible combinations of parameters according to the Taguchi's array 

(Table 6-1). As 'hard materials' in Taguchi's array it was meant: EN31 and M2, so in 

the end there were combinations of hard-soft materials as follows: EN31 vs. EN8 and 
M2 vs. ENS. 
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For conventional flood cooling there was no need for any preparations for the grinding 

machine. For dry and MQL machining, coolant nozzle had been disassembled. 

However, due to often wheel dressings a special nozzle was used for them. For MQL 

additionally conventional flooding nozzle had to be disassembled and MQL nozzle 

assembled in its place. 

Before every single test the wheel was dressed. There were 2 types of dressings: fine 

and coarse - parameters can be found in Table 6-2. 

The dressing process was based on 3 wheel cleaning passes (each aed ̀ 10 [im with 

vfd = 500 mm/min). After that the proper dressing process occurred according to 

Table 8-2. 

Parameters Fine dressing 
7 

Coarse dressing 

Dressing wheel speed: Vsd 30 nVs 

Dressing feed rate: Vfad 100 mm/min 300 mm/min 

Depth of dressing cut: aed 2 pm 10 PLM 
Table 6-2. Dressing parameters. 

After dressing, the wheel needed to be conditioned. Wheel conditioning consisted of 2-5 

passes (depending on process type) for 2 pm. cut before programmed datum, 10 passes I 

ýtm form datum and 8 sparking out passes. 

Then one down cut was performed according to Taguchi array's parameters. 

The tests were repeated three times with the same settings to obtaining a more accurate 

mean value. However, it is possible to perform Taguchi's approach with only two 

repetitions for each trial. 

6.4.2. DOC Measurements 

The real DOC was obtained during a separate process after performing all tests. 
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In this process a 15 mm strip was ground from the 20 mm wide workpiece. This left an 

unground 5 mm width strip. The purpose of this 5 mm strip was to use it as a datum, 

where the '0' was obtained. The difference between the datum 'strip' and the ground 

ýstrip' was measured using a clock gauge - Figure 6-7. 

Figure 6-7. Mount of measuring clock gauge. 

There were 12 points obtained and then a mean value of the real DOC calculated. This 

mean value represented the real DOC and was used in later calculations. 

6.4.3. Surface roughness measurements 

The roughness parameter used during this study was R, This is the most commonly 

referred to parameter for general surface measurement and provides a nican line average 

of the magnitude of peaks to valleys across the profile of the measured surface. A more 

complete discussion of surface roughness measurement was provided in Chapter 7.4. 

The instrument used was the Taylor Hobson Surtronic Duo, a high precision portabic 

instrument, capable of 0.01 [tm resolution (Figure 6-8). During the tests it was placed oil 

the workpiece in three different locations ([flapprox i mate ly 10 mm from the start edge 

of the workpiece, [iij the centre and [iiijapproximately 10 nim from the end edge of' (lie 

workpiece) using a5 mm traverse length. The mean of these three measurements Was 

used in further analyses. 
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Figure 6-8. General view of Taylor Hobson Surtronic Duo roughness checker. 

6.4.4. Laser Doppler Anemometry in Air Boundary Layer 

Measurements 

A series of experiments were conducted to establish the interaction betwecii tlic air an(l 

oil mix and the air boundary layer. The equipment and experimental arraiigenient 'is 

shown in Figure 6-9. 

ý-Iqop- ivi 

Figure 6-9. Equipment arrangements, where: I laser probe, 2 grinding nuichinc, 
laser generator, 4- BSA - burstspectruin analyser, 5- Personal Computer with DAQ 

onboard. 

Tests were performed on the Abwood Series 5020 surface grinding, machine. The Lascr 

Doppler Anemometry (LDA) system was based on the Dantec Aroon-ion lascr 

comprised of three main components: the Laser optical System, the Burst Spectrum 

Analyzers (BSA) and the PC. Wheel speed used for tests was kept constant at 1,, = 35 

m/s. Air velocity was varied: lower value v,, i, = 25 in/s, rnid range value (equal to wlicel 

speed) v,, i,. = 35 m/s and higher value v,, i,. = 45 rn/s. Cý 
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The wheel was rotated 2 mm above workpiece surface and the nozzle Outlet set at a 

distance of Omm to 50 mm from the grinding arc. Results can be seen in Figure 6- 10. Cý I-- 

Air velocities were first measured using a pitOt tube method. The velocities obtained 

from pitot measurements were confirmed by LDA. 

E 0 
. _) 

ha I 

-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
Distance from gnnding contact zone (nun) 

0 

I-IIII 

.-- 

b .- .- -z: _ 

-- 
I 

'10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
Distance ftom grinding contact zone (nun) 

aIIIII 
4 

2- 

E 

4u 10 20 30 40 50 
LLL 

Distance from grinding contact zone (nun) 

Figure 6-10. MQL grinding process boundar 
-v 

lei 
, 
Ver: a) v,, i,. 25 m/s, b) 35 /n/v 

and 0 Vair = 45 m/s to the wheel velocity v, = 35 m/s. 

For all three cases (Figure 6- 10), there is no evidence of disturbance or reverse flow. it 

is reasoned therefore that the jet flowrate is sufficient for the alr/oll Inix to adequately 

penetrate the boundary layer. Due to limitations of the LDA instrumentation it was not 

possible to measure at wheel-workpiece gaps less than 2 min and no tests were 

performed in the contact condition. However, these preliminary results were 

encouraging as they indicated that flow delivered is carried through the grinding arc and 

therefore able to provide lubrication. Such positive lubrication effects were SLIppOI*tCd III 

the results from the full experimental tests that follow. 
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6.5. Summary 

In this chapter aims, objectives and scope together with equipment were presented. 

They were followed by discussion on experimental work and procedure. Explanation of 
depth of cut and surface roughness measurements were provided. 

Use of Laser Doppler Anemometry was explained with respect to the air velocity 

produced by MQL nozzle. Also the potential effects of reverse flow from the boundary 

layer of air entrained around the wheel was analysed, however it was concluded the air 

boundary layer would not present a problem for the MQL air and oil mixture. flowevcr 

due to experimental arrangement limitations it was not possible to measure at wheel- 

workpiece gaps less than 2 mrn and no tests were performed in the contact condition. 

In the following Results chapter the results for specific tangential force, forces ratio, 

surface roughness, temperatures and specific energy are presented. 
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Introduction 

The aim of the main body of experimental work was to establish the efficacy of MQL in 

grinding and to gain further understanding of the effect of MQL on the grinding 

performance. Results obtained from a series of experimental tests are presented and 

discussed in this chapter. The aim of the investigation was to obtain data for the three 

different grinding cases using: conventional flood cooling (WET), dry machining 
(DRY) and MQL system (MQL) and to then compare the results and establish in which 

area they either differ or have similarities as this should then lead to possible 

explanations of MQL success in particular circumstances. 

For ease of reference the reader is reminded of the Trial numbering identified in the 

Table below (Source: Table 6-1. Set of parameters and Taguchi array). 

Level 
Parameter 1 2 

A Wheel speed 25 m/s 45nVs 
B DOC 5, um 15pn 

_ AxC Interaction 
C Workpiece speed 6.5nVmin 15nVmin 

BxC Intera tion 
D Dressing coarse fine 

E Materials soft hard 

V, a, V. Dre Afa 
Tnq 
No+ A B AxC C Bxc D E. 

-1 
1 

11 
1 - 1 1 1 1 

_2 
1 1 1 2 2 2 2 

3 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 

4 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 

5 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 

6 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 

7 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 

8 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 

The results are presented in the following order to provide for discussion on the 

grinding performance of each regime under the conditions stated in the Table 6- 1: 

7.2. Achieved DOC (proxy equivalent chip thickness heq) and Specific removal 

rate shown against Specific tangential force. 

7.3. Specific removal rate shown against Force ratio (FIF, ). 

7.4. Specific removal rate shown against Surface roughness (Ra). 

7.5. Specific removal rate shown against Measured temperature. 

7.6. Specific energy results. 
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At the close of each sub-section results are presented using the Taguchi methods and 
direct effects charts. 

The Taguchi approach was used to optimise the experimental programme and to 

minimise the number of practical tests. Two material groups were used in this study, 

hard materials EN31 and M2 and the soft material EN8. As a result there are 

combinational Taguchi arrays with EN31 and EN8, and also M2 and EN8 materials. 

7.2. Real Depth of Cut ae and Equivalent Chip 
Thickness heq 

In this section, results are presented for the parameter real DOC, a, and specific 

tangential force Ft. The achievable DOC with each material had an impact on the 

experimental methodology. For example, the actual DOC achieved at a programmed 
DOC of 15 pm varied between 3 pm to 13 pm dependent on material and machining 

parameters therefore fixing a programmed DOC to 10 pm for example, would not be 

beneficial. It is the actual achieved DOC, which is the important value in the tests. 

What is worth pointing out is that a programmed DOC of 5 pm DOC did not perform 

very well throughout all the study due to grinding machine limitations. Additionally, the 

higher values of cut such as those between 20 prn and 30 prn were often impossible to 

achieve due to the power limitation of the machine. In some instances, a programmed 

DOC of 15 pm could utilise 75 per cent of grinding machine power capability. The 

differences in DOC achieved were therefore strongly dependent on the grinding 

situation, that is: speeds, applied DOC material and case (WET, DRY or MQQ. 

The equivalent chip thickness expressed in its simplest form was given previously in 

Chapter 4.1, equation (4.16) as: 

QIw VW heq 
- vs VS 

(Z1) 

In the section that follows the speed ratio (v,, Iv, ) remains the same and hence the 

relationship between equivalent chip thickness and specific tangential force is similar to 
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that between DOC and specific tangential force. Graphical results are presented 

therefore only for the parameter real DOC, though the tendency of results are similar for 

each parameter a, and hq- 

Specific tangential force was calculated by dividing the tangential force captured via the 

DAQ system by the workpiece width b: 

,FN Ft =' 
[mm] 

b 
(7.2) 

The tangential force acts tangentially to the wheel surface and also the Surface velocity 

of the tool. Due to the high speed of the wheel the tangential force in grinding Is mainly 

responsible for power dissipation (Marinescu et al, 2004), where P=F, - v, 

7.2.1. Trial 1: v, =25m/s, a=5gm, v,,, =6.5ni/min, Coarse Dressing, 

Soft Material EN8 

TRIAL 1 (A) 
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Figure 7-1. Specific tangential force as afunction q/'DOC (A) andspeciffi. I-elljol, al ral(, 
(B), Trial 1. 

In this test the highest specific forces at F, ' = 0.7 N/mm were obtained for thc WET 

case and it was found that the wheel barely scratched the workpicce surface. The lowest 

values were obtained under MQL, approximately 35 per cent lower than those for WF. T. 

It was a result of the achieved DOC a, = 0.7 ýtrn in MQL and for the case of' WET 

0.9 ýtm- 

The values of h, 
q ranged between h, 

q -= 
0.001 [tin (DRY) and h, j = 0.004 pm (WFT) 

[h, q values: WET = 0.004, wn; DRY = 0.001 pn, MQL = 0.003 Imil. The,,, e values itre 
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consistent with those published in literature for shallow cut operations using similar 

materials, machining parameters and abrasive tools. 

The value of hq is a measure of the grain penetration depth. Grinding behaviour 

however cannot be explained by this parameter in isolation as two equivalent values 

may be obtained for very different chip shapes. Thus, the cutting edge density must also 

be considered when describing grinding behaviour in this context. In the case of DRY 

grinding it is possible that frictional wear was greater than in the other cases resulting in 

a reduction in cutting edge density. This would lead to a poorer grain penetration and 

result in force values similar to those in MQL. 

The similarity in values of heq and real depth a,. for both MQL and WET would suggest 

that similar tribological processes occurred in both cases. 

In Trial I it can be seen the highest Q'w was achieved in WET however MQL provided 

the lowest specific tangential force: the difference in Q ", for the two cases was 

approximately 20 per cent in favour of WET, whereas the difference in Fj' was 

approximately 40 per cent in favour of MQL. It may therefore be reasoned that in terms 

of grinding performance and for the two parameters considered there is little to choose 
between the two. It is also important to recognise that the value of specific tangential 

force, when considered in isolation, does not adequately describe the physical 

phenomenon and it is the ratio of tangential to normal force that is important. These 

results will be presented and discussed later in Chapter 7.3. 

7.2.2. Trial 2: v., =25m/s, a=5pm, v., =15m/min, Fine Dressing, Hard 

Material EN31 

In this test force values for the cases of DRY and MQL were in relatively close 

agreement with a DOC a, 0.5 ýtm and hq= 0.005 [tm [heqvalues: WET = 0.005, wn; 
DRY = 0.005 pn, MQL 0.005 gn] achieved throughout. The lowest force values 

were obtained in MQL and the highest in WET with a maximum difference of 

approximately 28 per cent. 
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Figure 7-2. Specific tangen tial force as a. function qf DOC (A) andspecýlic removal rate 
(B), Trial 2. 

The similar level of specific tangential force in the cases of' DRY and MQI, inay lie a 

consequence of the very small DOC achieved. The marginally improved pci-f0rinance of' 

MQL compared with DRY may be explained by improved lubrication. 

The higher force values in WET can be explained by the requirement ()I' tile wheel to 

accelerate the fluid. 

7.2.3. Trial 3: v, =25m/s, a=15pm, v, =63ni/min, Coarse Dressing, 

Hard Material EN31 

in this trial a DOC of approximately 7 prn was returned in both WET and MQI, 

(resulting in h,,, = 0.030 ýtm) [h,,, valites: WET = 0.030 pin: DRY = 0.0/9 lan, 

MQL = 0.029 unil and sli,, jhtly over 4 ýtm in DRY. Also a very close perfori i ia lice ill 

both WET and MQL is observed in terms of specific removal rate and specific 

tangential force. 

The highest values of specific tangential force occurred in DRY, approximately 22 per 4: ) 1 

cent higher, and this is attributed to the lack of lubrication as in the previous test. 

From the operator perspective, it was evident that the wheel, due to its low porosity jind 

fine grain structure, was susceptible to visible loading and clogging with tims material 

under DRY grinding. This would indicate an incorrect wheel selection for this material 

and the process parameters. Naturally, this would rcsult in higher forces. L- 
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TRIAL 3 (A) 
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Figure 7-3. Specific tangentialforce as a. 11inction of DOC (A) tmdspecýlic removal rate 
(B), Trial 3. 

From this trial, it can be seen that MQL has potential to compete with WFT under tills 

combination of material, wheel and machining parameters. 

The surface of the wheel had a similar though not identical appcarance to that observed C, 
under DRY. It is argued that the visible appearance was due more to 

contamination rather than deeply impregnated physical loading. Thcrc is no evidence 

for this from topographical studies, however, the forces would support such 111 

argument. 

7.2.4. Trial 4: vs=25 ni/s, a=15 gm, v,, =15 m/min, Fine Dressing, 

Soft Material EN8 

in the case of Trial 4, rather low DOC were obtained in all cases for an applied DOU of 

15 pm: 4 ýirn for MQL, 3 pm for WET, and less than I pin for DRY. 

A value of h, 
q = 0.036 Vtm [h, 

q iýalues: WET = 0.027 lan; DRY = 0.005 lan, MQI, = 

0.036 pn] was established with MQL and this was (he highest value obtained from 

within this series of 8 trials (Figure 7-4). 

The MQL trial yielded the lowest forces at F, '= 2.36 N/min, approximately 42 per cent 

lower F, ' than in WET. The better results for MQL may be a result ol' hydrodynanlic 

effects increasing power consumption in WET and the improved lubrication properties 

of the MQL oil. 
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Figure 7-4. Specýfic tangentialforce as a. fUnction oj'DOC (A) andspecýlic removal rale 
(B), Trial 4. 

Low Q',,, under DRY was due to accelerated wheel loadlng Undcr the 1"ne dressing 
I- 

condition. The value of Q',,, in MQL exceeded that in WET by approximately 25 pcr 

cent. 

The most reasonable explanation for the very low DOC is that accelcrated wheel 

loading occurred in each case due to increased workplece speed and that Such a 

combination of parameters proved inappropriate for this whecl, material and dressing 

condition and consequently resulted in lowered process efficiency. 

Such a good MQL performance in terms Of Cutting and energy efficiclicy may be a 

result of the combined effects of workpiece material hardness, which was rclatively low 

in this trial and good lubrication properties of the MQL oil. 

7.2.5. Trial 5: v, =45m/s, a=5gm, vv=6.5m/min, Fine Dressing, Hard 

Material EN31 

in this trial, as in other trails at an applied DOC =5 pin, only a low DOC was actually 

achieved in each of the different cases. The highest DOC was achieve(] under MQL. z: 1 

However, this value of a, = 0.6 ýtm is still less than 15 per cent of' the applied. The 

higher real DOC resulted in a higher Q', and specific grinding forces sinillar to those 

under DRY. The higher specific forces under WET are reasoned to be due to (lie 

hydrodynamic effects of delivered fluid. The effects ofa higher whcel Speed are seen In L- 
higher specific force values when compared to those ohtaincd at lower whccl speed. 
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TRIAL 5 (A) 
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Figure 7-5. Specific tangential. force as a. /unction oj'DO(, '(A) andspecific removal rate 
(B), Trial 5. 

The wheel loading effect due to fine dressing conditions cxperienccd in the previous 

case under DRY conditions are not apparent here with the harder material and lower 

DOC 

As discussed in the previous trials at low DOC a grea(er proportion of' energy is 

consumed in ploughing and rubbing, rather than Cutting compared with grindino at 

higher DOC and this is seen clearly in the lower Q',, values. Z7) 

In Trial 5 NIQL delivered the best performance with lowest F, ' and highest Q',, values 

[h,, values: WET = 0.001 pin: DRY = 0.00/ lan, MQL = 0.00/ latil. 'I'lic cx p] allat loll 

for this may partly be due to the dressing conditions and small DOC that were shown in 

previous Trials to be inappropriate for WET. Additionally, the vitrified Wheel Used 

required rather harder pressing into the workpiece to operate effectively but with such a 

small DOC it is not possible to press it hard enough to overcome hydrodynamic and air tI- 

boundary layer effects. This is confirmed by the results for the DRY case, in which 

lower specific force compared to WET was generated. 

It seems that suggestion is supported by the fact that in DRY only sli,, htly higher F, ' t- t- 
value was obtained than in MQL but the reSUlting DOC was similar as for WFT. 
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7.2.6. Trial 6: v, =45m/s, a=5gm, Vv=15m/min, Coarsc Drcssing, Soil 

Material EN8 

In Trial 6a low DOC was again applied, however speeds were higher and dressing 

parameters were those for a coarse topography. MQL and WET pcrf'Ormcd sillillarly for 

a, = 0.5 ýLm and h,, = 0.003 f-tm [h,, values: WET = 0.003 Inn, - I)RY = 0.00/ /11? 1, 

MQL = 0.003 wnl, although F, ' values under MQL were approxiniatcly hall' those of' 

WET. Coarse dressing with the softer material decreased specific (anocimal force ill 

comparison to the values in Trial 5 for all the cases. 

A very poor performance can be observed under DRY in comparison with MQL ind 

WET. 
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Figure 7-6. Specific tangential. force as a. function qfDOC(A) andspecific removal 
(B), Trial 6. 

Poor performance and low Q',,, under DRY would Suggest a higher ratio of' plouglung 

and rubbing than in WET and MQL and perhaps may bc explained by thc value of' 

friction coefficient. 

The influence of the hydrodynamic effects were marginally weakencd in this trial due to 

coarse dressing producing a relatively higher wheel surface porosity. 

The results imply that effective lubrication takes place under MQL in these trial 

conditions and relatively efficient grinding occurs. 
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7.2.7. Trial 7: v, =45m/s, a=15gm, v, =6.5m/min, Fine Dressing, Soft 

Material EN8 

In this trial much improved DOC values were achieved. In the case of' WFT the 

achieved DOC was a, = 13[tm and h,, = 0.031 pm. The DOC under DRY and MQI, 

were 9 ýtrn and 10 ýtrn respectiveiy [h,,, = 0.022 pin and h,,, = 0.024 Ion re. V)(, cIlvt, 1yj. 

It can be seen that the value of F, ' under WET is some 60 per cent higher than (lial 

under MQL with a difference in DOC of approximately 23 per cent. This leads to tile 

conclusion that for only a marginal reduction in grinding efficiency MQI. call perl'orin 

at a level similar to that of WET but with lower forces and hencc lower local 

temperatures. 
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Figure 7-7. Specýfic tangentialfi? rce as a. function qfDOC (A) andspecýlic removal rate 
(B), Trial 7. 

Though fine dressing was applied, good Cutting efficiency wits observed if) each case. 

This results from the high wheel speed and low workpiecc speed, coinhined with the 

softer material. As wheel speed is higher, the wheel should present better sell' 

sharpening properties, influencing its performance significantly, i. e. it is cvIdcIIt 

equation (7.1) that doubling the wheel speed halves the eqLIiValCII( chip thickness and by 47, 

implication halves the grain depths of cut. Thus, increasing wheel spced will Icnd to 

reduce the stress on the abrasive grains and Support increased removal rates. I lowcver, 

in the situation reported above, the lower DOC under MQL compared to WET may be 

caused by the process susceptibility to wheel loading, as with MQL there is it lack of' 

efficient wheel cleaning and flushing. 
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In general terms MQL and WET each performed well, however MQL produced the 

lower F, 'and therefore a cooler process occurred. 

7.2.8. Trial 8: v, =45m/s, a=15gm, v,,, =15m/niin, Coarse Dressing, 

Hard Material EN31 

in Trial 8 the performance of MQL is close to that of' DRY la, =3 pin, 

h,, j = 0.0/ 7 pnj. The WET test resulted in the highest achieved DOC at approxiniatcly 

60 per cent greater than that of the other cases. Notably the specific forces in WFT wcre 

similar to those in DRY and in MQL despite the improved DOC and subsequent higher 

specific material removal rate. 
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Figure 7-8., 5pecific tangential. force as a. function (#'DOC (A) andspecyic rel?, ol, al 
(B), Trial 8. 

In Trial 8 the conditions appeared faVOUrable for the WET case: hard niatcrial, fine 

grain and relatively soft wheel as good results were obtained in respect of matcrial 

removal rate and specific tangential force. Cý 

Though there is not a large difference between WET, DRY and MQL in specific force t: ý 

values only WET was able to perform reasonably well. This is reasoned to be due to the 

effects of accelerated wheel loading in DRY and MQL under these conditions. As ii 

result higher temperatures are expected to he seen in these cases. 
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7.2.9. Trial 2,3,5 and 8: Hard Material M2 

Further results for specific tangential force as a function of real DOC and spccific 

material removal rate were obtained for grinding M2 and are shown in Figure 7-9. 
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Figure 7-9. Specific tangen tia Ifiorce as a, function qfDOC (A) andspeci ic removal raiv 
(B), jbr hard material M2 and soft material EN8. 
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Generally, the trends for DOC and hence heq and specific material removal rate Q "" 

were very similar to those obtained for EN31. There are some minor discrepancies in 

the results but one can be reasonably confident in stating that EN31 and M2 performed 

comparably. 

Summarising the results above we can state that MQL performed relatively well in this 

set of experiments, with outcomes either similar or outperforming WET at wheel speed 

v, = 25 m/s whereas WET performs better at the higher wheel speed of v, = 45 m/s. 

It is thought that higher wheel porosity should improve the performance of MQL, as this 

would help reduce the rate of loading. Higher wheel porosity would also improve the 

removal of chips and debris from the grinding arc. 

A change in hard material from EN31 to M2 did not change the overall trends, and it 

can be seen in Figure 7-9 that in general, the specific tangential force increased only 

slightly for M2 steel for WET compared to EN31, whereas for MQL and DRY it 

remained at the same level. 

In terms of performance, measured by specific removal rate and specific tangential 

force, MQL is seen to compare favourably with DRY or to in fact outperform it under 

all conditions investigated. 

7.2.10. Taguchi and ANOVA Analysis 

In this section, results presented previously are now analysed using the Taguchi 

methodology. It is important to note that this approach identifies qualitatively the 

strongest effects, though further directed tests would be required to understand the 

effects quantitatively. The Taguchi results are checked using ANOVA analysis, and a F- 

test was performed. Reliability levels provided an indication of the usefulness of all 

results. For the results presented the reliability of the majority of effects is at least 95 

per cent though often as high as 99 per cent (95 per cent confidence -F value = 4.49; 99 

per cent confidence -F value = 8.53 (Ross, 1988)). As a large number of graphs has 

already been presented the full ANOVA table is not presented but only quoted where 

appropriate. However, an example ANOVA table is given in Table 7-1, where results 
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are presented for EN31 and EN8 for WET. In the presented ANOVA results case, it was 
found that C and interaction-AC effects are below 95 per cent reliability level thus 

cannot be taken into account. These results are shown highlighted in the direct effects 

charts that follow. 

The full series of results are presented in the ANOVA Tables in Appendix 9. 

ANOVA Results Table 

Source ss v v F 
A 0.41 1 0.41 20.49 
B 26.90 1 26.90 1355.54 
c 0.02 1 0.02 1.20 
D 7.43 1 7.43 374.59 
E 7.21 1 7.21 363.13 
AC 0.05 1 0.05 2.38 
BC 0.20 1 0.20 10.14 

e 0.32 16 0.02 

Total 42.54 23 

Table 7-1. Example of ANOVA results table for EN31 and EN8 materials for WETfor 
Ft'. Key: SS - square sums, v- degrees offreedom, V- variance, F-F ratio 

The first analysis in Figure 7-10, is for EN31 and EN8 materials and show the valuc of 

specific tangential force against the Taguchi coordinate. The three different charts relate 

to the cases of WET (A), DRY (B) and MQL (C) respectively. 

The second set of three charts, Figure 7-11 are for materials M2 and EN8, and similarly 

show the value of friction coefficient against the Taguchi coordinate. The three different 

charts relate to the cases of WET (A), DRY (B) and MQL (C) respectively. 

As illustrated in graph (Figure 7-10 A) the DOC has the strongest effect in the case of 
WET. Strong effects also arise from the dressing mode and workpiece material. The 

effect of wheel speed, and the interaction between DOC and workpiece speed are less 

significant. 

When a similar analysis is performed for the DRY case, it can be seen that the strongest 

effect is again seen as DOC and similarly to WET relatively strong effects are noted for 

the dressing mode and workpiece material. However, results for workpiece material and 
other effects fall below 95 per cent reliability level and are therefore to be rejected. 
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Direct Effects Chart for Ft for WET (A) 
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Direct Effects Chart for F, for MOL (C) 
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, ure 7- 10. Direct effects chartfor speci/k, tangentialft)rce with EN3 I eind ENS. 

The strongest effect on specific tangential force in MQL was DoC. All relationships 

follow the same tendency for the high(l) and low(2) Ta"Llchi value (refer to 4: 1 L, 

Figure 7-10. Direct effects chart for specific tangential force with EN31 and IIN8. ) 

though magnitudes are highest in WET followed by DRY and finally MQL. 

Graphs in Figure 7-11 illustrate the results obtained for M2 and EN8. 
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Direct Effects Chart for F't for WET (A) 
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Direct Effects Chart for Ft for MQL (C) 
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Figure 7-11. Direct effects chartforspecýfic tangential. force with M2 and IN& 

The trends for M2 and EN8 (materials have similar hardness values) are the same as 

those for EN31 and EN8. This demonstrates the correctness of' the cxperinicillal tcsts 

and the correctness of the data obtained. 

The Taguchi analysis yields results that are consistent with general understanding of 

grinding kinematics. 
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The DOC has a strong effect on tangential force as it is largely responsible for the 

contact length. Contact length increases with larger DOC, however to produce this 

higher DOC, higher forces are required. This involves higher power requirements and 

leads to increased heat energy and a consequently hotter process. 

Mechanics of materials informs us that material hardness will influence tangential 

forces in a two body contact, and in general we would expect to see forces increase with 

material hardness. In trials with hard materials it was found that tangential forces could 

in fact be lower than those for a softer material under similar machining conditions. 

However, such a result should be considered with a regard to the abrasive wheel used. 

For each case the same wheel was used, which was in fact designed for hard materials, 

and therefore the poorer performance with the soft material is not entirely unexpected. It 

is important to note however, that such an outcome is only one of many different 

outcomes. It was also found in certain other trials, that wheel performance was better 

with the soft material depending on grinding and dressing conditions. 

The influence of the dressing process parameters on tangential force is strong as this 

determines wheel topography, which is ultimately responsible for grinding wheel 

performance. More open wheel structures and larger grain wheels, often lead to lower 

forces due to ability to transport chips and coolant. However, this type of wheel 

structure will generally produce a higher surface roughness than that produced by a 

closed structure and therefore a compromise between process forces and surface quality 
has to be made. From this study it can be seen how dressing conditions can lead to 

different values of specific tangential force for the same wheel. The Taguchi analysis 

reveals that fine dressing led to higher tangential forces. This result is reasoned to be 

due to accelerated wheel loading. 

The influence of wheel speed on grinding forces accords with theory and increased 

wheel speed results in a decrease in specific tangential force. This is due to a shorter 

period of contact with the workpiece material and therefore in the unit of time a single 

grain is engaged with the work material. Wheel speed also influences surface roughness 

this relationship will be discussed in later section of this chapter. 
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7.3. Friction Coefficient 

In abrasive machining processes the ratio of FtIF,, is commonly known as the force ratio 
(it has similarity to the coefficient of friction in mechanics) and is referred to by the 

symbol p. The tangential and normal forces were measured during the study and thus it 

is possible to consider the effects of friction as a measure of process performance. 

Compressive stresses often result from machining situations of low friction, whereas 

tensile stress conditions may arise in the situation of high friction where higher surface 

temperatures occur at the interface of the sliding bodies. 

The force ratio is indicative of the grain sharpness and also the ability of the grain to 

penetrate the workpiece material. Typical values of Ft IF, in abrasive machining lie 

between 0.2-0.7. A value of 0.2 or lower corresponds to well-lubricated blunt abrasive 

grain in contact with the surface and very little penetration. High values correspond to 

sharp abrasive grains and deep penetration (Marinescu et al, 2004). 

It is reasoned that since results for 5 ptm DOC are hard to interpret in respect of 

quantities measured and are considered unreliable, further results at this DOC are not 

presented in the sections that follow. However, all results obtained at this DOC can be 

found in Appendix 10. 

7.3.1. Trial 3: v, =25m/s, a,, =15pm, V.,, =6.5m/min, Coarse Dressing, 

Hard Material EN31 

In Trial 3 the lowest value of p is observed for MQL, the highest one for DRY. The 

specific material removal in DRY was lower than that for both WET and MQL and this 

implies a reduced penetration depth. In such a situation, the higherU is due largely to an 
increased proportion of sliding and ploughing, which is inefficient and results in a 
higher interface temperature and hence accelerated loading and wear. The improved g 
in WET and MQL is due to effects of lubrication. The better performance of WET is 

due to higher cutting efficiency and the effect of improved cleaning action of the larger 

volume of fluid. The lowest value of force ratio was obtained under MQL and this is 
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important in explaining the efficiency of the method. This is indicative ofa situation of 

good lubrication, relatively high specific material removal and reasonable penetration 

depth. This outcome which is highly significant for MQL points strongly toward an 

applicable regime for MQL i. e. relatively shallow cut operations, for a range of' material 

hardness. 

TRIAL 3 
0.45 
0.40 
0.35 
0.30 
0.25 

C 0.20 
LL 
:; ý 0.15 
LL 0.10 

0.05 
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Q'w 

WET 

MDRY 

A MOL 

Figure 7-12. Coefficientfriction Ftff, infilliction removal rtilt, 
material EN31. 

7.3.2. Trial 4: v, =25m/s, a, =15gm, v,, =15m/min, Fine Dressing, Soft 

Material EN8 

Results for Trial 4 are shown in Figure 7-13. As in the previous case the I-CSults for 

DRY show it be the least efficient method. The value of Q',, for DRY in this Trial is 

much lower than in the previous Trial 3 (Chapter 7.3.1) and is reasoned to he due to the 

rapid loading (soft material, fine dressing and no flushing). 

The performance of WET is not as effective as in the previous Trial 3 (Chapter 7.3.1 ). it 

is likely that the wheel loaded more rapidly with the softer material and this Is supported 

by the fact that no increase in specific material removal rate was observed despitc the 

higher workspeed. However, MQL is seen to yield an Increascd specific material 

removal rate and this indicates efficient cutting and results in the IOWCI- /I VaILIC. 

The results from this Trial suggest that MQL is more suited to grinding of soft material 
in shallow cut with fine dressing than WET. 
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TRIAL 4 
0.50 
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0.35 
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LL 0.15 
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0.00 

WET 
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AMQL 

Figure 7-13. Coefficient friction F, IF,, injunction (? fspecýlic removal rale 
material EN8. 

7.3.3. Trial 7: v, =45m/s, a, =15gm, v, =6.5m/min, Fine Dressing, Soft 

Material EN8 

in Trial 7 the lowest p was again obtained under NIQL, and the filphest aoaln under z: I I- L- 
DRY. WET performed with 18 per cent lower li than DRY and 40 per cent higher than 

MQL. 

The best cutting performance was produced by WET. The wheel did not cxperience 

excessive loading as in the previous Trial 4 (Chapter 7.3.2) even thouph in this trial it C, C- 
soft material and fine dressing were used, this was due to the high wheel spccd which t) L- 

resulted in higher DOC, more effective cutting and an improved wheel cleaning 1=1 

situation. 

The cutting efficiency of MQL was lower than that for WET (approximately 25 per 

cent) however, the value of p was consistent with valLICS frOln PI'CVIOUS TrialS. 

Thus the value of p in MQL is not as strongly affected as the other cases by drcss' 
, L, III0 

condition, speeds or material hardness. This is also the situation for specific material 

removal rate. 
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LL 0.20 
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0.00 
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A MOL 

Figure 7-14. Coefficient friction Ft IF,, in Jýncfion qf, specýlic removal rafe . 
/Or 

material EN8. 

7.3.4. Trial 8: v, =45m/s, a, =15ýtm, v, =15m/min, Coarse Dressing, 

Hard Material EN31 

in Trial 8 (Figure 7-15) the values of p and (? ',, recorded for the case of' MQI, were 

very similar to those obtained in Trial 3 (Chapter 7.3.4). This result is consistent with 

other values i. e. speed ratio, material type and DOC in the two Trials hcIng the same (or 

similar -speed ratio). 

The value of Q',, achieved in the case of WET however, was considerably hipher in 

this trial than in Trial 3 despite the similar value of li in both trials. This is difficult to 

explain in terms of speed effects due to the similar speed ratio in both Trials, though it 

difference in achieved DOC was recorded (6.9 pm Trial 3- Chiipter 7.3.1 and 4.8 Itin 
Trial 8- Chapter 7.3.4). Confusingly, the separate values ofF, and F, in each (rial were 

also very similar. 
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Figure 7-15. Coefficientfiriction F, IF,, infiniction qfspecýfic removal rafe 0 hard 
material EN31. 
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TRIAL 8 
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The results for DRY have been inconsistent between trials presented and there are 

insufficient data to draw quantitative conclusions. However, the performance of MQL 

appears to have been relatively stable compared to both DRY and WET throughout the 

trials to this point. 

7.3.5. Trials: 3 and 8 for Hard Material M2 

The values of p in Trial 3 compared to those values for the other hard material FA3 I 

(previous section Chapter 7.3.1 - Trial 3) are seen to be very similar in all cases. The 

values of p in Trial 8 compared to those values for the other hard material 1, N31 

(previous section Chapter 7.3.4 - Trial 8) are also seen to be very similar in all cases. 

The small discrepancies do not allow identification of any clear trend, however the 

results do inform us that there is no strong effect due to a difference in inaterial hardness C) 

of the two 'hard' materials (EN3 I -HRC 62, M2 - 52HRC). 

TRIAL 3: v, =25mls, a, = 151im, 
vv, =6.5mlmin, coarse dressing 

0.50 

0.40 
WET 

0.30 
HDRY LL. 

:;: ) 0.20 
LL A MOL 
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D. 00 0.20 0.40 OL60 080 

TRIAL 8: v, =45mls, a, = 151im, 
v,, =15mlmin, coarse dressing 
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LL 0.20 WDRY 
ý:, 0.15 LL 

0.10 A MQL 

0.05 
000 

000 050 1 00 1 50 

Q'W [MM3/MM/S] Q'w 

Figure 7-16. Coefficietaftiction FIF,, in. function qfspecýjic removal rale 0',,. /()/- hard 

material M2. 

7.3.6. Taguchi Analysis 

As stated previously, the Taguchi analysis is used to help identify those parmneters that LI 
affect the process most strongly. The two sets of Direct Effects Charts gcricrated are 

presented in Figure 7-17 A, B and C for materials EN31 and ENS and Figure 7- 19 A, 13 

and C for materials M2 and EN8. 
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As discussed in section 7.2.10, a number of results were below the accepted threshold 

for reliability. Such results are highlighted in each direct effects chart. The full SCHeS 01' 

results are presented in the ANOVA Table in Appendix 9. 

0.45 
Direct Effects Chart for Force Ratio for WET (A) 

0.40 

:L0.35 
r- 0.30 0 
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r_ A heel Speed 
.20.15 .2B 
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0.10 U work speed 
0.05 1) dressillý 
0.00 F. malenal VNII and FN8 

Al A2 Bl B2 AxCl AxC2 Cl C2 BxCl BxC2 Dl D2 El E2 
Parameter 

Direct Effects Chart for Force Ratio for DRY (B) 
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.00.30 ý 
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0 0.05 1) dicssing I 
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Al A2 Bl B2 AxClAxC2 Cl C2 BxClBxC2 Dl D2 El E2 

Parameter 

Direct Effects Chart for Force Ratio for MOL (C) 
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=L 0.35 - 
0 0.30 
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0.20 15 A wlICL-1 T 0.15 
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1-1 
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Figure 7-17. Direct effects chartfigrforce ratio with EN-31 and EN8. 
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In the case of WET (A) the material hardness produced the strongest effect. A similarly 

strong effect was observed for DOC. All other effects and interactions were weak. As 

identified and discussed in previous sections such effects would be expected to obtain a 
higher 'actual' DOC with soft material than for a harder material for an equal applied 
DOC. 

Results for the DRY (B) case appear slightly different because the strongest effects are 
identified as DOC and workpiece speed. The mutual influence of DOC and workspced 
is also relatively strong and is shown in interaction A-C. Further relatively strong 

effects were those of material type and dressing condition. These last two strong effects 

confirm that in DRY it is extremely important to maintain a wheel clean. 

The trends in MQL look very similar to WET, however the strength of effects is less 

strong and the friction coefficient is lower. The most significant effect for MQL is DOC 

together followed by material hardness. Interaction of DOC and workpicce speed has 

some effects on the MQL process as well. According to Fisher criteria, other effects are 

not significant. 

The value of friction coefficient obtained throughout the tests is consistent with values 

published in literature for fine grinding, high precision operations. 

The change in magnitude of this coefficient (example: Chart A, Effect Al value 

p=0.367; Chart C, Effect Al value p=0.237) has been effected through a change in 

both normal force and tangential force components in the same direction for each 

situation. Importantly, it has not been a case where either force component has changed 

independently. This corresponds to effects seen as a consequence of the size effect. The 

size effect says that the efficiency of the process (measured by specific energy) is 

reduced with an increase in DOC, or to be more correct, grain penetration depth. 

This important and significant outcome will be discussed in greater detail in the section 

on specific energy that follows (Chapter 7.6). 

With the M2 and EN8 materials (Figure 7-18) the general performance is similar to that 

presented for EN31 and EN8. 
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Direct Effects Chart for Force Ratio for WET (A) 
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Direct Effects Chart for Force Ratio for DRY (B) 
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Direct Effects Chart for Force Ratio for MQL (C) 
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Figure 7-18. Direct Effects chartft)rforce ratio with M2 and EN8. 

7.4. Surface Roughness Ra 

Surface texture refers to the characteristic pattern of undulations on the workpiece. The 

surface roughness requirement is often a consequence of' the dimensional tolerance 
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requirement. A number of roughness parameters are defined from the surlacc profile hilt 

for the purpose of this study only R, data was ca tured. R, is an arithmetic average p L, 
roughness parameter that is defined by the mean value of' the average deviation of' the 

surface profile from the mean line in each sampling length. As a result Of grinding iý C- 11 
values of R, vary greatly and depend largely on the operation, wheel, cycle type and 

material. Typical values for fine finishing range from 0.15 prn to 2.50 j, 1111, thOLIgh Of L- 

course these are very much relative values. In ordcr to inaintain a high tolerance of' the L- 

workpiece dimension, it is necessary to have a smooth surl'ace. For the wheel used In 

this study and for correctly chosen process conditions, surface roughness range values 

in the range 0.17 < R, < 0.25 ýtm would be expected. 

Surface roughness measurement method and equipment description were providcd in 

section 6.4.3. 

The following sections present surface roughness R, results obtaincci I'm tile 111jjel-IjIl 

pair: EN31 and EN8, followed by results for M2 steel (section 7.4.5). 

7.4.1. Trial 3: v, =25 m/s, a, =15gm, V, =6.5 m/min, Coarse Dressing, 

Hard Material EN31 

in this trial the best results for Surface roughness and f0r WCI'C 1)1'0(IL[ccd by WET. A 

similar value was achieved under MQL with only a +0.02 pin R, difference, and similar 
Q',,, value. 

TRIAL 3 
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0.25 
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M Oý23 
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Figure 7-19. Surface roughness R, in function oj*, vl)e(-Ui(- removal rate hard 
material EN31. 
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DRY produced a surface with 0.04 ýtm rouggher R, than that attained by cither MQI, oi Z-- 
WET at a value of Q', 60 per cent lower. This poorer performance results from lack of' 

lubrication, cooling and chips removal and consequent low In general however, the t-- 

surface roughness for all grinding methods is very good and meets the 

R, = 0.17-0.25 pm expectations. 

7.4.2. Trial 4: v, =25m/s, a, =15gm, v,, =15m/min, Fine Dressing, Solt 

Material EN8 

in this case the lowest surface roughness was obtained in MQL, which also acliicved the zn 
highest Q,,.. The WET surface was 0.05 pm rougher and VýIkie oi'Q',, approximately 25 

per cent lower. The combination of soft material, fine dressing and low whecl spccd L- 
resulted in the poorer WET surface roughness. However the conditions wcre favourablc 

for MQL and though the wheel speed was low (grains need to remove more inaterijil ill 

a unit of time when compared with higher wheel speed what leads to worse surface 

production) the good lubrication of the MQL oil and lack of hydrodynamic cl'l'cct. s 

contributed to the better performance. Presumably, the Surface roughness in MQL COU [d 

have improved had efficient wheel cleaning been present. Again, in gencral WFT, 1)1ýy 

and MQL produced very good surface roughness values, 4: 1 
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Figure 7-20. Sudiwe roughness R, infimiction (ýfspecýlic removal rate O',,,. Ie)r sol? 
material EN8. 
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7.4.3. Trial 7: v, =45m/s, a, =15gm, v, =6.5m/min, Fine Dressing, Soft 

Material EN8 

In this trial, at the higher wheel speed, the WET case produced the highest R, though 

also achieved the highest 

MQL achieved the best surface finish though not quite as good as in previous trials. The Cý 
reason for this is that at this higher wheel speed individual grains remove less material 

in each pass (in a single second a grain may make a number of' passes resulting ill 11 
higher specific (unit time) material removal rate though lower material removal ralc per 

pass - i. e. at v, = 25 m1s single grain contact time will he tz 38 ms, whereas at 

v, = 45 m/s contact time t z- 21 ms, which leads to the conclusion that at v, = 45 ni/s the 

grain will pass 2 times more than at v., = 25 m/s). In such a case a smoother surface is 

generated. The results, in contrast, do not show this tendency, though the di1'1'crcncc ill 
R, between low speed and high wheel speed is marginal at 0.05 pin. This could he due 

to the experimental procedure used in which no spark out passes were applied. 

Again, it is reasoned, that if efficient wheel cleaning was in placc for MQl_ it WOUld 
have produced not only the best Surface roulghness but also the best cutting efficiency. 
In this case only MQL managed to fit into R, = 0.17-0.25 pin, yet DRY and WIA, 

results still are very reasonable. 
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1ýice roughness R, itz. f Figure 7-21. Sur unction oj'specýfic removal rate O',,,. Ior soft 
material EN8. 
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7.4.4. Trial 8: v, =45m/s, a, =15gm, v,,, =15m/min, Coarse Dressing, 

Hard Material EN31 

In Trial 8, WET performed the best by producing a good Surface finish and high 0"'.. 

Despite a large DOC, coarse dressing and Hard material MQL did not perf)rni as well 

as WET. Both DRY and MQL achieved only approximately 60 per cent of the 

achieved in WET. The very good WET performance can be explained by the 

combination of high wheel speed and hard material favourcd by this specific orilidill" 

wheel (WAIOOJV) with a purpose of delivering a fine finish. This is consistent with zn 

many of the previously discussed results that have suggested wheel loadim, in WFT is L- 

more problematical with the soft material with this given wheel. 

Conversely, similar Q', values for MQL and DRY may be a result of' inciTicient whcel 

cleaning and its specification (fine grains, low porosity). A partial wheel loýjdijlg Is 

assumed to increase surface roughness. The lubricating fluid in some way countercd 111i 4: 1 
Is 

effect in the case of MQL. It is reasoned therefore that it' better whecl cleaning 

conditions were in place, both cutting efficiency and surface roughness Would be 

improved. In general all grinding methods produced reasonably good results and only 

the DRY surface quality is outside (marginally) the range: 0.17[Lill < R, < 0.25 pni. 
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Figure 7-22. Suifiace roughness R, in finiction of specýfic removal rale Ilartl 

material EN31. 

7.4.5. Trials: 3 and 8 for Hard Material M2 

In Figure 7-23 in Trial 3 further differences in the performance of' each nicthod can he 
rn 

seen. MQL produced not only the finest surface finish but also the h1, (-,,, he. st o-',,.. The 
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WET method achieved a similar Q',,, to that in MQL however the R, value was 

approximately 0.05 pm higher. This situation was opposite to that obtained for EN3 1. A 

better R, was achieved with M2 than EN31 under MQL, which is slightly softer than 

EN31. For the case of WET, the value of R, was similar both for M2 and EN31, 

whereas for DRY it worsened. It is of note that surface finish results for MQL and WET 

are consistently within the range expected and vary only marginally across the series of' 

tests. 
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TRIAL 8: v, =45mls, a, = 151im, 
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Figure 7-23. Sudýwe roughness R, in, function oj'. vpe(-Ui(, removal rate 
material M2. 

7.4.6. Taguchi Analysis 

in Figure 7-24 direct effects charts are presented for EN3 I and EN8 materials. For WET 

trials the strongest effect is material hardness. The effect of wheel dressing is relalivcly LI 
strong and this would be expected as wheel topography influences SLlrfaCe I-OLI, "Ill)CSS 
directly. A further relatively strong effect is workpiece speed, though considerat loll 

needs to be given to the speed ratio, shown clearly by the interaction AxC. 

For DRY effects look similar, however ANOVA analysis SLIggest that the effects from Z: ' 

wheel speed and its interactions are less significant. The tendency of' the el'fects and 

their strength are similar to those in WET. 
C, 

The composition (strength and tendency) of the effects in MQL appear similar to In I thosc 

in WET. However, the strongest effect Is the dressing condition and the sccond 

strongest effect material hardness. The DOC has a stronger effect in WET, though not 

as strong as for DRY. Based on ANOVA, the interaction of DOC and workpiece speed 

is not significant (less than 95 per cent) for this process. 
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Direct Effects Chart for Surface Roughness for WET (A) 
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Figure 7-24. Direct effects chartfor suijýce roughness with EN3 I and L'N& 

Finally Figure 7-25 gives a comparison of M2 and EN8 materials. For WET, the C) zn 

composition of the effects is similar to that determined for EN31 and EN9 materials. 

However the DOC, the wheel speed and the workpiece speed influence tile process 

moderately. Also for MQL and for DRY the situation looks sirnilar. however tile 

material (soft-hard) and dressing conditions seem to have similar effect, whereas tile 
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wheel speed in MQL has a greater influence on the process for EN31 than with EN8. 

The DOC does not have such a strong effect as was fOUnd for the previous hard 

material. 
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Figure 7-25. Direct effects chartfor surface roughness with M2 and EN8. 
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7.5. Grinding Process Temperature 

The temperature generated in grinding can be the limiting factor to target. The high 

temperatures produced by grinding can cause various types of thermal damage to the 

workpiece, such as burning, phase transformations, softening (tempering) of the surface 

layer with possible re-hardening (of hardened workpiece), reduced fatigue strength due 

to the unfavourable residual tensile stresses and cracks. Furthermore, thermal expansion 

of the workpiece during grinding contributes to inaccuracies and distortions in the final 

product. 

Grinding contact temperature was measured during the tests. The measurement method 

was described fully in Chapter 6.3.5. This allowed an assessment of the thermal 

performance of MQL compared with the WET and DRY cases and also gave insight 

into the strength of the lubrication effect in MQL. An analysis of the temperature versus 

specific removal rate and Direct Effects Charts are presented in the following sections. 

Each plot is the mean of three separate measurements obtained under the same settings. 

7.5.1. Trial 3: v., =25m/s, a,, =15pm, v,, =6.5m/min, Coarse Dressing, 

Hard Material EN31 

Measured temperatures are shown in Figure 7-26. The achieved Q ", is very similar for 

both MQL and WET, however temperatures produced by WET are about 20 per cent 

lower than MQL. The specific tangential forces were also very similar in each case 

(Section 7.2.3). However, the force ratio indicated that the normal forces were higher in 

MQL than in WET. As identified previously the better performance of WET is due to 

higher cutting efficiency and the effect of improved cleaning action of the larger volume 

of fluid. It is interesting to note that the temperatures in WET are in the region of the 

film boiling temperature. This would have the effect of reducing the convection ability 

of the fluid and hence give rise to higher local temperatures. 
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WET 

EDRY 

A MOL 

Figure 7-26. Temperature as a fiinction of specyic removal rate 
EN3 /. 

7.5.2. Trials 3: vs=25m/s, a, =15gm, v,, =6.5m/niin, CO-11". "'C Drýý'Nill g 

Hard Material M2 

Results are presented for M2 steel in Figure 7-27. In this trial, pcrl' 01,111"MCC Mldcr 

conditions is seen to improve. 

It is also seen that M2 steel is an easier to machine material than FA31 (Ole IlkC value 

is approximately 10 lower than that of EN3 I) and in general returns beitcr resilits (I. e. 

lower temperatures) for MQL and DRY. This may also be due to the different 111atcrial 

properties, especially thermal condUCtiVity and specific heat capacity. '['his vvill I)c 

explored in further detail in the following Chapter. 
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jol hard Inalcrial Figure 7-27. Temperature as afunction ofspecýflc removal rale 0',, '- 
M2. 

A similar value of 0',, is achieved in both WET and MQI, and importantly a very 

similar temperature results. This indicates a comparable, and almost equal, performance 

of MQL to WET for the stated conditions. 
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7.5.3. Trial 4: v, =25 m/s, a, =15 gm, vv=15 m/min, Fine Dressing, 

Soft Material EN8 

in Trial 4 the improved cutting efficiency in MQL is noticeahle. This is due largely lo 

the combined effects of lubrication (the lowest friction coclTicicia was rccor(Icd un(jej. 

MQL) and soft material. 

In the case ofDRY, where the process was highly inefficient, the gorindingo (cluperittire 

was relatively high for the low Q', value achieved. Thc rcason for low culting 

efficiency was reasoned to be the fine dressing parameters and soft niaterijil. 'I'licre 1'. S 

additionally a problem with lack of wheel cleaning in DRY. 

The wheel (fine abrasive and low porosity) tended tO struggle with performance under 

the WET condition as it was not Suited to this application. In this situation, 111jilcrial 

would flow plastically upwards and sideways hLIt not he removed productively (I. e. 

sliding and ploughing components dominate). This would I'CSUlt if) higliff ICIIII)CI-aftil-cs, 

again exceeding those of film boiling. 

The high value of 0', achieved in MQL indicates a very effective and efficient grin(lintg, 

situation. This demonstrates strong promise for MQL in (his region. 
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Figure 7-28. Temperature as a. function qfspecýlic removal rate O',, jor so/i matt, l-jill 
EN8. 
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7.5.4. Trial 7: v, =45m/s, a, =15pm, v, =6.5m/niin, Fine Dressing, Soff 

Material EN8 

In Trial 7 the highest temperature occurred under WET, and 1OWeS( L111dC1- MQL. 'I'hC 

low temperature in MQL was reasoned to be due to the better lubrication Conditiolis 

(again, the lowest friction coefficient was recorded in MQL). 

The highest tcmperature was recorded Linder WET, which also achicved the 111, "lics( 

value of Q', value. The WET temperature, which was 25 per ccnt grcatcr than that III 

DRY, would imply film boiling but with effective Hushing aiding the achicvenjen( ()j'jj t7) Z' t, 

higher Q', than in DRY. 

The value of Q',,. was similar for both DRY and MQL, the lower temperalure in MOI, 

resulting from the effects of lubrication. 

It is of note that WET and DRY cases prodLIccd relatively high Icnilicraturcs and were 

at a value associated with a high risk of thermal damage. 
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Figure 7-29. Temperature as afilinction qfspecýfic removal rate 
EN8. 

7.5.5. Trial 8: v, =45m/s, a, =15ýim, v,, =15m/min, Coarse Dressing, 

Hard Material EN31 

Results for Trial 8 are given in Figure 7-30. WET achieved the hiphest Value 01'()',,, IIIL- 

performance of both NIQIL and DRY were similar. The lowest tenycrature Am 

occurred in WET. The wheel favours (is designed for) the conditions of' hard material, I 
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high speed and coarse dressing in the WET situation and this would account for the 

good performance of WET and the lower resulting temperature. 

The temperature in DRY is considerably higher than that in MQL This is reasoned to 

be due to the wetting of the grains in MQL, which aids chip rcinoval, rcduccs loaLling, in I 

and hence results in more efficient grinding. This was evidcriccd through the lower t) In L- 

force ratio and better surface finish measured for MQL. 
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Figure 7-30. Temperature as a function (ýfspe(jfic removal rate 
EN3 1. 

7.5.6. Trial 8: v, =45m/s, a, =15gm, v, =15m/min, Coarse Dresshig, 

Hard Material M2 

Results are presented for M2 steel in FigUre 7-31. It is seen again, that M2 steel is an 

easier to machine material than EN31 and in gencral prodLICCS IOWCI- tell] perilt 11 I-C.,, 1'()I- 

MQL and DRY. 

In this trial, a large decrease in temperature is seen Under DRY coniparc(l to the case I'or 

EN31. The surface finish and force ratio in MQL are each lowcr than that achlevcd In 

DRY. This is an unexpected result difficult to explain entirely through possible cri-jilic 

thermocouple performance. Nor was it possible to see changes that niay have occurred 

in Subsequent tests because Trial 8 was the last of' all tests and (lie results were analyscd 

at a later date. 
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Figure 7-31. Temperature as a. function oj'specYic removal rate 
M2. 

7.5.7. Taguchi Analysis 

Taguchi analysis may contribute to understanding the temperature I-CSLII(S pI-CSCIIICd 

previously. Direct Effects charts for EN31 and EN8 materials are given in Figure 7-32 

(A, B and C). As previously, significance of highlighted efTects is helow 95 per cent LI 

threshold. 

Results (A), show that DOC has a strong effect oil temperature ill (Ile case ()I, 

conventional cooling. The second strongest effect is matcrial lype, all(] ilillch lower 

temperatures occurred with the soft material under the condition ol- I'mc dyey., ilIg ill)(I 

high wheel speed. 

Further strong effects influencing grinding temperature are the dre, i t7l zD , sino condition, L- 

wheelspeed and workpiece speed. Each of the interactions indicatcd a rcIa(ivcIy stronr 

effect on temperature and this would be consistent with the cITccts of' the parjuncters 

singly. z: 1 

In the case of DRY the most significant effect is DOC. Whecl speed ind workspeed Zý 
effects are also similar to those in WET and the tendency is in the sanic dircc(lon. 

However, the effects of dressing and material type have oppositc tendencies 1() those 

observed in WET. A softer material and fine dressing Is favoured in DRY. 

The strongest effect in MQL is DOC. It is followed by intcractions ol'workpicce speed 

and wheel speed, and then wheel speed -work piece speed. FUrther cl'l'cc(s arc all rc(luce(l 

compared to the cases of WET and DRY (the effect of' (II-C. Ssill,, l Is asslinled IIIIIIIII)orlaill 
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according to Fisher test). The strength of all effects in MQL (exccpting" lxw) is 

relatively weak compared with WET and DRY and may make (tic MQL proccss less 

sensitive to process changes. This would be seen as a significant Imicht. L- L, 
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Figure 7-32- Direct ýffects chart. for temperature with EN.? I and ENS. 

What can also be seen from the above Direct Effects Charts is that the DOC is stl-k)ll,,, it 

all cases and strongest in DRY. This is consistent with the kincinatics of (lie process. I-- 
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The effects of dressing type and material type are in opposite directions for WFT 

compared to DRY and MQL. This is reasoned to be due to the better wheel cleanin" 

capacity of WET and the wheel grade. 

Further results for M2 and EN8 steels are presented in FwUre 7-33. 
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Fig ure 7-33. 
.. 
ýý Direct efi cts chart. for temperature with M2 and ENN. 
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It appears that for WET the significance levels are very similar when compared with 
EN31 steel. According to ANOVA the significance of effects is in following order: the 

DOC, dressing condition, material, followed by the wheel speed, the workpiece speed, 

and the two interactions. 

In the case of DRY the significance of DOC for the EN3 I -EN8 is much lower than that 

for the M2-EN8 pair, while workpiece speed level is similar. Dressing condition was 
less significant for EN31 compared with M2. This may be due to the softer material and 

difference in thermal properties. Wheel speed has a near insignificant effect. 

Finally, in the MQL grinding temperatures are higher with EN31than with M2. The 

strongest effect again is DOC, followed by interaction of the DOC and the workpicce 

speed. 

In general, the results shown in the Direct Effects Charts follow the general 

understanding of relationships between temperature, removal rate, speeds and material 

hardness/type. 

The Direct Effects Charts inform us of the variables, which affect the tempcraturc tile 

strongest and also how the process should be designed to generate a low temperature. It 

is also noticeable from the charts that the case of WET is more sensitive to factors such 

as: wheel, workpiece speed, dressing condition and material properties than MQL. 

7.6. Specific Energy 

The specific grinding energy is a useful parameter to inform us of process efficiency. 

The specific energy is generally computed from monitored power and programmed 

material removal rate. Grinding power may also be expressed as the tangential force 

multiplied by the wheel speed. Specific energy expressed in terms of power and 

removal rate is (equation (4.13), Chapter 4.3.1): 

p 

ec = QW 
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where Q, (material removal rate) and is defined by (equation (4.14)): 

Q, = v, a, 

It can readily be dedUced that graphs for specific energy against specific rcinoval ra(e 

give the same trends as the specific tangential force results. I lowever, tile results fOr 

Taguchi differ and provide further insight into the comparative pc, -rOj-, jjjj, jL. c ()I, m(. )I, 

and thus it is of value to focus on these results. It has been shown pj-cvj()jjsly 111ý11 Ile 

performance of DRY grinding does not compare favourahly with cither Wl-"l' or Mol, 

in almost all tests and reasons for this have been discussed. 'I'llis ,,, cctl(),, 

concentrates on the performance of only WET and MQI. as it brings Into focu. " verv 

neatly the efficiency of each case Linder the situations tcsted. 

Table 7-2 presents results for specific energy Obtained tile 1110111(ored pov"Cl. and 

achieved removal rate. 

Trial WET MQI, 

In(mber C'. 1/111111, a,. pill C-1/111111, . 1'. pill 
Trial 1 187.59 0.92 154.14 0.71 
Trial 2 128.96 0.50 94.63 0.50 
Trial 3 56.18 6.88 57.26 F)7 -5 

Trial 4 152.40 2.71 65.91 3.58 
-frial 5 586.80 0.42 251.33 0.58 
Trial 6 151.99 0.54 77.61 0.50 
Trial 7 112.61 13.04 87.73 9.83 
Trial 8 59.07 4.79 73.73 3.13 

Table 7-2. Specýfic energy valuesft)r WE'T and MQL where red highlighted I'(1/111's arv 
those computedfor the case of applied DOC = 5, um, non-highlighted vahics represvilt 
applied DOC= 15, um. 

The results from the Taguchi analysis for materials EN31 and EN8 are pi-cNente(I III 

Figure 7-34. 

For WET the strongest effects are DOC, followed by the interactions ofwhcclspccd 111,1 

workplece speed, and workplece speed and DOC. The hidepcii(lem cl'l'ccis oftlic Ný, Ijccj 

speed and workpiece speed are less significant on this parametcr. 
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MQL appears to present an attractive alternative to flood delivery as there Is 

sensitivity to variation in the value of the parameters. As a general assýcssincnt, Mol. 

does perform reasonably well across the situations investigated, however (licre appear" 

to be little opportunity to optimise the process. This may however, he simply lha( Ilic 

chosen conditions happen to be those most favoured by MQL. 
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Figure 7-34. Direct effects chartfor specýlic energy with EN3 I and ENS. 

The strongest effect, as with other reSLIltS, Is the DOC, followed by the workpicce spced 

and the interaction of workpiece speed and DOC. The wheel speed mid ilic dressint, 

conditions influence the MQL grinding process in a similar way in(] the intei-action of C, 

wheel speed and workpiece speed and the material hardness are less significaw. 

The results for materials M2 and EN8 are shown in Fiourc 7-35. The outcomc,, L- 

similar to those for the EN3 I -EN8 pair, however the strength ofthe cl'l'cC-(s in Lý iffe 

stronger while for MQL they are weaker. This is reasoned to he an Indication ()I' tile 

MQL preference (ease of cutting) for M2 and IEN8 matcrials. 
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Direct Effects Chart for Specific Energy for WET 
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Figure 7-35. Direct effects chartjOr specific energy with M2 and ENS. 

7.7. MQL Process Economics 

7.7.1. A Summary of MQL Process Economics 

Below in Table 7-3 is a summary of fluid usage and power consumption f'"' 11W t%ýO 

cases under comparison, MQL and conventional flow. The I'1111.11-CS IWOVILIC(l are III(),, 

obtained from the experimental tests completed flor this study. Thc -Fluid dcli\crcd* 

figures are expressed in ml and represent the total volume used to coniplele ýIll jests. 

Delivery rate under MQL was - 33 ml/h, equating to a total ol'approxiniatcly SO orinds. 

In production terms this would equate to approxiniatcly 3.25 hours of' conlnllk)tjý, 

machine time. 
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Conventional dcllý, ery NIQI, ")Stc 
Fluid delivered [ml] -1 944000 - 100 

Process power consumption [kWh] - 1.8 -0.15 
Total power consumption [kWh] -5.8 -0.30 

l1 

Table 7-3. Fluid usage and power consumption fin- the two MC)/, (//I(/ 
conventional flow. 

Process power consumption is the power required to deliver the volume of' fluid 

identified above. This value was obtained from an estimation ofconipl-eysor power ovcI. 

the period of 3.25 hours, that is 0.5 kW (based on a local portable compressor). 'HIC 

value obtained for conventional delivery was based on Lisage of' a larger compressor 

supplying the laboratory lines. 

Total power consumption is the power consumed by the Huid delivery sysicn, [is, no the 

assumption that the system was running continuously dLIrIII0 the experimental 1)cl-l()ki t: ý LI 

even when the machine tool was idle. This was the case for conventional delivery only. 

The experimental period was summed as 70 days continuous. The prodLIC(Ion dily %A', I. s 

assumed to be 8 hours. 

The size and footprint of the equipment are compared, see Fitgure 7-36. Both pictures 

are to scale. 

Figure 7-36. Comparison (? 1.11md delivery systenis (in scale) 
MQL sYstem (B) and amounts qffluid used - i. e. bottle compared to barrel (C). 
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7.7.2. Economic Comparison of MQL Versus Emulsion Delivery in 
Industrial Conditions 

A basic comparison of the economics of conventional and MQL fluid delivery systems 
in a hypothetical industrial application is presented. This comparison is only indicative 

and was based on book titled: Cutting and grinding fluids: selection and application, 

published by Society of Manufacturing Engineers (1992). The following assumptions 
for the calculations are made: 

- 10 machine tools (each costs f40k with coolant reservoirs - WET and OR without 

reservoirs and MQL system installed - MQL), 

- parts processed per one machine per day - 200 (per year - 50 000), 

-8 hours per shift, two shifts per day, five days per week, fifty weeks per year, 

- labour rate is: E9.50 per hour, 

- coolant cost is: E2.50A, 

- the waste disposal and collection charges are: E0.20/1, 

- each WET machine has 400 litre coolant capacity. At the end of each week 

approximately 3800 litre of cutting fluid, from all 10 machines, is a waste. 

Table 7-4 shows the summary results calculated from figures referred to above. 

WET MQL 
Machine operator labour EO. 2280 E0.2280 
Cutting fluid EO. 0554 LO-0150 
Storage cost EO-0150 0.0030 
System maintenance E0.0095 EO. 0002 
Waste disposal EO. 0760 0.0020 
Equipment costs LO-0100 LO. 0010 
Retum for machine investment LO. 0800 EO. 0700 
Power consumption f: 0.0128 EO. 00 10 
Production stop costs E0.2000 E0.0020 
Tool costs E0.0600 E0.0600 
Purchased raw materials LO. 2000 ; EO. 2000 
Total cost per piece 1: 0.9467 

1 

10.5822 
ings per year 9182,250.00 

Table 7-4. Cost comparison in production conditions - local systems. 
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Machine operator labour - this cost includes the cost of labour and maintenance on 

'as needed' basis. 

Cutting fluid - this includes fluid concentrate purchase and delivery cost, watcr, 

topping up, additives. Storage cost - this is a cost of storage of fluids and waste coolants 

(assumed 10 m2 room for WET and 2m2 for MQL,; C3.00 a square meter a day). 

System maintenance - this includes maintenance of the fluid delivery system, fluid 

change and top up. 

Waste disposal - this is includes waste collection and disposal. 

Equipment costs - this includes the cost of filters, pumps and other equipment requircd 

for the delivery system to work properly. 

Return for machine investment - this is based on 10 per cent set aside of the original 

cost of investment per year as return on capital invested. 

Power consumption - this is the cost of power consumed by delivery systems. 

Production stop costs - this is the cost of production stops. This includes the times 

when machines are maintained, repaired, fluid is topped up, etc. 

Tool costs - this is the cost of the tools. 

Purchased raw materials - materials purchase costs and preparation for this process. 

Total cost per piece - this is the total cost of fabrication of the single workpiece. 

There are potentially further savings expected from tool costs, however these are hard to 

calculate as there is no direct study for grinding, proving tool life is elongated wlicn 

MQL is used. 

For the case presented, there is a difference of LO. 3645 per workpiece. At 500,000 parts 

per annum, this would result in a total saving of 1: 182,250.00 per year. 

Such analysis is for independent systems only. 
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The following example is for a centralised system, with efficient filtration, fluid quality 

control, buffers and tool life extending additives, together with machine feed and specds 

optimised for a minimum cost. In this case workpiece costs are estimated to be 

approximately 25 per cent lower. 

Total savings in this case are surnmarised in Table 7-5. 

WET MQL 
Total cost per piece LO. 7100 LO. 5822 
Difference per piece LO. 1278 
Savings per year L63,900.00 

Table 7-5. Cost comparison in production condition - centralisedfacility. 

The saving per year would reduce to E63,900-00. However, this still represents 

significant savings to the company. 

Importantly however, in both cases there would be significant benefit to the natural 

environment. 

7.8. Discussion 

Very similar performance in terms of Ft'IDOCI Q,, Ih, q is seen in Trial 3. In Trial 4 

MQL was seen to outperform WET in these measures. This provides strong evidence 
that MQL has potential to compete with WET under this latter combination of material, 

wheel and machining parameters. From this test, it appears that MQL favours lower 

workpiece speed with soft materials, when grinding with fine, medium hardncss, 

vitrified, aluminium oxide abrasive. The very good performance in Trial 4 may be a 

result of the combined effects of wheel specification, speed ratio and workpiecc 

material hardness, which was relatively low in this trial and good lubrication properties 

of the MQL oil. 

The strongest effect on specific tangential force in MQL was DOC with the highest 

magnitudes in WET. This result implies that MQL is less prone to changes in the 
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grinding condition than WET under specific conditions. Further, it was also found that 

the highest hq was achieved with MQL. 

The values of friction coefficient, as other results, were consistcnt with valucs publishcd 
in literature for fine grinding, high precision operations. 

The lowest FIF,, ratio was recorded for MQL and this was consistent throughout all 
trials. This outcome is important as this is indicative of a situation of good lubrication, 

relatively high specific material removal and reasonable penetration depth. Morcovcr, 

the value of u in MQL is not as strongly affected as the other cases by the drcssing 

condition, speeds or material hardness. The performance of MQL appcars to havc bccn 

relatively stable compared to both DRY and WET throughout the trials, again 

suggesting that MQL is less prone to changes in the grinding condition than WET. 

In case of steels EN31 and M2 the small discrepancies do not allow idcntil-ication of any 

clear trend. However, the results inform us that there is no strong cffcct due to a 
difference in material hardness. 

Only small differences in A, values were recorded between WET, DRY and MQL and 

all were approximately within expected surface quality. However, in sonic cascs 
differences were strongly in favour of MQL - Trials 4 and 7. 

The cutting efficiency in MQL is due largely to the combined effects Of ILibricatioll and 

appropriateness of the wheel and workpiece combinations. This was demonstrated in 

Trial 4 and Trial 7, which show an efficient grinding situation together with low 

temperatures and better general performance (R,,, force ratio) than the WET case. This is 

strong evidence that MQL has promise in this region. 

Though MQL was not always able to match WET performance it was always vcry 

close. More importantly, there was no situation in any of trials where MQL 

temperatures exceeded film boiling that would result in essentially dry conditions. The 

highest temperature under MQL approached 200 'C, which is below the threshold 

temperature for damage to the workpicce. 

The strongest effect on MQL process temperature was DOC and was ratlicr cxpcctcd. 
The change of other process parameters returned a relatively wcak rcsponsc, making the 
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MQL process less sensitive to process changes compared with WET and DRY. This 

would be seen as a significant benefit. 

In terms of specific energy, MQL again appears to present an attractive alternative to 

conventional flood cooling. It was also less sensitive to variation in the value or tile 

parameters used. As a general assessment, MQL does perform reasonably well across 
the situations investigated, however there appears to be little opportunity to optirnise tile 

process. This may however, be simply that the chosen conditions happen to be those 

most favoured by MQL. 

It is important to recognise that the experimental conditions cmploycd wcrc dcrincd to 

help facilitate the comparative study and were therefore not optimiscd for either the 

WET or DRY cases. 

7.9. Summary 

In the Results chapter, results for specific tangential force, force ratio, surface 

roughness, temperatures and specific energy were presented. In addition, an indicative 

analysis of process economics was made and as a result the range of savings achieved 

when using MQL systems rather than conventional fluid delivery systems can be sccn. 

in general, results indicated the applicable regime for MQL to perform well, i. e. similar 
or better than conventional delivery. There was a case when MQL did not pcrforill as 

well as WET, however this was explained by favourable conditions for the grinding 

wheel in wet grinding. 

Detailed discussion and conclusions were presented at the end of this chaptcr. 

In the next chapter thermal analysis is provided, where the temperature obtaincd during 

the study is compared against the temperature predicted by a thcrmal modcl. 
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8.1. Introduction 

In most cases temperature prediction is based on either measured powcr or grinding 
force levels, from which specific energy can be determined. This paramctcr can be 

obtained for a particular grinding wheel, workpiece combination undcr varying grinding 

conditions. For the purpose of the study the thermal modcl of Rowc and Morgan (1995). 

Marinescu et al (2004) and Rowe (2009) was used to obtain theorctical tcmpcraturcs. 

Results from experiment are compared with those predicted by theory. 

The model used for this study has been developed for conventional grinding proccsscs. 

However, it has not previously been applied to the prediction of tcmperaturcs in MQL. 

A key feature of this work is to validate the model for this case. 

8.2. Calculations of Estimated Temperature 

Model parameters relating to workpiece materials, grinding wheel and fluids propertics 

can be found in Appendix II- 

For the purpose of validation, experimental conditions selected arbitrarily, were as 
follows: 

(Trials: z31, z32, z33) 

Fluid delivery 
WET 
(conventional) 

Effective grain 
contact radius ro = 15 pin 

Material EN31 Fluid convection /if = 10000 
2 factor W/M K 

Wheelspeed v, = 25 m/s 
Average tangential 
force r,, = 33.50 N 

Wheel diameter d, = 288 mm 
Average normal 
force Fn = 90-91 N 

Workpiece speed 
v, = 6.5 nVmin 
(0.108 nVs) 

Average real DOC a, = 6.88 pin 

Wor piece 
width/contact width 

bw = 20 mm Average temperature T= 12311C 

Table 8-1. Experimental conditions values. 
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Contact Length 

For the case given above the geometric contact length calculated from cquation (4.1) is: 

lg = ýa, ds = 1.408 mm = 1.41 - 1()-3M 

The Roughness factor R, has been shown to have a strong influence on the contact 

length predicted from theory. This parameter is related to the analysis of contact of 

rough surfaces under an applied force and it is the ratio of the smooth and rough contact 
lengths. The following equations provide inverse solution of this factor based oil tile 

assumption of 1, =2 Ig (Rowe et al, 1998): 

1, =2 lg = 2.816 mm = 2.82 - 10-3M 

The contact length due to the deformation as a result of the applicd forcc from cquation 

(4.7) is therefore: 

g = 
ý1,2 

-1j2=2.439 mm = 2.44 - 10-3M if 
c9 

The parameter relating Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio v for contacting 

materials is given by (equation (4.4)): 

1- V2 

Es 
s+ 

Ew 
2.35 - 10-11 Pa 

Thus E* will equal: 

E* = 4.25 - 1010 Pa = 42.52 GPa 

The specific normal force is calculated from equation (7.2): 

Fn' = 
Fn 

= 4545.50 
N 

bw m 

The roughness factor for which we have now solved is calculatcd from cquation (4.10): 
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flf2l 
E 

Rr 
f_ 

= 8.71 
Ir 

E ; 

nýds 

This calculated value is consistent with values reported in literature (Marincscu et al, 
2004,2007). This is a typical value for the shallow cut operation under wct grinding of 

steel variants. This value in practice however will vary typically between 5< Rr < 15 

and is related to a wide range of process variables. 

8.2.2. Power, Material Removal Rate and Specific Energy 

The grinding power is given by equation (4.12) and for the case cxamincd, is: 

P= Ft vs = 837.50 W 

Material removal rate is then (equation (4.14)): 

m3 mm 3 

Qw = vw bw ae = 1.49 - 10-8 -= 14.91 - ss 

And the specific energy given by equation (4.13): 

e, =p=5.62 - 1010 
j= 

56.21 
j 

QW M3 MM3 

This value, though typical for shallow cut grinding, illustrates the relative cncrgy 

inefficiency of grinding compared to other material rcmoval proccsscs, which havc 

typical values of the order of 2 to 10 J/mrn 3 (Filipowski and Marciniak, 2000). 

8.2.3. Thermal Partition Model 

The total process heat flux from (Marinescu et al, 2004) is: 

qt = 
e, Qw 

=p= 14.87 
w 

b,, 1, b,, lc MM2 

(8.1) 
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The specific energy to the chips is expressed as (Marinescu et al, 2004): 

ech --= pw cw emp = 5.83 -1 (8.2) 
MM3 

The energy to the chips represented as heat flux is (Marinescu et al, 2004): 

qch - 
ech Qw 

- 
ech vw ae 

1.54 
w (8.3) 

b,, lc 1c MM2 

Workpiece material diffusivity is (Marinescu et al, 2004): 

8.60 - 10-6 
m2 (8.4) 

Pw Cw s 

The Peclet number is a dimensionless parameter relating the advection of a flow to the 
thermal diffusivity. For grinding, Peclet number typically has a value in the range 
0 :5 Pe :5 100 (Marinescu et al, 2004), and is given by: 

Pe = 
vw lc 

= 8.85 
4a 

The thermal constant C is determined from the Peclet number (Rowe et al, 1995): 

Pe c 

>10 1.06 

02 < Pe < 1D 
0'95 

-ý2x + 
Le 
2 

<0.2 0.76 

Thus for the case considered the value of C equals (Marinescu et A 2004): 

c=0.95 2ir + 
Le 

= 0.99 
7r 2 

(8.5) 

(8.6) 

The geometric mean thermal property (GMTP), 8,, is given by (Marinescu et al, 2004): 

flw 115 9 5.2 31 
m2sO-SK 

(8.7) 
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The workpiece convection factor is calculated as (Marinescu et al, 2004): 

flw FiW 
=W 

(8.8) 
h,, =- ic 

72482.20 
c ic M2K 

The partition ratio for heat flow to the workpiece and abrasive is (Marinescu et al, 

2004): 

0.97 kg . -1 
= 0.90 

P., Vro V., 

(8.9) 

This value is again consistent with values published in literature for similar grinding 

conditions (Marinescu et al, 2007). 

The maximum temperature for grinding is calculated to be (Marinescu et al, 2004): 

om 
qt - qch_ 

= 147.23 T 
h,,, 

+ hf 7Fws- 

(8.10) 

This value correlates well with the value measured from experiment (1230 Q and 

supports the analytical approach employed. The model approach employed is known to 

be overly conservative to provide assurance of damage avoidance. The fine tuning can 

be undertaken in the production environment or under laboratory conditions. 

8.3. Results From Measured and Predicted 
Temperature 

To avoid thermal damage to the workpiece it is crucial to grind below a predetermined 

critical temperature. It is not possible to measure temperature directly in practice hence 

the need for predictive models. These models take into account many process factors 

derived directly from grinding mechanics and heat transfer theory. The most useful of 

these models (Rowe et al, 1991) is that developed by Rowe and Morgan (1995). This 

has been shown to be reliable and robust and requires a minimum input from the user. It 

is important to note that the model provides for the two cases: wet and dry, has not been 
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validated under MQL conditions. It is not anticipated that the thermal analysis will 
differ greatly for the case of MQL however, fluid convection values will be lower for 

MQL than in WET grinding and for highly accurate predictions partitioning to the fluid 

may have to be defined. In reported studies (Rowe et al, 1998) partitioning to the fluid 

in conventional operations under WET grinding was typically of the order of 5 to 10 per 

cent. As a consequence the DRY model is used for MQL and a slightly higher 

temperature for damage is predicted. This errs on the side of safety. 

8.3.1. Results for Hardened Steel EN31 

Tests at a low DOC are presented in Figure 8-1 (A). A large difference is observed 

between the experimental and predicted temperature results for WET grinding. The very 
low temperature measured suggests that the thermocouple may not have been working 

properly in this instance. In fine cut the single pole thermocouple junction may not be 

made as firmly as in the case of deeper cuts. This however was difficult to ascertain 

with confidence from the signal as it requires some amount of personal interpretation. 

The net grinding power measurement is also difficult to obtain in fine cut operations 
due to the small percentage increase in the power level from the no-load value. This is 

potentially problematic when the power monitoring system is tuned to a higher power 

range. Importantly however, power measurement errors of this nature were eliminated 
in the tests described due to acquisition of grinding forces. The mean value of three 

measurements was taken as the value for the power calculation. The three values were 

generally in close agreement. In the case of WET grinding net power requirements may 

be higher than in the case of DRY due to effects of fluid acceleration (or wheel braking) 

and power needed to overcome the boundary film layer. 

The DRY case exhibits a different tendency. The measured temperature is higher than 

predicted. It is hard to explain the reason for such a situation but it may occur due to the 

value of material properties employed. For the material EN31 there exists in the 

literature a wide range of values of material properties (For example: AISI E 52100, BS 

534 A 99). 
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In the case of MQL the measured and predicted temperatures correlate reasonably well 

and fall between the WET and DRY values. Importantly, the applied DOC prescrited 

difficulties in achievement of grinding. In each situation only 0.5 pm was achieved with 

the applied DOC of 5 ýtm. 

(A) EN31 steel, fine dressing, 
v, =25m1s, v,, =15m1min, a=5, um 60 

55 *WET 
50 

45 
X *DRY 

40 *MOL 
3 35 -- /N XWET Pred 

30 
25 DRY Pred 

0 
XMQL Pred 

10 i 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 

Depth of cut a. [ýLm] 
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(C) EN31 steel, coarse dressing, 
v, =25mls, v, =6.5mlmin, a= 15, um 
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x WET Pred 

x DRY Pred 

XMQL Pred 

(B) EN31 steel, fine dressing, 
v, =45mls, v, =6.5mlmin, a=51im 130 

120 OWEI 
110 

- Li *DRY 
100 

w 
90 OMQL 

3 1X 
co 80 XWET Prod 
41 70 CL 
E 

DRY Prod 

F 
4) 
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50 XMQL Prod 

40 

0 02 OA 06 08 

Depth of cut a. [pm] 

(D) EN31 steel, coarse dressing, 
vs=45m1s, v, 1=15m1min, a= 151im 

310 
290 
270 
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*DRY 

OMQL 

X WET Pred 

- DRY Pred 

xM 

Figure 8-1. Experimental and predicted temperature as a fi4nction (? /* DOC. Ior l,, 'N31 
steel. 

In Figure 8-1 (B) (5 ýtm, DOC) the measured temperatures are considerably lower thall 

those predicted from theory, with no easy to distinguish or conflicting tendencies. it is 

reasoned that since results for 5 ftm DOC are hard to interpret in respect of* ternpci-ature 

measurement, any results at this DOC are not considered further. However all 1-csults 

obtained can be found in Appendix 12. 

In Figure 8-1 (C) and (D) results are presented for 15 ýtm DOC at different spccd ratios. 

For both situations the lowest measured temperature was for the case of' WET it"d it 

reasonable correlation with theory is observed. 
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The DRY case with the EN31 material (62 HRQ produced a much higher measured 

value than predicted. The experimental temperature is quite high and would indicate a 

rather good connection of the thermocouple with the workpiece. The higher temperature 

would be expected with more difficult to machine materials than the softer materials 

due to the mechanism of material removal. The ploughing and sliding components 

would tend to be proportionally higher in such situations. 

The EN31 also generates smaller chips of the materials studied and as result the chips 

tend to load the wheel more rapidly. Loading reduces wheel efficiency and increases 

grinding temperatures. It is also reported in literature (Tso, 1995) that DRY grinding 

may result in smaller chip size than in WET for comparable machining conditions. 
However, this issue was not studied in this instance. 

Temperatures in MQL were similar to those obtained at the low DOC with theoretical 

temperatures approximately 20 per cent lower than measured. However, it is to be noted 

that each plot value shown in the preceding Figures is the mean value computed from 

three independent measurements. This was so for power and for temperature. These 

three independent measurements were not always in accordance, particularly in the case 

of temperature. It is clear that in the case of a wide dispersion in values the mean 

computed value may have an inherently large error. This method of interpreting the 

results in this way using all three values was reasoned to be the most suited to the 

experimental results and selective choosing of data was not considered appropriate. 
Selective choosing of data has been shown to yield improved correlation with a number 

of the results shown, however, the validity of the comparison remains in question. 

8.3.2. Results for Hardened Steel M2 

The grinding conditions for to the hardened material M2 trials were identical to those 

for EN31 and the results are presented below. 

In Figure 8-2 (A) in all cases a higher predicted value is shown to that measured. The 

DOC is still relatively small with applied DOC being 15 pm and achieved DOC of the 

order 3< DOC <7 jim. Reasonable correlation is observed with MQL however results 
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for the cases of DRY and WET are contradictory. It is interesting to note 1'rom Figure 8- L, 
2 (A) that temperatures measured in both WET and MQL were very sinular. This points 

to a very similar level of performance. The temperature predicted for MQL assunics tile 

DRY situation. This has the effect of increasing theoretical temperatures. 

(A) M2 steel, coarse dressing, 
v, =25mls, vv=6.5mlmin, a= 151im 
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(B) M2 steel, coarse dressing, 
v, =45m/s, v, v=15m1min, a=151im 
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115 

Depth of cut a. [pm] 
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Figure 8-2. Experimental and predicted temperature as ajunclion o/'/)O('. /()i- M2 vcc/. 

A further set of results for M2 steel is presented in Figure 8-2 (B), whcre wliccl, 

workpiece velocities and DOC are relatively high. As for previous trials there is a I'll-C 

difference between predicted and experimental values in the cases of WF, T and DRY. 

There is however good correlation for MQL values. 01' further interest are the C, 
temperature values predicted for both MQL and DRY. The lowcr icnipci-jitul-cs I, (), - MQI, 

align with results one would expect from the process mechanics. 

8.3.3. Results for Mild Steel EN8 

The third set of results are those for mild steel, EN8. The first set of trials is prescille(I 11, 

Figure 8-3 (A). A good correlation is observed between predicted and experimental 

temperatures for the case of WET with a difference of approximatcly 20 per cciii. 'I'lle 

case of DRY does not exhibit a good match however the DOC achieved is very low an(] 

at such low depths of cut the reliability of the thermocouple is Put 10 question. MQI, 

produced a very close match for predicted and experimental tenipcrature, however tile 

measured temperature is marginally higher than predicted. This suggests that the DRY Z: ) 

assumption may be inappropriate for MQL as it is reasoned that tile difference nlay he 

attributable to effects of fluid convection. It is also interestingy to note that tile lowest 
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temperature generated in these tests was for MQL despite the DOC achieved heing (lie I- 
highest in this case. 

(A) EN8 steel, fine dressing, 
v, =25m/s, v, v=15m1min, a= 15pm 
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Figure 8-3. Experimental and predicted temperature as ajunction o/'/)O(' /()/- ENS 
steel. 

The final set of results are presented in Figure 8-3 (B). For the first time a very close 

match can be seen for the case of WET with a difference of' less than 7 per cent. This 

result suggests that the problems experienced with the thermocouple 
. 
1tinction 1)cino 

'made' may occur more readily at the lower grinding tcnipcraturcs. At the higher 

temperatures, associated with the deeper Cuts, the thermocouple InCaSUrcinClits are Jjj()j-C 

consistent. For the case of DRY the difference between predicted and experimental 

temperatures is reasonable at less than 25 per cent. The results for MQL are similar to 

DRY differing by approximately 20 per cent. The lowest tcniperatures are apain 

identified for the case of MQL. However, it is reasoned that there sliould be little 

difference between the temperatures under WET and MQL at the same achieved Dou 

and it could in fact be the case that the lowest temperature OCCUrS L111dCr MQI,. It is to hc 

emphasised that the DRY model was used for prediction of temperatures In MQI, Mid 

further work on the thermal analysis of MQL is required. 

8.4. Analysis of Predicted Temperatures Under 
Varying Assumptions 

Each test result shown is the mean value of three nicasurements. The tan"clit'jil f- 
I- I ()I'CC 

measurements exhibit good consistency and only slight variation is idenlit'led Ific 
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results. This difference typically leads to variance of 8 per cent in the value of tangential 

force used in the analysis (however error calculated from Student's distribution is quite 

large due to small amount of samples and at probability of 95 per cent, error is about 

20 per cent; 99 per cent - error ± 40 per cent). 

Ftl Ft2 F, 3 Ft mean Ft mean var 

WET 35.9 33.8 30.7 33.5 ±7 % 

DRY 40.0 42.1 45.2 42.4 ±5 % 

MQL 36.9 31.8 31.8 33.5 ±7 % 

Table 8-2. Typical results for tangential force for the same test conditions WET, DRY, 
MQL. 

The measured temperature results however show a much wider dispersion. In some 

cases this can lead to a large variance in the data. It has been reasoned previously that it 

is not considered appropriate to be selective with data used and as a consequence the 

errors reported can be as high as 20 per cent (as above - error will be large due to low 

number of samples and variance between samples seems to be more appropriate). This 

is the maximum error (worst case) and typically, variance was computed to be in the 

region of 4-8 per cent. 

01 02 03 Ontean Omean 
var 

Worst 107 171 109 129 : 09 % 

Typical 136 125 126 129 : t4 % 

Table 8-3. Worst and typical case values of temperature. 

The effect of the sometimes wide variation in measured temperature yields some 

interesting insight into the thermal analysis. An example is given (Table 8-3) for a 

typical test result, data has a variance in the 'typical' range. Assuming the two extreme 

values of temperature and inversely solving for model parameters the following Table 

can be generated. 
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107 'C 

Literature value for 
the model 

Value obtained wit]]h 
V inverse solvin 

ics [W/m KI 35 375 

ro [m] 1.5.10-5 
- 

1.3.10-7 
pw [jlm 2SO, 5 K] - 19770 1 912 
Yields wheel-workpiece partition ratio: ýý -w-s 10.9 10.4 rR 

OmExtmax 171 *C 

Literature value for 
the model 

Value obtained with 
inverse solving 

1c, [W/m K] 35 172 

ro [M] 1.5-10-5 
- 

6.2.10,7 
pw [j/M2 SO, 

5 KI 1 9770 1 1985 
Yields wheel-workpiece partition ratio: 

1 0.9 1 0.6 

Table 8-4. Literature and obtained values comparison for two temperature extreme 
values. 

The above example is for one of the more extreme cases from the tests. The parameters 

selected are seen to be sensitive to the temperature value employed and this confirms 

the importance of accurate and repeatable temperature measurements for theoretical 

validations. Importantly, however, the data highlights the challenge of thermocouple 

measurement at very low depths of cut on a relatively flexible machine tool. The large 

temperature differences measured obtained under similar conditions were seen to vary 

significantly with only small changes in achieved DOC. 

8.5. Discussion 

The thermal model is a useful tool for the prediction of grinding temperature. The 

model used (Rowe and Morgan model) has been shown to be quite efficient for the 

cases of WET and DRY grinding. The difference in results obtained for the case of 

WET were attributed to a number of factors. The key factor was thermocouple 

reliability, a further factor was the value of model parameters employed particularly 

those of the fluid and workpiece material. 
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The thermal analysis worked very well with MQL. This may suggest that earlier 

assumptions for evaporation being responsible for a small, but significant cooling 

performance may not be entirely correct, as the evaporation of oil will occur only when 

the grinding temperature exceeds the film boiling temperature. Generally, no such high 

temperatures were obtained under MQL though a quantitative assessment of the effects 

of convection remain unclear. This requires further research and model development but 

current results tend to indicate that the MQL phenomena comes directly from decreased 

friction. 

The analytical model does not provide for direct cooling effects resulting from the high 

speed air jet, though it has been proved such an effect exists (Nguyen and Zhang, 2003). 

This aspect should be taken into account in future studies. 

The temperature model has been shown to produce results that correlate well for the 

cases of WET and DRY. Results for MQL also correlate well and taking into account 

current model limitations (grinding under oil boiling temperature and using surrounding 

temperature air and oil), it is proposed that the model can be successfully used for 

maximum grinding temperature prediction. Nevertheless additional work is required 

with other grinding cases, to accommodate use of different wheels, materials to confirm 

the model validity with MQL. 

8.6. Summary 

A Thermal model and corresponding calculations of estimated temperature were 

presented in this chapter. A short introduction is followed by calculations of predicted 

(estimated) temperature, based on Morgan and Rowe model. The calculation is provided 

in respect of real contact length. 

Also results for estimated temperature are presented within this chapter for EN3 1, M2 

and M8 steels. In case of the presented temperature model, results correlate well for the 

cases of WET and DRY. In case of MQL correlation is well but requires that current 

model limitations (grinding under oil boiling temperature and using surrounding 

temperature air and oil) be taken into account. It is concluded that additional work is 
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required with other grinding cases, to accommodate use of different wheels and 

materials to confirm the model validity with MQL. 

The following two chapters will be conclusions and future work. The conclusions 

chapter will summarise thoughts regarding the study and its results, whereas in the the 

chapter titled Future Work, directions for further study are presented. 
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The study has helped explain many previously unanswered questions regarding MQL in 

grinding and a number of key contributions have been achieved: 

This work provides an advanced understanding of MQL performance and 

provides evidence that MQL can be effective in the fine grinding surface 

grinding regime (5 Pm < DOC < 15 pm). 

-/ Results for tangential and normal force were obtained in terms of real DOC 

which has been shown to be critically important for the analysis of fine grinding 

operations. It is worthy to note that the applied DOC was used in the majority of 

prior researches, which depending on process conditions, would lead to 

experimental errors and incorrect conclusions. 

V Grinding temperatures at the contact arc were measured for the first time in 

MQL and compared against existing thermal models. This is a further innovative 

approach to improved understanding of the MQL technique and has only been 

achieved in AMTReL. 

V An applicable regime for MQL was established in fine grinding operations and a 

summary Table generated (Table 9- 1). 

%/ The conditions under which dressing is performed 'dry', 'wet' or 'MQL' have 

also been identified as having a strong influence on process performance. 

VA new MQL nozzle was designed for the tests reported. 

The results for WET and MQL have been presented collectively in tabular form to 

provide an easy-to-use view of the performance under WET and MQL delivery 

methods. What can be seen very clearly is that MQL performed better than WET in 

most areas (i. e. 42 of the 56 elements) and in 5 of the 56 elements performance was 

similar. However to understand this table better a further description on how to use it is 

provided. It is important that consideration is given to the real DOC when reading these 

results. 

The Table 9-1 presents different grinding configurations and performance measures. If 

the process performed best under specific conditions, a letter describing it was put in the 
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table. 'W' is used to represent conventional fluid delivery (WET), 'M' is used to 

represent MQL and 'S' informs us of a similar processes performance. 

V, 
a, 

Mill 

ae 

MM 
V, 

m1min 

Dre Mat 
Q 1w 

F, ' 

NImm 

FIF,, Ra 

/1111 

T 

OC 

7prrd 

OC 
III/S - w m m 

25 1 0.9 0.7 6.5 CI S WI M M M W IM M 

2 25 0. 0.5 15 F H sI m m m w m m 

3 

1 

25 6.9 6.8 6.5 c H s s m m m m 

4 25 2.7 3.6 15 F s m m m m m m m 

5 "z 45 0.4 0.6 6.5 F H m m m. m w m m 

6 45 0.5 0.5 15 c s s m m m m m m 

7 45 , 13.0, 9.8 6.5 F S W 
-M 

m m m m m 

8 45 L 4.8 1 3.1 15 C HI Wl M m w w m 
-Wf 

Table 9- 1. Table showing MQL and WET grinding process peiJormance. 

The favourable conditions for MQL are highlighted in Green, for example co, j(jjtj()jjs 

used in Trials 4 and 5. 

The Blue colour indicates conditions under which MQL performed less well than WF'J', 

but still reasonable, for example conditions used in Trials I and 8. 

The Yellow colour indicates conditions under which MQL and WET perforliled very 

similarly, e. g. within a2 per cent difference in values. 

It is seen that in Trials 2 to 7 the performance of MQL is extremely good and in only 5 

of 42 cases did WET (W) achieve a comparable performance to MQL (M). 

The Table above provides a useful reference for further studies in MQL and defines (lie 

useful regime under stated grinding conditions. For a correct reading of' this chart it is 

important to take DOC into consideration. However, it is not obligatory and 1'01- 

instance if the DOC per pass is not an issue but it is important to grind cool and energy 

efficient, then the DOC may be omitted. 

What distinguishes the MQL technique and makes it highly desirable 1*01- iIIdLIStI-y is its 

environmental and economic efficiency. In conventional operations largc quantliles of' 

fluid are consumed and require disposal. This incurs a high crivironinental an(l 

economic cost. For MQL operations these costs are reduced significantly. Purcliase 
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costs of MQL systems (delivery and filtration), power consumption and footprint are 

also relatively small compared to conventional systems, providing potential for further 

cost savings. However all environmental and economic benefits need further 

clarification. 

The following conclusions are reached based on results of this study: 

,/ MQL can be successfully employed either as a fine finishing process or as a 
high precision shallow cut grinding process. In surface operations with 

conventional alumina abrasive and for a range of steels, this would achieve: Fine 

Finishing (< 5 gm applied DOC), delivering 0.2 gm < R,, < 0.25 gm and 

Shallow-cut processes (5 > applied DOC < 15 gm), with similar R,, values. 

Convective cooling with MQL is negligible compared with high volume flood 

delivery and is limited to convection resulting from latent heat of evaporation of 

the mist volume. It is therefore clear that effective lubrication developed with 

efficient aerosol delivery is largely responsible for MQL performance capability. 

,, ' Grinding temperatures in the contact arc measured for the first time in MQL and 

compared with temperatures predicted from existing thermal models showed 

that: 

> Surface temperatures in MQL are very similar to those generated in 

the WET flood delivery condition throughout the range of machining 

conditions investigated. 

> MQL temperatures are almost always lower than those measured in 

the DRY situation. 
> Predicted temperatures demonstrate that the existing thermal analysis 

is appropriate for MQL and results suggest that the DRY model can be 

employed. 

-. / in terms of performance, measured by specific removal rate, specific tangential 

force, and grinding temperature MQL grinding is seen to outperform DRY 

grinding in almost all conditions investigated. 

. -/ in MQL grinding wheel speed has a greater influence on the process with harder 

materials than with softer materials. 
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-/ At higher wheel speeds, MQL grinding is more suitable than WET grinding for 

soft material in shallow-cut grinding with fine dressing. 

MQL grinding appears to present an attractive alternative to flood delivery as there is 

less sensitivity to variation in the value of the parameters. As a general assessment, 

MQL grinding performs reasonably well across the range of situations investigated, 

although there was no opportunity to optimise the process. It is possible that the chosen 

conditions happened to be most favourable for MQL. 

Results of this study prove very good applicability of MQL grinding in finishing 

conditions - up to 5 pm per cut. However, higher cuts up to 15 pm DOC, provides 

results with MQL grinding that are either slightly poorer for the hard material case or 

slightly better than conventional flood cooling for soft material conditions. It is 

considered possible that MQL grinding efficiency may be greatly improved in future 

development to such an extent that grinding performance for hard materials will also be 

better than conventional grinding. 

In general, MQL led to lower friction with many cases resulting in temperatures 

sufficiently low to avoid thermal damage. 
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Areas requiring further development and research are summarised below. 

This study was constrained to one abrasive type. It is highly recommended that further 

research be undertaken to study the effect of different wheel types on MQL process 

efficiency including CBN which is known to produce lower forces and which is 

extremely beneficial in poor cooling conditions. Wheels of different porosities, bonds 

and hardness should be introduced into the investigation. Such research would confirm 

which wheel types are best suited to the MQL process and which have the best 

workpiece price-quality ratio. 

A successful grind (good workpiece quality and long wheel life) requircs correct 

dressing. Further research is required to establish appropriate wheel dressing conditions 
for MQL grinding over a range of wheel variants. 

A wider range of grinding conditions should also be studied. The technique should be 

investigated in different grinding regimes including: micro-grinding, high speed 

grinding and HEDG. The range of work material should also be extended to include 

brittle materials and common metal variants. 

The MQL system used in this PhD study was developed to allow flexibility in air or oil 

pressure settings, together with flexibility in the quantities delivered. However, a more 

accurate cornputerised system would increase system efficiency and enable the meeting 

of more specific requirements. 

Currently there are two types of MQL systems available. The first MQL system mixes 

oil and air in a reservoir. The second delivers air and oil separately to the nozzle where a 

mixture of those two fluids is created. The efficiency, advantages and disadvantages, of 

the two systems should be compared. 

The success of MQL depends in great part on the nozzle and, in particular, the mixing 

of oil and air in the nozzle. Further research is required to establish ideal mix conditions 

and optimal nozzle direction and distance from the grinding arc/wheel. 
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The MQL system parameters should be explored further including delivery volume, 

delivery flowrate, mix-ratio and delivery temperature. A wider range of oils should also 

be investigated including vegetable based and ester based oils. 

It would also be beneficial to study further the behaviour of the flows in the grinding arc 

and in the area immediately prior to the contact region to aid further understanding of 

MQL phenomena. The AMTReL has developed the LDA technique for fluid analysis in 

grinding and this could be applied to MQL. FEM stimulation could also be employed to 

investigate interior nozzle flows and flows at the nozzle outlet. FEM stimulation could 

be used as a comparison for the LDA. 

Unlike in conventional flood cooling, in MQL grinding there is no active wheel 

cleaning during grinding. It is often critical that the wheel is cleaned of any 

contamination, especially if the wheel is rarely dressed, such as in CBN grinding. Thus, 

there is a need for the research and development of a dedicated wheel cleaning system 

for MQL. 

Work area cleaning is also important as it was found that the area became contaminated 

with fine debris, chips and MQL fluid, quite readily. This led to pre-cleaning issues 

prior to surface measurements. A working solution, such as water based detergent, 

needs to be developed that meets grinding process requirements. From an 

environmental point of view and where it is important to collect and recycle grinding 

deposits, the whole recycling process should be designed to match the MQL grinding 

process. 

It would be beneficial to research the live monitoring of DOC as this would save large 

amounts of time spent on measuring values that are rarely obtained in grinding practice. 

The physiochernical effects on surface energy of the work material should also be 

studied. This would improve understanding of the tribology of the process and help 

explain MQL performance at the nano- and microscale. 

Further studies should be undertaken to quantify the economics of MQL. 
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Appendix 1. Standard Marking System 

An example of standard marking system used commonly in the world is prcsentcd in 

Figure A-1. The first number (prefix) is optional and represents the manufacturer's 

symbol indicating the exact quantity of abrasive utilised. The letter A (abrasive type) 

indicates aluminium oxide or the letter Ca silicon carbide abrasive material. There are 

many types of abrasive based on synthetic aluminium oxide plus two common types of 

silicon carbide with different compositions and usually manufacturer's prefix indicates 

the particular type of alumina or silicon carbide used. The number to the right of the 

abrasive type letter indicates the abrasive grain size by a mesh number, where a larger 

mesh number indicates a finer grain size. Since each nominal grain size includes a range 

of abrasive grain sizes, the grain dimension corresponding to a particular grain size 

number may be characterized by an average value (Marinescu et al, 2004). 

Abrasive Grade Bond type 
type Abrasive 

Prefix grain Structure Ma nufacturers 
size record 

52 -A -46 -J -7-V- 23 

1 Dense 
2 
3 

A= Alumina 4 
C= Silicon Carbide 

Y 

5 Very 1 6 R= Resinold R 
Coarse Medium Fine F! 1i n9 7 E= Shellac 0 30 70 2 8 30 70 220 8 0 0= Oxychlorlde 

36 80 2 80 10 36 80 240 9 R= Rubber 
go 46 go 2 12 46 90 280 10 RF = Rubber reinforced 14 54 100 320 11 S Silicate 

16 60 120 400 12 V V Vitrified 
20 150 500 13 
24 180 600 14 

15 
16 Open 

Soft Medium Hard 
ABC D EFGH I 

JKLM 
NO PQ RSTUVWXYZ 

Figure A-1. An example of grinding wheel standard marking system for Alumina and 
Silicon wheels with explanation of terms (Jackson, 2008). 
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In world industry there are different ways to classify abrasive, however the most 

common and the oldest one, has been introduced by Norton company. Norton's 

classification consists on marking grains according to the scale with numbers. Each 

number corresponds to the number mesh sieve in the length of one inch in the sieve and 

are classified as: coarse (may be divided into very coarse and coarse), medium, fine and 

very fine (may be divided into very fine and powder) (Oczos and Porzycki, 1986). 

The way how wheel hardness is marked is standardised, and again most commonly is 

Norton's scale that take into account 23 grades of hardness with following letters for A 

the softest and Z the hardest wheel (Oczos and Porzycki, 1986). 
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Appendix 2. MQL System 

Ln r1i 

IdAr. 

Figure A-2. General view oj'MQL system and its basic, limensions. 
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-.... ... -1 
2- Manual trigger,, 
3- Pressure reducing valve, 
4- Pulsation generabor, 
5- Oil pump, 
6- Air valve, 
7- Fluid reservoir, 
8- Manometer, 
9- Main air valve, 
10 - Feed tube 

Figure A-3. Description of elemensts of MQL system. 
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